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Samenvatting
Draadloze communicatiesystemen met textielantennes kunnen op een gebruiksvrien-
delijke manier in kleding gëıntegreerd worden. Dergelijke systemen worden mo-
menteel ontwikkeld voor reddingswerkers, zoals brandweermensen. De draadloze
communicatie is hier meestal een essentieel onderdeel van een groter draagbaar sys-
teem, waarbij ook sensoren, actuatoren en controllers in dekledij verweven zijn. Het
in de kleding gëıntegreerde systeem moet compact, licht, flexibel en luchtdoorlatend
zijn opdat de normale bewegingen van de gebruiker niet gehinderd zouden worden.
Vlakke textielantennes zijn hier een perfecte keuze aangezien ze aan alle hierboven
vermelde criteria voldoen. Prototypes van een geı̈ntegreerd communicatiesysteem
met draagbare sensoren en textielantennes werden ontwikkeld in het FP6 gëıntegreerd
project “Proetex”, gesponsord door de Europese Commissie (www.proetex.org). Dit
systeem communiceert met behulp vanéén gëıntegreerde antenne, die signalen ont-
vangt/zendt van/naar een basisstation dat ook metéén antenne is uitgerust.

Om een betrouwbare draadloze off-body communicatieverbinding op te zetten
moeten een aantal specifieke uitdagingen aangegaan worden.Reddingswerkers die
uitgerust zijn met antennes veranderen continu van positie, oriëntatie, wandeltempo
en lichaamshouding, met als resultaat onvoorspelbaar variërende fading en shadowing
(schaduweffecten). Shadowing gebeurt door voorwerpen in de omgeving en ook door
het menselijk lichaam zelf. De antennes worden door de bewegingen van de persoon
die ze draagt continu geheroriënteerd, zowel in azimuth als elevatie. Het stralingspa-
troon van de antennes wordt bovendien beı̈nvloed door de nabijheid van het menselijk
lichaam en ook door buiging van het flexibele antennesubstraat onder invloed van de
bewegingen van de gebruiker. De combinatie van deze effecten vermindert in ern-
stige mate de betrouwbaarheid van een off-body communicatiesystem met een enkele
antenne aan beide kanten van de verbinding.

MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) technieken, waarbij meerdere zend- en
ontvangstantennes gebruikt worden zijn in staat om bovenstaande hinderlijke effecten
tegen te werken. Toch werden weinig experimentele resultaten voor praktische im-
plementaties van off-body draadloze MIMO communicatiesystemen gevonden in de
literatuur. Het menselijk lichaam vormt nochtans een uitstekend platform voor het in-
stalleren van meerdere antennes, met voldoende oppervlakte om deze antennes op een
ruime onderlinge afstand te plaatsen voor het bekomen van een beduidende spatiale
diversiteit. Wanneer bovendien antennes met dubbele polarisatie gebruikt worden, dan
kunnen we hierbij tevens het aantal signaalpaden nog verdubbelen.
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Gedurende dit doctoraatsonderzoek werden meetcampagnes uitgevoerd voor1 ×
1 SISO (single-input single-output),2×2 MIMO en4×4 MIMO systemen in realistis-
che omstandigheden. Bij hogere diversiteitsordes wordt steeds een beduidend lagere
bitfoutprobabiliteit bekomen voor eenzelfde totaal uitgezonden vermogen, zelfs wan-
neer de hogere diversiteitsgraad bekomen werd door het gebruik van antennes met
dubbele polarisatie. Zoals verwacht wordt de kwalitatieveperformantie bëınvloed
door vele factoren, zoals de statistische distributie van de fading en shadowing voor
ieder betrokken propagatiekanaal. Bij MIMO communicatie is ook de correlatie tussen
deze effecten voor de verschillende kanalen van groot belang. Al deze parameters
hangen zowel af van de omgeving, het menselijk lichaam als deantenneconfiguratie.
Niettemin is het mogelijk om voor een praktisch off-body communicatiesysteem de
theoretische performantie voor evenwichtige ongecorreleerde Rayleigh fading kanalen
te benaderen tot een op paar dB.

Tijdsvariante propagatiekanalencrëeren bijzondere uitdagingen voor een prak-
tische ontvanger. Het propagatiekanaal beı̈vloedt niet alleen continu de ontvangen
amplitude en fase, er is bovendien ook een variërende Doppler verschuiving aanwezig
op het signaal. Al deze kanaalparameters moeten voortdurend ingeschat worden voor
elk in de communicatie betrokken propagatiekanaal. Het is gebruikelijk de transmissie
in opeenvolgende korte uitzendingen te realiseren, zodat de kanaalvariatie gedurende
deze korte tijd verwaarloosbaar is. Iedere korte uitzending bevat dan pilootsymbolen,
op voorhand gekend door de ontvanger en door deze gebruikt voor de kanaalschatting.
Er werd een meetcampagne uitgevoerd om het gedrag van de tijdsvariante kanalen te
analyseren, inclusief autocorrelatiefuncties en Dopplereffecten. Een nieuwe vermo-
gensefficïente methode wordt voorgesteld om de kanaalvariatie te volgen op basis van
de uitgezonden data. Op deze manier zijn geen extra pilootsymbolen nodig voor een
uitzending die langer duurt dan de coherentietijd van het kanaal. Het op de ontvangen
data gebaseerde terugkoppelingssysteem werkt veel betrouwbaarder voor een MIMO
systeem dan voor systemen met slechts een enkele zend- en ontvangstantenne. De
teruggekoppelde kanaalinformatie wordt bewerkt via een adaptief laagdoorlaatfilter.
Dit laat een snelle respons toe wanneer er beduidende kanaalvariatie is, terwijl op
momenten van weinig kanaalvariatie een lagere afsnijfrequentie gekozen wordt met
het oog op meer ruisonderdrukking. Deze techniek is bruikbaar voor op het lichaam
draagbare batterijgevoede apparatuur, aangezien de benodigde rekencapaciteit voor de
kanaalschattingen klein is.

Betreffende de karakterisatie van het MIMO kanaal, werd een nieuw theoretisch
model voorgesteld voor de specifieke situatie van off-body communicatie verbindin-
gen met textielantennes. Het model is gebaseerd op een scheiding van de gecor-
releerde snelle fading en gecorreleerde shadowing effecten. De MIMO off-body ver-
binding wordt geparameteriseerd door een koppel onafhankelijke correlatiematrices,
voor snelle fading en shadowing. Op basis van een set kanaalmetingen wordt ook een
methode voorgesteld om de parameters voor het model uit metingen te destilleren.
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Daartoe worden de bitfoutkarakteristieken beschouwd voorelk SISO kanaal waaruit
de MIMO verbinding is opgebouwd alsook dit soort karakteristieken voor elke com-
binatie van2 SISO kanalen. Hieruit worden respectievelijk de shadowingvariantie en
correlatie bepaald. Eens de shadowing parameters bepaald zijn kan uit de meetdata
de shadowing afgezonderd worden van de fading en kunnen vervolgens de correlatie
coëfficiënten voor deze laatste berekend worden. Het model wordt gevalideerd op
basis van een uitgebreide meetcampagne, waarbij het grote aantal kanaalbemonster-
ingen een nauwkeurige vergelijking van de gemeten en gemodelleerde kanalen toelaat.
Zowel bitfout- als kanaalcapaciteitskarakteristieken worden door het model gerepro-
duceerd met een nauwkeurigheid van een fractie van een dB. Het model kan ook
gebruikt worden voor het genereren van een onbeperkt aantalwillekeurige kanaal-
realisaties, zodat modulaties en coderingen gesimuleerd kunnen worden voor om-
standigheden gelijkaardig aan deze bij de metingen.

Off-body bundelsturingkan gëımplementeerd worden door meerdere antennes in
een vaste geometrische configuratie te plaatsen. Er wordt een systeem voorgesteld
en getest waarbij een verticaal rooster van vier antennes gebruikt wordt voor sta-
tische bundelsturing met lage elevatiehoek. De performantie voor bundelsturing en
diversiteit wordt vergeleken in gelijkaardige omstandigheden door beide uitzendingen
telkens zo kort na elkaar uit te voeren dat de kanaalvariatiein de tussentijd verwaar-
loosbaar is. Dergelijke vergelijkende metingen waren nietbeschikbaar in de literatuur
voor binnenhuis off-body communicatieverbindingen. De bundelsturing zorgt in de
binnenhuisomgeving steeds voor een betere signaal-ruis verhouding aan de ontvanger
aangezien het belangrijkste propagatiepad tussen gebruikers op dezelfde verdieping
gerealiseerd wordt via lage opstraalhoeken. Nochtans is het gewenst om aan ont-
vangstkant steeds een graad van diversiteit te voorzien, aangezien anders de variantie
van het ontvangen signaal overmatig groot is door het gebrekaan diversiteit bij de
zender. In situaties met direct zicht tussen zender en ontvanger resulteert bundelstur-
ing bij de zender in combinatie met ontvangstdiversiteit soms in de laagste bitfout-
probabiliteit. In situaties zonder direct zicht werkt diversiteit aan beide kanten van
de verbinding best. Statische bundelsturing met lage elevatiehoek is hier niet nuttig,
aangezien de propagatie nu gebeurt via een groter bereik aanelevaties.

Als conclusiebiedt dit doctoraatsonderzoek meetcampagnes en een uitgebreide
analyse daarvan voor een veelzijdig aantal off-body communicatiesystemen, gebruik
makende van MIMO- en bundelsturingstechnieken zonder terugkoppeling van kanaal-
informatie van de ontvanger naar de zender. Metingen op praktische off-body MIMO
communicatiesystemen waren voordien niet beschikbaar in de literatuur. Off-body
MIMO technieken resulteren in een enorme verbetering van debetrouwbaarheid van
de communicatie, met nog meer verbetering voor hogere MIMO ordes. De evolutie
van tijdsvariante kanalen wordt aan de ontvanger gevolgd via adaptief laagdoorlaat
gefilterde data gestuurde kanaalschattingen, waarbij geenextra pilootsymbolen nodig
zijn voor transmissies langer dan de coherentietijd van hetkanaal.
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Off-body MIMO kanalen worden gemodeleerd en geparameteriseerd met een nieuwe
methode, die de nauwkeurige reproductie van bitfoutprobabiliteits- en kanaalcapaci-
teitskarakteristieken toelaat, alsook de generatie van een onbeperkt aantal willekeurige
kanaalrealisaties, met gelijke parameters als bij de meting, voor simulatie toepas-
singen. Off-body statische bundelsturingstechnieken blijken diversiteitssystemen te
kunnen overtreffen qua bitfoutprobabiliteit aan de ontvanger, op voorwaarde dat er
ontvangstdiversiteit aanwezig is om de kanaalvariatie te compenseren.



Summary
Wireless communication systems using textile antennas canbe conveniently integrated
into clothing. They are currently under development for rescue workers, such as
firefighters, and are usually part of a larger integrated system, including body-worn
sensors, actuators and controllers. Wearable equipment should be low-profile, light-
weight, flexible and breathable in order not to hinder the user’s normal body move-
ment. Planar textile antennas are a perfect choice for integration into clothing as they
meet all the above requirements. Prototypes of an off-body wireless data commu-
nication system, including wearable sensors and textile antennas were developed in
the context of the FP6 Integrated Project “Proetex” sponsored by the European Com-
mission (www.proetex.org). The system typically communicates by means of a single
textile antenna which transmits and receives signals to/from a single antenna at the
base station.

To establish a reliable off-body wireless communication link many specific chal-
lenges exist. Rescue workers equipped with antennas constantly change position, ori-
entation, walking speed and body posture. This results in anunpredictably varying
fading and shadowing. Shadowing occurs by objects in the environment as well as by
the human body itself. The antennas are constantly reoriented because of the move-
ments of the test person, not only in azimuth but also in elevation. The radiation
pattern of the antennas is influenced by the proximity of the human body as well as by
bending of the textile antennas due to body movements. All these effects dramatically
compromise the reliability of a single-antenna off-body communication system.

MIMO techniques, employing multiple transmit and receive antennas, are well
known to counter the effects of fading. However, experimental data of practical off-
body MIMO communication systems in realistic conditions were scarce in literature,
even though the body area provides a large platform to deploymultiple textile antennas
with sufficient separation to provide spatial diversity. Additionally, the use of dual-
polarized textile antennas doubles the number of exploitable signal paths for an equal
number of antenna patches on the body. During the Ph.D. research, measurement
campaigns were performed to quantitatively assess the performance of1 × 1 SISO,
2×2 MIMO and4×4 MIMO systems in equal realistic conditions. For higher orders
of diversity, a significantly lower bit error rate is consistently obtained using the same
total transmitted power. This is also the case if the higher diversity order is achieved
by employing dual-polarized antennas.
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As expected, the quantitative performance is influenced by many factors, including
the shadowing and fading distribution for each propagationchannel involved as well
as the correlation in case of different channels. These parameters all depend on the
environment, the body and the antenna configuration. Despite all these variables,
the implemented off-body MIMO communication systems approach the theoretical
characteristics for equal gain uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels to within a few
dB.

Time-varying propagation channelspose specific challenges for a practical re-
ceiver. The amplitude and phase factors as well as Doppler shift should be constantly
estimated for each propagation channel involved. Usually short data frames are trans-
mitted including pilot symbols for estimation of the channel, which is assumed to
be invariant during the limited duration of the frame. A measurement campaign was
performed to analyze the behavior of the time-varying channels, including autocor-
relation functions and Doppler spectra. A new power-efficient method is proposed,
implemented and tested to track the channel variation usingdata driven decision ori-
ented feedback, drastically reducing the pilot symbol overhead for longer transmission
frames which exceed the channel’s coherence time. Decisionoriented feedback based
on a diversity combined signal at the detector input proves to be much more reliable
than for single channels. Data-driven channel tracking is proposed, with continuously
updated channel estimates, determined by means of adaptivelow-pass filtering of the
acquired channel information. The adaptive filtering allows a fast response when quick
changes occur whereas at moments of less channel variation alower cut-off frequency
is chosen for more noise suppression. This technique is suitable for battery-operated
body-worn systems, as it has a very limited computational complexity.

For the characterization of the MIMO channel,a new and dedicated theoretical
model is proposed for off-body textile-antenna communication links. The model is
based on the separation of correlated shadowing from correlated small-scale fading.
The MIMO off-body link is parameterized by a pair of independent correlation matri-
ces, characterizing small-scale fading and shadowing. Given a set of channel measure-
ments, an original method is also proposed to estimate the parameters of the model.
Based on bit error graphs for each SISO channel composing theMIMO link, and for
each maximum-ratio combined set of2 SISO channels, the shadowing variance and
shadowing correlation coefficients are estimated, respectively. Once these parameters
are determined, the fading can be isolated from the shadowing and the small-scale fad-
ing correlation coefficients are determined. The model is validated using an extensive
measurement campaign, recording a large number of channel samples, allowing an
accurate comparison of measured and modeled channels. Bit error rate characteristics
as well as channel capacity behavior are reproduced by the model, with an accuracy
of a fraction of a dB. The model can also be used to generate an unlimited number of
random MIMO channel realizations testing different modulation and coding schemes,
in measurement-like conditions.
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Off-body beamformingmay be implemented using multiple antennas in a fixed
geometrical configuration. Using a body-worn uniform linear array of four textile an-
tenna patches, a system is proposed and tested, confining theradiated energy along
low elevation angles by means of static transmit beamforming. A comparison is per-
formed between transmit diversity and beamforming by transmitting symbols for the
two schemes in the same frame using the same antenna array andfor equal propaga-
tion conditions. Comparative measurement campaigns were not available in literature
for indoor off-body communication links. In the indoor environment a larger average
received signal-to-noise ratio always results for the beamforming scenario as the main
path of the propagation between users on the same floor may be mainly confined to
low-elevation angles. However, receiver diversity is necessary to keep the signal vari-
ance within acceptable limits. Off-body beamforming combined with diversity at the
base station can perform best in line-of-sight situations.In non line-of-sight condi-
tions, scattering of the signals occurs within a larger range of elevation angles, hence
diversity at both sides of the link provides the lowest bit error rate.

In conclusion, the work provides measurements and an in-depth analysis ofmea-
surement results for a wide range of off-body communicationsystems, including
MIMO and beamforming techniques, implemented without feedback of channel state
information to the transmitter. Measurements on practicaldata communicating sys-
tems were scarce in literature for similar conditions. Off-body MIMO techniques
prove to drastically increase the reliability of the communication, with more improve-
ment for higher MIMO orders. Time-varying channels are tracked using adaptive low-
pass filtered data-driven decision oriented feedback, reducing pilot symbol overhead
without a large processing effort. Off-body MIMO channels are modeled and param-
eterized by means of a new method, allowing to reproduce bit error and capacity char-
acteristics with high accuracy as well as the generation of random measurement-like
channel realizations for simulation purposes. Off-body static beamforming techniques
are shown to be capable of outperforming transmit diversitysystems in line-of-sight
environments, provided that receiver diversity is presentto limit the signal variance.
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FOR RELIABLE OFF -BODY COMMUNICATION

USING TEXTILE ANTENNAS





CHAPTER1

General Introduction

1.1 Wearable textile antenna systems for
off-body communication

1.1.1 Context

To improve the safety and security of rescue workers, a wireless off-body communica-
tion system relying on textile antennas may be convenientlydeployed in their garment.
Important environmental and body parameters, measured by asystem of sensors, can
then be communicated in real-time to a command post. Reliable communication is
of vital importance but when operating in an indoor environment, the reliability of
the wireless link is compromised by small-scale fading and shadowing fluctuations,
among others.

Wearable textile antenna systems allow the implementationof a reliable wireless
communication link, as part of an electronic system that is fully integrable into cloth-
ing. The wireless communication unit in general is part of a larger body-worn set
of equipment, including wearable sensors, actuators and controllers. In particular for
rescue workers, such as firefighters, this system improves the safety and security of
the workers as well as the coordination of the rescue operation in general.

A system including integrated textile antennas and sensorswas developed during
the FP6 Integrated Project “ProeTEX”, with the participation of Ghent University. By
means of smart textiles providing also sensing and actuating capabilities, interactivity
and connectivity are realized. However, the performance ofan off-body communica-
tion system can be significantly improved by using multi-antenna configurations.

In this manuscript implementations of off-body multi-antenna communication sys-
tems with MIMO- and beamforming techniques are realized. Their performance in an
indoor multipath environment is measured, analyzed and compared for different an-
tenna and diversity configurations.
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1.1.2 Motivation

When a wireless off-body communication system is operating in an indoor environ-
ment, the radio propagation is influenced by time-varying and position-dependent path
loss, fading and shadowing. Especially the fading contributes to enormous variations
in the received signal strength as the rescue worker is moving through the environ-
ment. For a digital communication system, these signal fluctuations dramatically
lower the average bit error rate.

MIMO techniques, employing multiple antennas at the transmit and receive side,
allow to counter the effects of fading by providing diversity gain at both link ends.
Diversity results from the fact that the signals transmitted and/or received by different
antennas follow different propagation paths, undergoing partially independent fading.
Transmitting the signal along a set of different propagation paths improves the general
reliability of the communication system.

Beamforming techniques allow the concentration of transmitted power towards the
receiver and potentially result in a performance increase for an off-body communica-
tion system at a reduced cost, compared to space-time codingtechniques for transmit
diversity.

1.1.3 Current state of the art

MIMO techniques were recently introduced in the IEEE802.11n standard for wire-
less networking. Systems up to4 × 4 MIMO, employing4 transmit and4 receiving
antennas are allowed, although most commercial systems arelimited to 3 × 3 links
at the moment. Here the focus is on increasing the channel capacity by “spatial mul-
tiplexing”, by transmitting the data stream over a number ofparallel spatial radio
propagation channels, allowing a larger data throughput. These systems assume that
the propagation channel is fairly stationary, i.e. the mobile user, e.g. a laptop com-
puter communicating with the WiFi network, cannot constantly move around if the
link is to be maintained at full speed. The system has to estimate the influence of the
propagation environment on the signals in order to perform an optimal demodulation
and detection of the transmitted data. For fairly stationary channels, the channel state
information (CSI) can be used for a prolonged period, reducing the channel estimation
overhead.

Communications equipment, relying on multi-antenna techniques is also employed
by mobile telephony network operators, where the use of multiple antennas at the
base-station generates diversity gain without added complexity at the cell-phone. How-
ever, research is in progress to also add diversity to the mobile phones; although the
limited space available to deploy multiple antennas inevitably causes some antenna
coupling, limiting the performance.
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1.1.4 Own contributions

For off-body communication, the human body platform provides a large area for im-
plementing multi-antenna systems, sufficiently separatedto provide spatial diversity.
Integrating such a system into clothing by means of textile antennas allows a con-
venient implementation. Simply by wearing a jacket, the wearer is equipped, for
example, with front and back antennas, as well as antennas onthe left and right upper
arm. Cables and radio electronics can also be integrated into the jacket, minimizing
the time to install the equipment on the body.

Although multi-antenna systems have been discussed extensively in literature,
most material is limited to theoretical analysis or simulations. Documented measure-
ment campaigns are often limited to channel measurements [1–17].

In this work, practical implementations of off-body MIMO wire less data com-
munication links are realized and their performance is evaluated in realistic situ-
ations for rescue workers equipped with integrated communication systems.The
measurements and their analysis for a real off-body data communicating MIMO sys-
tem in realistic conditions are an original contribution topreviously existing litera-
ture. The performance of spatial diversity, polarization diversity or combined spa-
tial/polarization diversity is assessed. Spatial diversity results from antennas mounted
at different locations on the human body. Polarization diversity is realized by us-
ing wearable antennas capable of transmitting and receiving signals with orthogonal
polarizations. Dual-polarized textile patch antennas allow the transmission and recep-
tion of two orthogonally polarized signals for each antennapatch. As signals with
orthogonal polarizations propagate differently through the environment, their fading
is partially decorrelated, and hence diversity is obtained.

Performing a quantitative comparison of different configurations is not straight-
forward. For measurements with a walking person in realistic conditions, walking tra-
jectories can never be exactly reproduced as this would require the rescue worker to
follow identical paths through the environment, with millimeter accuracy, in equal ori-
entations and body postures. Moreover, all scatterers affecting the propagation should
have identical positions during the different measurements. Therefore our transmitted
frames contain several modes of transmission per frame, allowing a direct perfor-
mance comparison of the implemented systems in similar conditions, as the frame
duration is chosen short compared to the channel correlation time, to limit the channel
variation during that time span. Care should be taken to avoid many pitfalls in the
measurement procedure. For example, the common practice oftriggering the sam-
pling of received frames based on a threshold on the receivedsignal strength is strictly
forbidden here, as the use of such a triggering mechanism discards the frames with the
lowest signal-to-noise ratio, exactly those frames which have the largest impact on the
system’s performance.
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Specific challenges are encountered for the off-body communication link. For
a moving rescue worker, rapid signal fluctuations are present due to changing path
loss, fading and shadowing. Moreover, the channel variation increases due to altering
shadowing by the human body and constant antenna reorientation. A frequent re-
estimation of the channel state is necessary here, which is realized either by including
repetitive pilot symbols or by tracking the channel using decision oriented feedback;
of which the latter requires the least overhead.A computationally low-cost system
for tracking the channel variation is proposed and tested. This system is per-
fectly suitable for wearable equipment, operated by batteries or energy-scavenging
techniques.

The indoor off-body communication channel experiences fading and shadowing.
In literature, various distributions are proposed for the signal behavior. Analysis of
a large measurement set recorded in conditions of constant path loss allows to split
up the signal behavior into Rayleigh distributed small-scale fading and lognormally
distributed shadowing.A new MIMO channel model is proposed and validated,
based on the separation of correlated fading from correlated shadowing. Fading
and shadowing are assumed to be uncorrelated, but fading correlation as well as shad-
owing correlation is present for the different SISO channels composing the MIMO
channel. An original method is also proposed for extractionof the variance and corre-
lation parameters from MIMO channel measurements. The MIMOpropagation chan-
nel is now modeled by means of two correlation matrices, one for the fading and one
for the shadowing.The method to isolate the shadowing and fading is original
and the model allows a convenient calculation of the bit error rate and channel
capacity. Based on the model, an unlimited set of measurement-like off-body MIMO
channel realizations can be generated for simulation purposes, testing experimental
modulation and coding schemes in measurement-like conditions.

A specific multi-antenna configuration, consisting of a linear array of textile patch
antennas is proposed for off-body beamforming techniques,allowing the concentra-
tion of transmitted energy towards the transmitter.Static low-elevation off-body
beamforming is implemented and its performance is comparedto space-time
coding, which results in diversity gain using the same antenna array. Off-body
beamforming techniques for indoor environments were not documented in literature
before. Beamforming proves to consistently enhance the average received signal
strength. However to reduce the signal variance, a degree ofdiversity is also required.
A measurement campaign demonstrates that in indoor line-of-sight conditions, a com-
bination of static transmit beamforming and receiver diversity (essentially a SIMO
system) can approximate the performance of a space-time coding diversity transmis-
sion. Beamforming can achieve this performance with low-cost hardware, whereas
for space-time coding more expensive and complex equipmentis required.
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1.2 Overview of the manuscript

1.2.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 we introduce a more detailed introduction into the off-body communi-
cation system and into the conditions experienced in the indoor off-body propagation
environment.

1.2.2 Off-body communication based on textile antennas

Chapter 3 presents a measurement campaign to evaluate a practical off-body commu-
nication link with receiver diversity using body-worn textile antennas. Systems with
only front and back antennas are tested as well as systems using front, back, left and
right upper-arm antennas. The time-varying behavior of thesignals, bit error charac-
teristics and correlation properties are analyzed and documented. In these measure-
ments short data frames are used in order to make the channel variation insignificant
during the course of the frame.

1.2.3 Time-variant off-body wireless communication channels

In the next set of measurements, documented in Chapter 4 we analyze long data frames
including very significant channel variation. Important properties of the time-varying
channel are assessed, such as signal autocorrelation, coherence time, Doppler spec-
trum and evolution of the complex channel estimates. A simple but successful method
to track the channel variation in case of receiver diversityis proposed and tested.

1.2.4 Indoor MIMO communication with dual-polarized anten-
nas

In the previous chapters, only a single transmit antenna wasused and hence diversity
was only implemented at the receiver. In Chapter 5, a measurement campaign is dis-
cussed where an off-body4×4 MIMO link is created using dual-polarized antennas at
both sides of the link. Two dual-polarized antenna patches succeed in effectively cre-
ating fourth-order diversity at the transmitter as well as at the receiver. Time-domain
behavior of the signals, bit error characteristics and correlation properties are docu-
mented. Based on the data set obtained during the4 × 4 MIMO measurement, the
performance is also assessed for2× 2 MIMO systems employing either front-to-back
or polarization diversity.
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1.2.5 Correlated fading and shadowing model

Specifically for the off-body communication scenario the radio propagation is, in ad-
dition to fading and shadowing by the environment, influenced by body shadowing
and antenna reorientation. A new dedicated theoretical model for off-body communi-
cation is proposed in Chapter 6, where the off-body MIMO channel is parameterized
by means of a pair of independent correlation matrices for correlated Rayleigh dis-
tributed small-scale fading and correlated lognormally distributed shadowing. An ex-
tensive measurement campaign conducted in non line-of-sight conditions at constant
path loss is used for validation of the model.

The excellent agreement between bit error rate and channel capacity characteris-
tics for measurement and model illustrate the accuracy of the model. The model can
also be used for the generation of random measurement-like MIMO channel realiza-
tions for simulation purposes.

1.2.6 Static beamforming versus space-time coding

The space-time codes that were used to obtain transmit diversity in the previous chap-
ter require full transmitter hardware chains for each transmit antenna, which can be
expensive. An alternative approach is to employ the transmit antennas for beamform-
ing, using a low-cost phasing network, to concentrate the power towards the receiver.
In Chapter 7, a linear array of four textile antenna patches is used for beamforming.
The performance of static low-elevation beamforming is compared to space-time cod-
ing using the same array, including the analysis of signal-to-noise ratios and bit error
rate characteristics.

1.2.7 General conclusions and future work

The conclusions and future work in Chapter 8 present an overview of the benefits of
off-body MIMO or beamforming links over more common realistic off-body com-
munication systems. Specific challenges inherent to the off-body scenario are high-
lighted. Further research to be performed in the near futureis outlined.
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CHAPTER2

Introduction

2.1 Off-body wireless communication

2.1.1 Applications

Off-body wireless equipment using textile antennas allowsa communication system
to be conveniently integrated into a garment. There is greatinterest in such a system
for rescue workers as the ability to automatically communicate vital data to each other
or to a command central improves their safety and security aswell as the coordination
of their operations in general [1]. Actuators and sensors fabricated from smart textile
materials are also fully integrable and combined with the communication interface,
wireless connectivity is realized. Integrated textile systems do not hinder the actions
of the rescue workers and are hence fully inconspicuous and transparent.

2.1.2 Textile antennas

Textile antennas are made of flexible material and are fully integrable into clothing [2].
The picture in Fig. 2.1 displays a prototype of a dual-polarized textile patch antenna
whereas Fig. 2.2 illustrates the construction of the antenna. The patch antenna [3]
is entirely made of textile materials, suitable for integration into protective clothing
such as firefighter suits. The substrate material is a protective, water-repellent, fire-
retardant foam, commonly used in firefighter garments, whereas the ground plane
and patch are made out of FlecTronr and ShieldItr respectively, two breathable and
highly conductive textile materials. The topology of the dual-polarized patch antenna
is a rectangular patch with a slot. The antenna possesses twofeed points, each one
corresponding to an antenna terminal or port, located on thepatch diagonals, sym-
metrically with respect to the Y-axis, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The topology and feeding
structure ensure the excitation of two signals with different polarizations, enabling the
implementation of2nd-order diversity in a compact single antenna system.
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Figure 2.1: A prototype of the dual-polarized textile patch antenna
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Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of a dual-polarized textile patch antenna
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Patch length L = 49.59 mm
Patch width W = 50.27 mm
Slot length Ls = 14.34 mm
Slot width Ws = 5.94 mm
Feed points (±xf , yf ) (± 7.7 , 6.08) mm
Substrate height h = 5.55 mm
Substrate permittivity ǫr = 1.12 , tanδ = 0.003
Conductive materials ShieldItr (patch), FlecTronr (ground plane)
Substrate material Protective closed-cell foam

Table 2.1: Parameters of the antenna

The dimensions for this layout and the parameters characterizing the used materi-
als are listed in Table 2.1. The experimental implementation of the prototype on the
inside of a firefighter jacket is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The antenna is mounted on the
inside of the jacket behind the outer layers, providing a thermal and moisture barrier.
Therefore, the antenna is protected from humidity and high temperatures to which the
firefighter suit is exposed.

The antenna, in flat state, along broadside and at a center frequencyf = 2.45 GHz,
was designed to transmit/receive two quasi-linearly polarized waves, which are almost
orthogonal in space, with the main axes of the two polarization ellipses oriented at tilt
angles of aboutα = ±45◦.

2.1.3 Multi-antenna systems and diversity

Multi-antenna systems drastically improve the reliability of the communication link
by exploiting diversity. Diversity results from the combination of signals transmitted
and/or received in different situations which are complementary to some degree. The
types of diversity that will be considered in this manuscript are:

• Polarization diversity; exploiting the different propagation mechanisms experi-
enced by orthogonally polarized signals

• Pattern diversity; resulting from antennas with differentradiation patterns, or
differently oriented radiation patterns

• Spatial diversity; combining signals from antennas at different locations but
with similar radiation patterns and orientations

In the off-body scenario, polarization diversity can be realized by means of a single
dual-polarized antenna patch. Spatial diversity, combined with pattern diversity, is
realized by a front and back antenna combination, possibly extended with left and
right upper-arm antennas.
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Figure 2.3: A dual-polarized textile antenna on the inside of the firefighter’s garment

Pattern diversity results from the combination of the directional radiation pattern
of the patch antenna, combined with the different orientations of the antennas’ main
beams when they are worn at these specific body locations.

Front and back antennas also counter shadowing created by the presence of the
human body. At2.45 GHz, signals do not propagate through the body but are par-
tially reflected and absorbed. Note that using a patch antenna with a sufficiently large
ground plane, very little power is radiated towards the bodyanyway. Hence, each
antenna covers approximately a hemisphere around the body.Spatial diversity is very
useful in an indoor scenario, where due to the nature of the propagation phenomena,
the signal strength differs very much according to the location. This is further outlined
in the next section. In this scenario pattern diversity and spatial diversity are hard to
distinguish, due to the different orientation of antennas installed at different locations
on the human body.

When diversity is present at both link ends, a MIMO communication link is formed.
Typically, the mobile user as a part of an off-body communication system will use the
same set of wearable antennas for transmitting and receiving, switching alternatingly
between the receive and transmit modes of operation.
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2.2 The indoor off-body radio propagation channel

In an indoor radio propagation scenario, the received signal is influenced by varying
path loss, fading and shadowing. For a walking person, the signals also experience
a variable Doppler shift, according to the walking speed. A distinction should be
made between line-of-sight propagation, where a direct signal path is present and non
line-of-sight propagation, where the direct path is absent.

In conventional radio wave propagation theory, the mechanisms behind path loss,
fading and shadowing are described separately. However, inpractice, the three effects
appear superimposed and are difficult to distinguish. Fading causes the fastest signal
variation and for small displacements also produces the largest amplitude of fluctua-
tion. The environment has a large influence on the amplitude of these fluctuations. If
the displacement is more than a few wavelengths, a significant influence of shadowing
is often present in the resulting signal, as different obstacles present in the environ-
ment contribute to the signal propagation as the mobile usermoves along. Path loss
is related to the distance between the receiver and transmitter, but also depends on the
propagation environment.

In the fading and shadowing phenomena the environment is always an important
factor. The exact influence of the indoor environment on the shadowing and fading
mechanisms affecting the signal propagation is hard to predict. Predicting reflection,
scattering, absorption and diffraction at all the construction and interior elements of
a building by means of ray tracing or finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) tech-
niques is computationally complex [4]. Moreover, communication links are deployed
in buildings with unknown details and in the presence of moving people affecting the
propagation, hence a more general approach is necessary andthe effects of fading and
shadowing are treated in a statistical way. The distribution of the measured signals is
fitted as accurately as possible to known statistical distributions, to allow further anal-
ysis of the performance in the propagation conditions by relying on the distribution to
derive relevant figures of merit describing the quality of the link, such as bit error rate.
For communication from a fixed station to a moving person, themost commonly used
fading distributions are the Rayleigh, Rice and Nakagami distributions [5]. Theκ−µ

distribution is proposed in [6] for body-to-body communication scenarios.

2.2.1 The measurement scenario

The indoor measurement environment that we consider throughout the work is shown
in Fig. 2.4. The building has very solid brick walls and reinforced concrete floors. The
interior includes normal office equipment, including metalclosets and many comput-
ers. The thinnest walls in the floor plan are made of plasterboard, the widest walls are
very solid building-supporting stone walls. The walls of intermediate width are also
composed of bricks. The line-of-sight path is situated between the markers A and B.
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Figure 2.4: Floor plan of the indoor office environment at Ghent University

Along the non line-of-sight path, located between A and C, the direct propagation
path is blocked by two thick solid brick walls. Extensive measurements confirmed
the reception of signals by means of non line-of-sight propagation in this area. Note
that along this path, the distance to the transmitter is fairly constant. Hence, in this
area, variation of the received signal strength is caused predominantly by fading and
shadowing.
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2.2.2 Path loss

The path loss experienced by a radio signal increases with the distance between the
receiver and transmitter. The path loss can be expressed in dB by [7]

PL(d) = PL(d0) + 10 · n · log10

(

d

d0

)

(2.1)

with PL the path loss in dB,d the distance in meter,PL(d0) the path loss in dB
at a distanced0 = 1 m andn the path loss exponent. Whereasn = 2 for free
space propagation, the value is significantly higher in caseof obstructions along the
propagation path. On the other hand valuesn < 2 can also be experienced in specific
conditions where the environment acts as a waveguide, for example in case of line-of-
sight propagation through a corridor.

Path loss exponents in indoor environments generally are slightly below2 for this
reason. On a log-log scale, the path loss as a function of distance forms a straight line
and hence the path loss exponentn is determined by the slope of this line. Fig. 2.5
illustrates the path loss experienced in our office environment, by a walking firefighter
equipped with front and back dual-polarized textile antennas, covering a distance of
10 m in line-of-sight propagation conditions (path from B to A in Fig. 2.4). The path
loss is similar for the SISO and MIMO links, an average path loss exponent of1.6 is
found by linear regression.

2.2.3 Small-scale fading

Small-scale fading refers to the rapid signal fluctuation that is caused by the alter-
nating points of constructive and destructive interference experienced in the environ-
ment. The interfering signals consist of reflected and/or scattered components and
potentially also a direct signal.

Fig. 2.6 illustrates the fluctuation of the received signal-to-noise ratio due to small-
scale fading for a firefighter walking along a non line-of-sight path in an indoor envi-
ronment (path A to C in Fig. 2.4). Note that the fading introduces signal fluctuation
over a34 dB range and several signal minima per second are present. The frequency
of operation was2.45 GHz, corresponding to a wavelengthλ = 12.2 cm and a rapid
alternation of minima and maxima in the interference pattern for a receiving person
walking at a normal pace of0.5 − 1 m/s.

Fig. 2.7 displays the fluctuation of the received signal-to-noise ratio in the same
environment, as a function of position. This graph was recorded in an experimental
setup using a moving receive antenna, scanning the area under test. The transmitter
was placed as indicated on the floor plan in Fig. 2.4 whereas the receiver, equipped
with a scanning vertical dipole antenna, was placed at pointD in the sideways path.
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Figure 2.5: Path loss for a walking firefighter in line-of-sight, for MIMO and SISO links.

2.2.4 Line-of-Sight

Line-of-Sight (LoS) propagation refers to a situation where a direct radio propaga-
tion path is present between the transmitter and receiver. This occurs in case of a
visual line-of-sight situation, but is also possible in case of propagation through mate-
rials with limited conductivity, penetrable by the radio signal with limited attenuation.
Naturally, in a line-of-sight situation, the average received signal is stronger than in
non line-of-sight circumstances.

However, in an indoor environment, reflected and/or scattered signals are also
present. The interference between the direct and scatteredor reflected signals creates
fading, of which the statistical distribution is then typically Ricean. When the power
of the scattered signal component is given by2σ2, the power of the direct signal
component bys2 and the momentary signal envelope byr, then the received power is
Ω = 2σ2+s2 = E[r2] and the Ricean K-factorK = s2/2σ2, the marginal probability
density function [8] of the momentary signal enveloper in LoS conditions is given by

pRice(r) =
2(K + 1)r

Ω
· exp

(

−K − (K + 1) · r2

Ω

)

· I0

(

2r

√

K(K + 1)

Ω

)

,

(2.2)
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Figure 2.6: Time-varying received signal-to-noise ratio for a walking firefighter

whereI0(·) is the zero-th order modified Bessel function of the first kind.
The Ricean K-factor expresses the ratio of direct signal to scattered signal power

and forK = 0, corresponding to non line-of-sight propagation, the above envelope
distribution function reduces to the Rayleigh distribution.

2.2.5 Non Line-of-Sight

Non Line-of-Sight (NLoS) refers to radio propagation wherethe direct signal is fully
blocked by obstacles in the environment, typically walls, floors and ceilings in the
indoor environment. The average received signal levels aregenerally much lower than
for LoS propagation over a similar path length as the signal propagation only occurs
via reflected and/or scattered components. As a consequenceK = 0, and the signal
envelope is Rayleigh distributed. The Rayleigh probability density function (PDF) is
given by

pRayleigh(r) =
r

σ2
e−

r2

2σ2 (2.3)

with σ the mode of the distribution. The Rayleigh distribution is aspecial case of the
Rice distribution (2.2) withK = 0 andΩ = 2σ2.
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Figure 2.7: Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of position for the fading channel, displaying
small-scale fading measured in a50 × 50 points grid over an area of3 × 3 wavelengths

Fig. 2.8 illustrates the CDF for a set of signal envelopes measured for walking
firefighters of different body size in a NLoS environment (path A–C in Fig. 2.4), versus
the Rayleigh distribution. As the slope of the CDF corresponds well to the slope of
the Rayleigh distribution, the RiceanK-factor is approximately zero here. The CDF
for the measurement is also influenced by shadowing, causingsome deviation.

2.2.6 Nakagami fading distribution

Often experimental data does not fit well to either the Rice orthe Rayleigh distribution.
Therefore the Nakagami distribution was developed, which can model both Rayleigh
and Rice distributions as well as more general ones. The Nakagami distribution is
given by

pNakagami(r) =
2

Γ(m)

(m

Ω

)m

r(2m−1)exp

(

−mr2

Ω

)

(2.4)

with Γ(·) the Gamma function,Ω the received power andm the fading parameter.
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distribution

Form = (K +1)2/(2K +1) the distribution is approximately Ricean fading with
parameterK. For m = ∞ there is no fading. Form = 1 the distribution reduces
to Rayleigh fading. For0.5 < m < 1 the Nakagami fading causes more severe
performance degradation than Rayleigh fading [9].

2.2.7 Shadowing

Shadowing is a phenomenon where radio signals are attenuated by obstacles on their
propagation path, causing an envelope fluctuation that varies slower than for small-
scale fading. In the indoor environment many objects cause shadowing. The signal
may be partially absorbed due to propagation through thin walls (for example plaster-
board) or diffract around objects such as metal closets. Shadowing is known to have
a log-normal distribution, which means that the logarithm of the signal envelope (or
power) is Gaussian distributed. In the indoor environment shadowing will always be
accompanied by fading and hence the distribution of the signal envelope results from
both effects.
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2.2.8 Doppler shift

Radio signals experience a Doppler shift when the receiver and/or transmitter are mov-
ing. In free space, the Doppler shift, expressed in Hz, is proportional to the relative
speed between the transmitter and receiver and is given byfd = v · fc · cosφ/c, with
fc the carrier frequency in Hz,v (in m/s) the relative speed between the transmit and
receiving antennas (positive when they are approaching each other) andφ the angle of
arrival of the electromagnetic wave, relative to the direction of movement.

The maximum Doppler shift expected at a given speed isfm = v · fc/c. In the
indoor environment, a superposition of reflected and scattered signals is received, all
having different angles of arrival (AOA). Hence, a superposition of signal components
with various Doppler shifts is received, resulting in a Doppler spread in the range
fc − fm to fc + fm.

In the demodulation of the received signals, the Doppler shift should be frequently
estimated to compensate for the movements of the rescue worker. Typically a constant-
envelope phase-shift keying modulation scheme is used (BPSK or QPSK), with syn-
chronous detection. A frequency offset caused by Doppler shift will cause a rotation
of the received constellation over time, for which compensation is necessary.

2.3 Diversity Systems

2.3.1 Flat fading versus frequency-selective fading

Fading refers to time and frequency dependent amplitude andphase variation of a ra-
dio signal transmitted over a propagation channel. The coherence bandwidthBc of a
propagation channel is defined in order for the channel response to be approximately
independent for frequency separations∆f > Bc. In case of a narrow band signal
with a bandwidthB << Bc, fading is highly correlated across the full signal band-
width. As fading is approximately equal over the entire bandwidth, this is referred to
asflat fading. For large-bandwidth signals, withB >> Bc, the channel response for
frequencies with as separation larger than the coherence bandwidth is approximately
independent. As the channel response varies significantly over the signal bandwidth,
this is referred to asfrequency-selective fading[9].

2.3.2 Estimation of the narrow band channel

In our application the channel is considered narrow band, asthe bandwidthB used by
the transmitted signal is limited to a few MHz, fitting withinthe coherence bandwidth
for a typical indoor radio channel at2.45 GHz [10, 11]. Within this narrow bandwidth,
fading is not considered frequency selective. The time-dependent fading creates a
varying signal amplitudeα0 and phaseθ0. The coherence timeTc ≈ 0.423/fm sec-
onds [12] indicates the time during which the channel variation is insignificant.
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In case the data is transmitted in frames with a duration significantly shorter than
the channel’s coherence time, the channel can be consideredinvariant during the
course of the transmitted frame. Therefore an estimate of the channel realization,
valid for the duration of the frame, is represented by means of a complex scalar num-
berh0 = α0 · ejθ0 . The received signal can now be written as

r0 = h0 · s0 + n0 (2.5)

with s0 the transmitted signal andn0 an additive noise contribution. In case of phase
modulation, the transmitted symbol is estimated as

s̃0 = h∗
0 · r0 (2.6)

= h∗
0(h0 · s0) + h∗

0 · n0 (2.7)

= α2
0 · s0 + h∗

0 · n0 (2.8)

The amplitude of the estimated PSK symbol is scaled but the phase is correct, which
is sufficient for the demodulation. Using this multiplicative form allows faster signal
processing in a real-time implementation.

2.3.3 Receiver diversity

Receiver diversity refers to the reception of a signal usinga number of a receiver chan-
nels. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the behavior of the received signals for a walking firefighter
equipped with front and back dual-polarized antennas. The firefighter first walks to-
wards and away from the transmitter twice along a line-of-sight path and then follows
a non line-of-sight path. The following behavior, is visible:

• The changing path loss according to the distance between receiver and trans-
mitter.

• Rapid signal fluctuation caused by small-scale fading.

• Varying shadowing by the human body and antenna re-orientation as the fire-
fighter changes direction.

• Blocking of the direct signal along the Non Line-of-Sight path.

• Complementarity of the signals from front and back antennas.

• Partial decorrelation for orthogonally polarized signalsfrom a single antenna
patch.
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Figure 2.9: Signal-to-noise ratios for a walking firefighter, equipped with front and back dual-
polarized antennas

Selection Combining

Selection combining is the technically simplest form of receiver diversity. The re-
ceived signals are compared and the strongest signal is switched to the receiver chain.
The comparison of signal strengths is possible using low-cost logarithmic detectors,
producing an output voltage proportional to the signal strength in dBm. As only one
full receiving chain is needed, selection combining provides a low-cost diversity solu-
tion.

Maximum Ratio Combining

Maximum ratio combining (MRC) [13] is a receiver diversity technique where the
different signals are combined constructively, in order toachieve a resulting signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) that is higher than on any of the separate channels. Theoretically, the
resulting SNR is the sum of the SNRs for the individual receiving channels. Although
the performance of MRC is better than for SC, the technique requires full receiving
chains for each channel to be combined. An accurate channel estimation is necessary
to allow the combination of the signals with a correct phase relationship.
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MRC results in a higher SNR at the detector [14] compared to any of the SISO
channels involved in the combination, with a gain dependingon the distribution of the
received signals on the SISO channels and the gain equality for these channels. MRC
is realized by constructive addition of the received signals, each scaled according to
their power.

Using complex channel gains, performing MRC for the received signals

r0 = h0 · s0 + n0 (2.9)

r1 = h1 · s0 + n1 (2.10)

means the received symbol is estimated as

s̃0 = h∗
0 · r0 + h∗

1 · r1 (2.11)

= h∗
0(h0 · s0) + h∗

0 · n0 + h∗
1(h1 · s0) + h∗

1 · n1 (2.12)

= (α2
0 + α2

1) · s0 + h∗
0 · n0 + h∗

1 · n1 (2.13)

The resulting symbol is estimated with the correct phase using only multiplications
and additions, allowing a fast real-time implementation.

SIMO measurement campaigns

Communication links employing only receiver diversity arereferred to as SIMO (single-
input multiple-output) systems. Measurement campaigns and their analysis for prac-
tically implemented SIMO off-body receiver diversity systems with spatial and/or po-
larization [15] diversity are presented in Chapter 3.

2.3.4 Transmit Diversity

Antenna Selection

Diversity can be easily applied at the transmitting side by switching the output signals
of the transmitter alternatingly to a number of transmit antennas. The difference with
selection combining is that channel feedback from the receiving side is necessary if
the transmitter has to be able to select the antenna that produces the strongest signal
at the receiver.

Often channel feedback is not available and in that case the transmit power can be
switched to all transmit antennas, sequentially. In this case the data rate is reduced
by the number of transmit antennas as the same set of data symbols has to be repeti-
tively transmitted on each antenna. If the reduction of datarate is acceptable, antenna
selection provides a low-cost solution for transmit diversity.
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Space-time coding

Space-time block coding was first introduced by Siavash Alamouti [13] in 1998, for
a synchronous transmission of data on two antennas operating at the same frequency.
Without the need for channel feedback, the signals can be constructively combined at
the receiver, with a performance similar to receiver MRC andwithout a reduction of
the data rate.

Note that the performance is only comparable to the MRC case,if each transmit
antenna transmits the full power (the same power that would be used in case of a SISO
system). In case the total transmitted power stays equal andis then equally divided
among the two transmit antennas, the Alamouti code performs3 dB worse than MRC,
as there is no transmit array gain now. With MRC there is3 dB receiver array gain for
a2-antenna system.

To perform Alamouti space-time coding using two transmit antennas and one re-
ceiving antenna, the following symbols are transmitted in two subsequent time-slots:

Antenna 0 Antenna 1
time t s0 s1

time t+T −s∗1 s∗0

The channel gains for the two transmit antennas are assumed to be equal for the
two time-slots. This means the periodT between the time-slots needs to be short
enough for the channel variation to be insignificant during that period of time.

h0(t) = h0(t + T ) = α0 · ejθ0 (2.14)

h1(t) = h1(t + T ) = α1 · ejθ1 (2.15)

The signalsr0 andr1 are received on the same antenna during the two subsequent
time-slots

r0 = r(t) = h0 · s0 + h1 · s1 + n0 (2.16)

r1 = r(t + T ) = −h0 · s∗1 + h1 · s∗0 + n1 (2.17)

The transmitted symbols are now estimated as

s̃0 = h∗
0 · r0 + h1 · r∗1 (2.18)

= (α2
0 + α2

1)s0 + h∗
0n0 + h1n

∗
1 (2.19)

s̃1 = h∗
1 · r0 − h0 · r∗1 (2.20)

= (α2
0 + α2

1)s1 − h0n
∗
1 + h∗

1n0 (2.21)
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Note that although the signal combination is performed differently compared to
MRC, the result for the signals is equivalent. A scalar channel is created, multiplying
the symbol amplitude by a factor(α2

0 + α2
1) and preserving the phase.

Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 display the received signal-to-noise ratio at a distance of17 m
from the transmitter as a function of position. Both plots are recorded in equal condi-
tions but for Fig. 2.10 the signal is transmitted on a single transmit antenna whereas
for Fig. 2.11 two transmit antennas, physically separated by 1λ, with Alamouti cod-
ing are used (antennas mounted directly on the transmitter). Although the diversity
performance is limited due to the close antenna spacing and related mutual coupling,
Fig. 2.11 demonstrates a reduction in SNR variance and less severe minima, thanks
to the transmit diversity. Space-time block codes exist formultiple transmit antennas
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Figure 2.10: Received signal-to-noise ratio as a function of position for the fading channel, dis-
playing small-scale fading measured in a50×50 points grid over an area of3×3 wavelengths.
Signal transmitted by1 transmit antenna at17 m distance, NLoS.

systems [16, 17, 18], but orthogonal codes for four antennasdo not achieve full rate.
The Alamouti-based space-time code used for the4-antenna transmissions in this the-
sis achieves3/4 of the data rate. Quasi-orthogonal codes [19] can achieve full-rate
for four antennas but require simultaneous decoding of several symbols, increasing
the computational complexity of such a receiving system andmaking bit error calcu-
lations less straightforward.
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Figure 2.11: Received signal-to-noise ratio as a function of position for the fading channel, dis-
playing small-scale fading measured in a50×50 points grid over an area of3×3 wavelengths.
Signal transmitted by2 transmit antennas at17 m distance using Alamouti coding, NLoS.

2.3.5 Diversity in MIMO systems

A multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system can combine transmit and receive
diversity and achieve the corresponding gain at both sides of the wireless communica-
tion link. A MIMO system is often labeled asNT ×NR MIMO, with NT the number
of transmit antennas andNR the number of receive antennas.

With orthogonal space-time coding at the transmitter, anNT ×NR MIMO system
is equivalent to MRC receiver diversity of(NT · NR)-th order [17], except for the
potential absence of transmit array gain if the total transmitted power for all antennas
is the same as for a similar SISO system.

Fig. 2.12 illustrates the CDF for measurements with1×1 SISO,2×2 MIMO and
4×4 MIMO configurations, expressed as a function of theEb/N0 in dB.Eb/N0 refers
to the ratio of the received energy per bit to the one-sided spectral noise density. For
the QPSK modulation used, SNR= 2Eb/N0. The measurements are performed in
non line-of-sight conditions with persons of substantially different body sizes. From
the CDF, the gain achieved by employing MIMO techniques is clear.

• The average SNR is higher for a higher-order MIMO system.

• The slope of the CDF is steeper for a higher-order MIMO system, illustrating a
reduced SNR variance.
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Figure 2.12: Cumulative distribution function of signal envelopes for persons equipped with
front and back dual-polarized antennas, for small, medium and large body sizes, measured for
various MIMO orders.
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Figure 2.13: SNR and BER evolution for subsequent frames transmitted in1 × 1, 2 × 2 and
4 × 4 configurations, for the medium-sized person.
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Fig. 2.13 illustrates the time-domain behavior of the SNR and bit error rate for a
walking firefighter. Considering the SNR, both the higher average and reduced vari-
ance are visible. The bar graphs at the bottom show the bit error rates (BERs) after
demodulation and detection of the QPSK symbols, with a significantly reduced BER
for the higher order MIMO systems. The large reduction in BERresults from the
combination of a higher average SNR and also a reduced variance of this SNR.

DefiningEb/N0 = SNR/2 as the ratio of the energy transmitted per data bit to
the one-sided spectral noise density, the bit error probability Pb(i) for frame i with
QPSK modulation is given by

Pb(i) =
1

2
erfc

(
√

Eb(i)

N0(i)

)

. (2.22)

Thanks to this relationship, the BER is not only reduced by a larger averageEb/N0,
but also by a smaller variance. Clearly, the minima have the largest impact on the
average BER, which is why the reduction of the signal variance, obtained by employ-
ing MIMO techniques is so important. Measurement campaignsand their analysis for
practically implemented off-body MIMO systems with spatial and polarization diver-
sity are presented in detail in Chapter 5.

2.3.6 MIMO channel estimation

Insignificant channel variation during the course of a frame

In practical MIMO systems an accurate estimation of the propagation channel is nec-
essary at the receiver, in order to assess the influence of thechannel on the received
signals. For a4 × 4 MIMO system,16 propagation channels exist, from each trans-
mitting antenna to each receiving antenna. These channels are estimated based on
the transmission of known pilot symbols. As the channel is not stationary, trans-
mission frames are often kept short enough in order for the channel variation not to
significantly influence the performance of the communication. Fig. 2.14 shows a scat-
ter plot of a received and space-time decoded and demodulated QPSK signal from a
4 × 4 MIMO link with accurate channel estimation(BER = 0).

Time-varying channel during the course of a frame

In case of longer transmission frames, additional pilot symbols can be regularly in-
serted into the transmission frame in order the update the channel estimation. How-
ever, extra pilot symbols cause overhead in the transmission, hence reducing the actual
data throughput. The behavior of transmission links over time-varying channels was
studied and a simple system is proposed to track the varying channels based on the
actual data symbols, hence requiring no pilot symbol overhead.
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Figure 2.14: QPSK signal as received from a4×4 MIMO link with accurate channel estimation
(BER = 0).

Fig. 2.15 displays a scatter plot for the same received4 × 4 MIMO frame as
in Fig. 2.14, but with channel estimation errors (Channel state information artificially
outdated by22.8 ms for illustration purposes, BER= 0.02). Based on a separate mea-
surement campaign this system was tested and the behavior ofthe time-varying chan-
nel was studied extensively, including autocorrelation functions and Doppler spectra,
as further outlined in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.15: QPSK signal as received from a4× 4 MIMO link with channel estimation errors
(Channel state information outdated by22.8 ms for illustration purposes, BER= 0.02).
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2.4 NLoS MIMO channel modeling

In our measurement campaigns for non line-of-sight (NLoS) propagation, the signal
is influenced predominantly by fading and shadowing. As visible in the floor plan,
Fig. 2.4, the sideways NLoS path is oriented perpendicular to the line between the
transmitter and receiver, resulting in a fairly constant path loss. Fading and shadow-
ing are assumed to be statistically independent processes.However, fading as well as
shadowing are correlated for the different propagation channels involved in the MIMO
communication link. A new MIMO channel model is proposed, based on the sepa-
ration of correlated fading from correlated shadowing. TheMIMO channel is now
parameterized by means of a pair of correlation matrices, one for fading and one for
shadowing.

Bit error characteristics and channel capacity curves for measurements are accu-
rately reproduced by the model. Physical properties of the channel, related to the
antenna configuration can be derived from the model’s parameters. The model is also
useful for the generation of an unlimited number of measurement-like MIMO channel
realizations for simulation purposes. The detailed MIMO channel model, the parame-
ter extraction based on the data from a measurement campaignas well as the validation
of the model are documented in Chapter 6.

2.5 Off-body beamforming with textile antenna arrays

Beamforming refers to the concentration of the transmittedpower in the direction of
the receiver. When multiple antennas are placed in a known geometrical configuration,
the phase relationship of the transmitted signals can be adjusted in order to concentrate
the radio signal in the desired direction and create an electronically steerable beam.
Fig. 2.16 displays a textile patch antenna array, suitable for integration into clothing.
As the patches are arranged collinear at equal distances, a uniform linear array (ULA)
is created. Using a ULA, the beam angle is controlled by a phase increment for sub-
sequent antenna patches. In case of equal phases on each antenna patch, the beam is
oriented perpendicular to the plane of the patches. The antenna gain for a single patch
and for the complete array with equal phases on each patch is displayed in Fig. 2.17.
The graph displays results from simulations as well as measurements in anechoic con-
ditions. Clearly the beamwidth is much smaller for the arraythan for a single antenna
patch. Because the power is concentrated in a more narrow beamwidth, the gain in the
broadside direction is significantly higher for the array, allowing to direct the transmit-
ted power more efficiently in that broadside direction. Withthe textile ULA integrated
into the firefighter’s garment, an experiment with an electronically steered beam was
performed in the indoor environment. The details, results and analysis are described
in Chapter 7.
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Figure 2.16: Wearable uniform linear antenna array (ULA) for beamforming.
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Figure 2.17: Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the textile ULA, for the array and
for a single antenna patch. Cross-section in the XZ-plane (Fig. 2.16), with θ the elevation angle.
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The performance of wireless data communication for fully equipped firemen
walking indoors and communicating through textile patch antennas integrated
into their clothing is evaluated. The small-scale fading experienced in the
building is characterized, then a measurement with a walking test person is
performed in different real life situations. The channel estimations, level cross-
ing rate and bit error rate for the signals of the multi-antenna receiver are
studied and compared in different circumstances. The performance of diversity
techniques is evaluated and the advantage of applying diversity is validated
under different conditions.
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3.1 Introduction

The safety and security of rescue workers is enhanced by using a wireless communi-
cation system to send data about the wearer’s life-signs andabout his nearby environ-
ment to a base station. This communication link must be reliable as vital information
is involved. The antenna system should be installed in a non-hindering way.

A very demanding application is the case of a fireman working indoors. There-
fore, the performance of wireless off-body data communication is studied for the case
of a firefighter working in a building and communicating by means of textile patch
antennas integrated in his clothing. The 2.45 GHz ISM frequency band is used, corre-
sponding to a wavelength of 12cm which is compatible with antennas of a convenient
size.

The measurement results concerning the off-body communication link can be gen-
eralized for any person but the fireman case includes some specific challenges. As the
fireman carries extensive equipment, the integration of textile antennas in his garment
is not straightforward. The equipment severely limits the number of suitable loca-
tions for an antenna and has an effect on the performance of the antenna, as discussed
in Section 3.2. The fireman can be lying on the floor and optionally carries a metal
oxygen bottle, which influences the electromagnetic field radiated by the antennas.
Communication is crucial when the fireman is down as this is anemergency situation.

The indoor environment behaves as a fading channel where many reflections and
shadowing result in signal levels that fluctuate severely asa function of position. Us-
ing multiple antennas and combining the signals using diversity techniques can signif-
icantly improve the performance of the wireless link. The use of multiple antennas is
also very effective against degradation of the communication by the shadowing effect
of the human body.

Various measurement campaigns have been discussed in literature before [4, 5, 6,
7, 8] but in these cases only signal levels were measured. A study of indoor propa-
gation for off-body communication is performed in [4, 5] butmeasurements use only
one transmit and one receive antenna. In [6, 9, 10, 11] signallevels are measured syn-
chronously on multiple antennas after low-pass filtering, using proprietary hardware.
In [7, 8] signals levels are measured using a network analyzer. However, the use of an
antenna switching network before the network analyzer combined with the associated
delay times mentioned in the paper indicate the signal levels are not measured syn-
chronously. This influences the statistics and correlationproperties as some degree of
time diversity is present due to the inevitable body movements of the test person, even
when standing still.

The measurements presented in Section 3.3 describe an actual data transmission
of a quadrature phase shift keyed (QPSK) modulated data withdiversity reception for
a moving rescue worker. The measured signals are sampled fully synchronously at
high speed and high bandwidth.
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Demodulation is performed using combining techniques on the received signals,
directly providing bit error rate information. The signal to noise ratios (SNRs) and
bit error rates (BERs) for the detected data are measured andcompared for different
real life situations and, specifically, in case of off-body communication with a walking
fireman. The statistics and correlation for the signal levels are studied. The BER is de-
termined by comparing the detected data to the transmitted data. Selection combining
and maximal ratio combining are performed on the received signals. The performance
of both combining schemes is compared, based on the detecteddata. The following
results clearly indicate the benefits of using multiple antennas for a real data transmis-
sion using off-body communication in a practical situationfor line of sight (LOS) as
well as non line of sight (NLOS) paths.

3.2 Textile antenna system

3.2.1 Description of the antennas

At the transmitting base station, a quarter wavelength monopole antenna with linear
polarization was used. The transmitting antenna was oriented vertically in all measure-
ments, unless stated otherwise. A picture of the antenna mounted on the transmitter is
shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Transmit antenna mounted on the transmitter

At the receiving side, which consists of a moving test personequipped with the
wearable textile system, two circularly polarized textilepatch antennas are employed;
in contrast to [7, 8] where vertically polarized textile antennas are used. Other anten-
nas, similar to the one considered, were already presented in literature [12, 13, 14].
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The high frequency properties of electrotextiles are studied in [15]. The advantages of
using circularly polarized patch antennas in an indoor environment are shown in [4].

The wearable antenna consists of a rectangular ring microstrip patch antenna on a
low profile substrate, completely made out of breathable textile materials. A patch an-
tenna like the one considered represents the most suitable antenna type for wearable
applications, since its low profile allows integration intoa garment and the ground
plane prevents absorption of the antenna radiation by the wearer’s body. Moreover,
the rectangular ring topology permits to cover a bandwidth that is larger than required
for communication in the ISM band, allowing to account for resonance frequency
shifts due to geometry inaccuracies, influence of the textile layers of the garment and
bending of the antenna. The patch and the ground plane are made out of FlecTron,
which is a high-conductivity electrotextile material witha sheet resistivity smaller
than 0.1Ω/sq. The substrate consists of a flexible, fire-retardant, shock-absorbing
and moisture-repellent foam, which is commonly employed inrescue workers’ pro-
tective garments. The design was optimized by means of the ADS-Momentum EM
field simulator. The geometry of the antenna, together with the optimized parameters’
values, is shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Topology scheme and parameters of the circular polarized wearable patch antenna
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3.2.2 Integration of the antennas inside the garment

While the transmitting antenna was kept in a fixed position, directly connected to the
port of the TX-device of the testbed, the two receiving antennas were integrated into
a fireman jacket, worn by a test-person, with the output portsconnected to the RX-
device of the testbed. Several considerations were taken into account when integrating
the antennas into the fireman jacket and when determining their optimal positions into
the garment. In order to protect the antenna from the harsh environmental conditions
that a fireman might be subjected to, such as high temperatureand/or humidity, the an-
tenna was placed underneath the first two of the three layers composing the considered
protective garment, as shown in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4.

Combined

Outer shell fabric

Combined

moisture and 

thermal barrierthermal barrier

Reverse sideReverse side

of the liner

Patch

antenna

Figure 3.3: Position of the antenna related to the textile layers in the fireman’s jacket

The first external layer, just above the patch, is a waterproof combined moisture
and thermal barrier, made out of Goretex and non-woven aramid, above which there
is an outer shell fabric layer made out of woven aramid, characterized by a thickness
of 0.4 mm, dielectric permittivity of 1.58 and a loss tangentof 0.015 (previously de-
termined by the measurement method described in [16]). A third layer made out of
aramid and viscose, composing the jacket liner, is located below the ground plane.
Given the presence of the ground plane and the shadowing due to absorption by the
human body, a dual-diversity textile antenna system was designed, with one textile
antenna at the front side of the garment and another at the back side of the garment.
As shown in Fig. 3.5, the front antenna was located at the right side of the torso, in the
area in between the reflective strap of the jacket and the carrier’s hip strap, to avoid
possible influence from these elements on the radiation characteristic of the antenna.
For the same reason, the rear antenna was located at the top left side of the back, where
it is not covered by the metallic oxygen bottle and the carrier’s shoulder strap.
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Figure 3.4: The textile antenna inside the fireman’s jacket

Figure 3.5: Position of the antennas mounted on the inside of the fireman’s jacket
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3.2.3 Radiation characteristics of the textile antenna system

The measured radiation patterns of the considered antenna while integrated into the
jacket and worn on the body, with and without metallic oxygenbottle, are displayed in
Fig. 3.6. The bottle has some influence on the gain of the antenna but the performance
is still satisfactory. The direction of maximum gain, when the antenna is integrated
into the jacket and worn by the test person, corresponds to anazimuth angle of about
40◦, when the front of the person is pointing to an azimuth angle of 0◦. The maximum
is tilted with respect to the open-space situation, in whichsituation it corresponds to
an azimuth of about0◦. This is due to the fact that the antenna is placed on the right
side of the torso, thus pointing not exactly towards the front. Moreover, the considered
antennas have a circular polarization, which is an advantage since the person wearing
the antenna is moving around, so that it is impossible to keeppolarizations of the
transmit and receive antennas aligned all the time.
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3.3 Receiver diversity of 2nd order using circularly
polarized textile antennas

3.3.1 Measurement scenario for a walking fireman

The measurements were performed in an indoor environment. Afloor plan of the area
in a building at Ghent University is shown in Fig. 3.7. The building has reinforced
concrete floors and solid brick walls. The interior includesmetal cupboards and a large
number of metal PC cases, contributing to the degree of multipath propagation. When
a person walks around in such a building, the received signals experience small-scale
fading, shadowing and path loss.

The path followed by the fireman during the measurements is marked, as well as
the position of the transmitter. The considered cases are listed here as a function of
the labels shown on the figures in section E.

1. PathA1 → B1, the fireman walking towards the transmitter from a distanceof
15m and ending at 3m from the transmitter.

2. PathB1 → A2, walking away from the transmitter, in the opposite direction of
the first path

3. Path A2 → B2 → A3, walking towards the transmitter and returning, i.e. the
two previous paths combined in one measurement series.

4. Path A3 → C1 → A4, walking sideways, along a path perpendicular to the
transmitter, at up to 18 m distance. As can be seen in the floor plan this is the
hardest receiving path. The distance is large for the weak transmitted power of
-10 dBm and there are many obstacles in the signal path. The average SNR is
rather low in this path and more bit errors occur.

The fireman can optionally carry a metal oxygen bottle on the back. Hence, each
measurement was done twice, with and without the oxygen bottle. Measurements
were also performed with the fireman lying on the floor (case 5,position D), as shown
in Fig. 3.8. It is important to maintain communication in this position as this corre-
sponds to an emergency situation.
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Figure 3.8: The fireman down case

3.3.2 Measurement setup

Using two textile antennas, on the front and back of the fireman, results in a receiver
diversity of order 2, which permits to exploit several well-known receiver combining
techniques, such as Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) and Selection Combining (SC),
resulting in diversity gain with consequent decrease of thebit error rate on the detected
symbols at the receiver.

Selection Combining is the simplest method, choosing always the strongest of the
two signals for detecting the data. An MRC receiver linearlycombines the signals in
an optimal way to obtain a new signal with the highest possible signal to noise ratio
(SNR) and applies the resulting signal to the data detector.Because of the higher
SNR, the number of bit errors is reduced as compared to the case where no combining
is applied. Since both channels are used the result is never worse than for SC. To
perform MRC both wireless channels (from the transmit antenna to both receiving
antennas) have to be estimated, which results in a slightly higher complexity.

The advantage of MRC compared to SC is more pronounced if bothsignals to
be combined are of approximately the same order of magnitude, in which case MRC
results in a bit error rate that is significantly lower than what could be obtained by
exploiting only the strongest signal.

The communication link is established by means of a Signalion HaLo420 wire-
less testbed, consisting of a transmitter and receiver, each equipped with up to four
antennas, and able to interface with Matlab.
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Baseband in-phase and quadrature samples, generated in Matlab, are applied to
the Halo420 transmitter, which performs D/A conversion andupconversion to the
ISM band. The Halo420 receiver performs downconversion to baseband and A/D
conversion. The resulting received baseband samples are processed in Matlab, where
matched filtering, synchronization, channel estimation and data detection is carried
out.

3.3.3 Transmitted signals

For all measurements the data is transmitted as a quadraturephase shift keyed (QPSK)
burst at a rate of 1 MSymbols per second and a bit rate of 2 Mbit/s. Each transmitted
burst consists of 300 pilot symbols followed by 391 data symbols making the total
burst last only 691µs. This duration is short enough to consider the channel as invari-
ant during the time of a single burst. During the transmission of one burst a fireman
walking at a speed of 1 m/s moves only0.7 mm, or 0.006 wavelengths at2.45 GHz.

This displacement does not cause a significant change in the fading channel. The
movement however causes a rotation of the received QPSK constellation due to the
changing phase relationship between transmitted and received signals. In this example
a maximum rotation of2◦ from the first pilot symbol to the last data symbol can be
expected. If uncompensated for, this rotation only causes avery small performance
degradation of the QPSK demodulator. In most receiving systems, including ours, the
signal processing detects this effect and compensates for it, making the influence of
the walking or running speed on the communication quality negligible.

3.3.4 Observation of the indoor fading channel

To assess the amount of scattering in our environment the small-scale fading is first
measured using an automated setup with a moving receiving antenna to measure the
signal levels in an area of a few square wavelengths. The transmitter was placed at a
distance of 16 m from the receiving antenna, with obstacles in between, including a
metal cupboard. On the floor plan, the location of the transmitter is marked and the
receiver is at position A.

For the channel measurements the transmitted power for the data symbols is 1
mW. These symbols are preceded by a trigger signal sent as an unmodulated carrier
at a power of 4 mW. The transmitted signal level is chosen in order to obtain a wide
range of average signal to noise ratios in the bit error rate graph in Fig. 3.10.

Signals were measured in a 2500-points measurement grid covering an area of
30x40cm2. The receiving antenna is moved to each point in the grid and the trans-
mitted data burst is received at each position.Es is determined by calculating the
received power for the data symbols. For QPSK modulationEb = Es/2.
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The noise levelN0 is determined based on the signal received immediately af-
ter the transmission of the burst, assuming that the noise level has not significantly
changed in that short period of time. The SNR is calculated asEs/N0 and converted
to dB.

As shown in Fig. 3.9 the signal level changes over a 42 dB rangecaused by moving
over a few centimeters.
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Figure 3.9: Signal to noise ratio as a function of position for the fading channel, displaying
small-scale fading measured in a 50x50 points grid over an area of 3x3 wavelengths

Fitting several statistical distributions to the measuredsignal reveals a Rayleigh
distributed signal envelope. This illustrates that scattered signal components dominate
the received signal whereas the line-of-sight signal path is severely attenuated.

Based on the measured signals, the bit error probabilityPb is calculated as a func-
tion of averageEb/N0 for both the measured values and for Rayleigh distributed val-
ues.

Eb/N0 is calculated for the QPSK modulated received signal based on the mea-
sured signal and noise power for each pointi in the N points measurement grid. The
noise powerN0(i) is measured immediately after each received data burst. Based on
these measurementsEb(i) is calculated by

Eb(i) =
Esignal+noise(i) − N0(i)

2
(3.1)
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The bit error probability is calculated for each measurement point with the formula
for an AWGN channel as can be verified in [17].

Pb(i) =
1

2
erfc

(
√

Eb(i)

N0(i)

)

(3.2)

This is correct because the moving antenna stops at each of the 2500 measured points
before capturing the signal, which is a short data burst lasting 691µs, including the
pilot symbols. For this reason the channel can be treated as time invariant during the
reception of each individual data burst. The bit error rate can be determined by demod-
ulating and detecting a transmitted signal and counting theerrors but, as the behavior
of the detector is exactly modeled by (3.2), the calculationproduces results faster and
more accurately. To obtain a meaningful result from the detection a large amount of
data has to be transmitted, especially for the high signal tonoise ratios, when errors
only occur sporadically. This takes considerable time for each measurement point.
Instead, given (3.2), the BER is calculated based on the instantaneous signal to noise
ratio, using a single transmitted burst.

CalculatingPb for all measurement points and averaging over theN transmitted
bursts for both theEb/N0 andPb values yields the result for all the measurements
combinedPb1:

Pb1 =
1

2N

N
∑

i=1

erfc

(
√

Eb (i)

N0(i)

)

(3.3)

A range of averageEb/N0 values is produced by changing the noise floor in the
calculations, which is equivalent to transmitting at different power levels.

As shown in Fig. 3.10, the calculated BER is consistent with the performance that
is theoretically predicted for a Rayleigh fading environment. The reference curve was
calculated using the equation for the theoretical error probability in a Rayleigh fading
channel [18], withSNR = 2Eb/N0 for QPSK modulation:

Pb2 =
1

2

(

1 −
√

SNR

2 + SNR

)

(3.4)

The curves for the measurement and the theory align forEb/N0 ratios up to 32
dB. The deviation from the theoretical curve for the highestEb/N0 ratios is due to
the limited number of very low signal levels in the measurement. The errors present
only cause a significant deviation if the average BER is lowerthan10−4.

For the walking person, shadowing effects and changing pathloss due to the vary-
ing distance to the transmitter will have an additional impact on the received signals,
making the BER as a function of average SNR even worse.
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Figure 3.10: Calculated BER as a function of the averageEb/N0. Pb1 for the measured signal
distribution, andPb2 for a Rayleigh distributed signal

The distribution of the signal envelope will in this case be worse than Rayleigh
distributed, from a bit error rate point of view. These effects are mitigated by using
diversity techniques.

3.3.5 Measurement results for the walking fireman

For the measurements with the walking fireman the transmitted power for the data
symbols is only 0.1 mW or -10 dBm. These symbols are preceded by a trigger signal
sent as an unmodulated carrier at a power of 1 mW. The transmitted signal level is
kept low in order to obtain a measurable bit error rate at the receiving side given the
limited number of symbols transmitted in each burst and given the limited distance
between the transmitter and receiver in our indoor test environment.

For the measurements along the paths described in section 3.3.1, Fig. 3.11 and
3.12 display the SNRs as a function of time along with the BERsthat were obtained
by demodulating and detecting the signals. Each case described in section 3.3.1 cor-
responds to a different measurement session; the measurements have been merged
in the graphs. For case 1, the SNR clearly increases as the fireman approaches the
transmitter. Case 2 is the opposite, the signal becomes weaker as the distance be-
tween transmitter and receiver increases. In case 3, the fireman walking towards the
transmitter and returning, the moment when the fireman turnsaround can clearly be
identified as the point (labeled asB2) where the SNR curves cross. Case 4 is the
situation with the weakest signals, the furthest away from the transmitter and the line-
of-sight path blocked. This is the only case where some errors remain after MRC,
with a transmitted power of 0.1 mW.
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Figure 3.11: Received SNR and BER after detection for two circularly polarized antennas, no
oxygen bottle on the back
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Figure 3.12: Received SNR and BER after detection for two circularly polarized antennas, with
the oxygen bottle on the back
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In the measurements, frequent deep fading is present, making it difficult to reli-
ably detect the data at that moment and resulting in a high biterror rate. However,
fading often occurs at different times for both antennas, with very little overlap. By
combining the signals using SC or MRC the BER reduces drastically.

The measured BERs for the test cases enumerated above are shown in Tables 3.1
and 3.2. The bit error rate depends a lot on the path followed by the fireman. In gen-
eral, more multipath effects are expected at larger distances from the transmitter, but
the signal is also very much influenced by elements in the building and the posture
of the body. Serious fluctuations of the signal are produced by only minor changes in
posture or position. The shadowing effect of the body is alsoimportant as for an an-
tenna oriented away from the transmitter the direct signal path is nearly fully blocked.
Because fading is different for both antennas a large improvement is obtained by com-
bining the signals. The data detected by the MRC receiver areerror-free in most of
the measurements, showing the huge advantage of front-to-back receiver diversity.

We now study the characteristics of the complete measurement series, obtained by
joining cases 1 to 4, for the situation with and without an airbottle, as shown in Fig.
3.11 and 3.12. This allows us to study the potential influenceof the air bottle.

Case Front Back SC MRC
1 0 0 0 0
2 3.0 × 10−4 0 0 0
3 2.06 × 10−3 0 0 0
4 7.78 × 10−3 4.50 × 10−2 3.06 × 10−3 2.72 × 10−3

5 1.99 × 10−2 5.10 × 10−2 1.00 × 10−2 0

Table 3.1: Bit error rates for the different test cases without oxygen bottle. Transmit antenna
polarized vertically in cases 1-4, horizontally in case 5

Case Front Back SC MRC
1 0 2.15 × 10−3 0 0
2 7.71 × 10−3 0 0 0
3 1.3 × 10−4 2.05 × 10−3 0 0
4 5.64 × 10−3 2.34 × 10−2 2.0 × 10−4 0
5 0 0 0 0

Table 3.2: Bit error rates for the different test cases with oxygen bottle. Transmitantenna
polarized vertically in cases 1-4, horizontally in case 5

Values for the complete set of measurements are listed in table 3.3 and confirm
that the bit error rate for the individual antennas does not significantly change by the
presence of the bottle. The BER values for the front antenna for the cases with and
without the bottle differ by less than 5%.
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With O2-bottle No O2-bottle
Front antenna 3.08 × 10−3 2.94 × 10−3

Back antenna 6.68 × 10−3 1.28 × 10−2

Selection combining 5 × 10−5 8.7 × 10−4

Max. ratio combining 0 7.7 × 10−4

Table 3.3: Bit error rates for measurements with and without the oxygen bottle

For the back antenna the difference in BER values with and without bottle is less
than a factor of 2. The fluctuations caused by the multipath propagation are dominant
and the difference in BER for the back antenna corresponds toonly a limited differ-
ence in average signal level. Based on the radiation patterns (Fig. 3.6) measured in the
anechoic chamber the performance of the back antenna is slightly better without the
air bottle but here, on the contrary, the BER is higher without the bottle. This confirms
that the effect of the bottle is negligible compared to the much more significant effects
of the time-varying multipath propagation.

The fireman can also be lying on the floor (case 5). It is very important to maintain
a good communication in this case as this corresponds to an emergency situation.

An interesting observation is that it is better to transmit with horizontal polariza-
tion in the fireman down case.

With vertical polarization only weak signals were receivedby the patch antennas.
As both patch antennas are parallel to the ground in this case, the induced current
is very low for vertically polarized incident waves. Changing the transmit antenna’s
polarization to horizontal improved the signals significantly. This indicates that, for
an indoor scattering environment, the original horizontalpolarization of a transmitted
signal can still be dominant at the receiving side. Many reflectors in the building are
either horizontal or vertical too, resulting in a dominant reflection of these signals with
their original polarization. The fireman down measurement was performed in the area
where the sideways track is located (see the floor plan in Fig.3.7 at position D), in
this area the line-of-sight path has severe attenuation.

3.3.6 Duration of the fading events

The duration of deep fading events, with signal levels dropping below -110 dBm,
was measured on the antennas while the fireman was walking at anormal pace. Fig.
3.13 illustrates one recorded deep fading event lasting 23.5 milliseconds. The average
duration of the recorded deep fades is 14.45 ms.

At these low power levels, the signal exhibits some fluctuations with a 100 Hz
repetition frequency due to the overhead fluorescent lighting. Dynamic effects of flu-
orescent lighting on radio signals at GHz frequencies have been discussed in literature,
most recently in [19], or [20] for a discussion of the physicsbehind the problem.
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Figure 3.13: Duration of a measured fading event

3.3.7 Statistics: CDF and LCR

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the signal envelopes provides an in-
teresting indication of the gain obtained by using diversity techniques. The CDF for
the signals received by the front and back antenna, and the Selection Combined (SC)
and Maximal Ratio Combined (MRC) signals is displayed in Fig. 3.14. The CDF for
these signals, measured along the sideways track, matches closely to the Nakagami
CDF with parametersΩ = 1.96 and m = 0.76. The signal envelope levels have been
normalized to the average signal envelope on both input antennas. The gain obtained
by combining the signals is clearly visible by the shift to the right over several dB of
the curves for the combined signals, with MRC performing 1-2dB better than SC.

The Level Crossing Rate (LCR) is a measure of the speed of the fading, defined
as the number of times per second the received signal strength falls below a given
threshold level. To measure the LCR the fireman walked along the sideways track, at
an average distance of 17 m from the transmitter and at a speedof approximately 0.5
m/s. The LCR is calculated based on the front antenna’s signals. As the fireman walks
in both directions during the measurement, the back antennabehaves in a similar way.

A graph of the normalized LCR as a function of normalized threshold levelr
is presented in Fig. 3.15. The maximum normalized LCR is 1 Hz,occurring at a
normalized threshold level of 0 dB. The LCR for a Nakagami distributed signal [6]
was calculated as

Nr =
√

2πfm
mm−(1/2)

Γ(m)
ρ2m−1e−mρ2

(3.5)
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Figure 3.14: CDF for the signals on the antennas and the combined signals as a function of
normalized input signal levels. Compared to the CDF for a Nakagami distributed signal with
Ω = 1.96 and m = 0.76

with ρ = r√
Ω

; r is the threshold level on a linear scale. The maximum Dopplerfre-
quency fm = 1 for the normalized LCR. The best fit of the calculated and measured
LCR corresponds to the parameter valuesΩ = 1.96 and m = 0.76 for the Nakagami
distribution. The highest measured LCR value is5.7324 Hz (for a wavelength of 12
cm and a walking speed of±50 cm per second). The Rayleigh distribution was valid
in our environment for the small NLoS area scanned in Section3.3.4, but does not
fit well to the measurements with the walking person, becauseshadowing effects are
present now.
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sured and calculated LCR for a Nakagami distributed signal withΩ = 1.96 and m = 0.76
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3.3.8 Channel gains

The average channel gains for both antennas and for the combined signals are also a
measure of effective receiver diversity. Selection Combining (SC) and Maximal Ratio
Combining (MRC) are used. Withh1 and h2 vectors containing the channel gains for
each complete set of measurements corresponding to the different cases, the average
channel gains were calculated as:

• 10 · log
(

E
[

|h1|2
])

for channel 1, the front antenna.

• 10 · log
(

E
[

|h2|2
])

for channel 2, the back antenna.

• 10 · log
(

E
[

max
(

|h1|2 , |h2|2
)])

for SC.

• 10 · log
(

E
[

|h1|2 + |h2|2
])

for MRC.

The results for the different measurement paths are listed in Tables 3.4 and 3.5
for the cases with and without oxygen bottle respectively. Comparing the two tables
reveals no significant influence of the oxygen bottle on the average signal levels.

Case Front [dB] Back [dB] SC [dB] MRC [dB]
1 -28.3587 -40.6998 -28.2962 -28.1125
2 -40.5173 -28.9584 -28.9231 -28.6652
3 -31.0542 -32.0084 -28.6933 -28.4948
4 -53.9845 -50.3197 -49.3792 -48.7662

Table 3.4: Average channel gains (measurements with oxygen bottle present) forthe front
antenna, back antenna, SC and MRC

Case Front [dB] Back [dB] SC [dB] MRC [dB]
1 -30.2718 -43.0875 -30.2695 -30.0504
2 -39.6211 -28.4243 -28.3874 -28.1065
3 -32.4103 -31.8597 -29.3406 -29.1160
4 -51.8220 -52.2647 -50.2111 -49.0274

Table 3.5: Average channel gains (measurements without oxygen bottle) for the front antenna,
back antenna, SC and MRC
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To assess the advantages of receiver diversity, the averagevalues for the combined
channels should be compared to both antennas individually,not only to the antenna
providing the best signal. When not using diversity, in a real-life situation the single
antenna used for reception could be the one providing the weakest signals.

The average values presented should be studied together with the graphs in Fig.
3.11-3.12 for a correct interpretation.

Cases 1 and 2 correspond to the paths towards the transmitterand away from the
transmitter, respectively. The signal from the antenna oriented to the transmitter re-
mains stronger for the complete path, therefore the combined channels are comparable
to the channel corresponding to that antenna. The MRC channel is only slightly better
than the SC channel here, since the contribution of the weaker channel is minimal.

The signals for case 3 are recorded along the path to the transmitter and back,
in one measurement series. The average values for the combined channels are better
than for each antenna alone, since each antenna provides thestrongest signal over
approximately half of the path. The MRC channel is again onlyslightly better than
the SC channel because of the large difference in signal level for the front and back
channels in each measurement apart (this can be verified in the graphs).

In case 4, the sideways track, both antennas receive signalsof approximately the
same strength. The signal levels are influenced by small-scale fading and some shad-
owing, while the path loss is nearly constant. The combined channels are better than
the antennas separately, with a larger improvement compared to the other cases. The
MRC channel is approximately 1 dB better than the SC channel.MRC is never worse
than SC and clearly outperforms SC when the signals are approximately of the same
magnitude.

The performance of the system can additionally be assessed by the correlation
between the signal levels. The correlation coefficient for the channels corresponding
to both antennas is calculated within a window of 10 measurements at a time in order
to account just for the small-scale fading and not for shadowing or path loss.

With X = |h1| and Y = |h2|, vectors containing 10 values, the envelope
correlation coefficients are calculated as

ρX,Y =
E (X · Y) − E (X) E (Y)

√

[

E (X2) − (E (X))
2
] [

E (Y2) − (E (Y))
2
]

(3.6)

The window is then shifted over the data of the complete measurement series and the
average of the correlation coefficients for all window positions is calculated.

This method is used to investigate whether the antenna signals subjected to small-
scale fading are statistically independent. The results are listed in table 3.6. The low
correlation values for all cases indicate that the antenna signals are complementary in
diversity schemes, even over short periods of time. The values reveal no significant
influence of the oxygen bottle on the correlation between thesignals.
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Case With O2-bottle No O2-bottle
1 0.2903 0.3985
2 0.3476 0.1159
3 0.3686 0.2926
4 0.2993 0.1229

Table 3.6: Average envelope correlation coefficients of the channels for both antennas as deter-
mined over a sliding window of 10 measurements wide

As a relative figure of merit two signals are said [6] to be adequately de-correlated
if their cross-correlation coefficient is less than 0.7.

3.4 Conclusions

The measurements confirmed that reliable wireless communication at 2.45 GHz for
firemen working indoors is possible using textile antennas integrated in their garment.
The antennas were successfully integrated in a non-hindering way for a fully equipped
firefighter.

Receiver diversity by using two antennas, at the front and back, improves the
performance of the communication system for several reasons.

The human body causes a large attenuation of the radio signals causing an antenna
oriented away from the transmitter to receive a significantly weaker signal. Using
antennas at both sides guarantees that at least one antenna is not completely shielded
from the transmitter by the body. This effect improves the communication even with-
out multipath propagation.

In a multipath environment the antennas will both receive reflected signals. The
reflected signals will interfere destructively at some points in space. At these points the
signal is very weak and reception with only one antenna at that point is problematic.
When using two antennas it is less probable that both antennaswill experience this
deep fading at the same time; often at least one of them receives a good signal. A
diversity gain of second order is obtained by combining the signals. With selection
combining, using always the strongest of the two signals, the bit error rate decreases
significantly. Using maximal ratio combining an extra gain is obtained by optimally
combining the two signals to produce a new signal with a better signal to noise ratio.

This was confirmed by the bit error rates, the cumulative distribution function
and the average channel gains, resulting from the received signals with and without
combining.

In the realistic situation studied the signals are subject to path loss, fading and
shadowing. All these effects can not be fully separated. Thebit error rate values pro-
vide the best indication of the performance of the actual system in a practical situation.
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No significant influence of the oxygen cylinder on the bit error rate was measured.
A small effect is likely, caused by the changes in the antenna’s radiation pattern, but
this was not apparent in the measurements of bit error rates or signal levels.

3.5 Appendix: 4-th order receiver diversity

This appendix is based on the conference contribution “Diversity textile antenna
systems for firefighters.” (Van Torre P., Vallozzi L., Rogier H. and Verhaevert J.)
at EuCAP 2010, 4th European conference on Antennas and Propagation, Barcelona,
Spain, April 2010, published in the proceedings.

This appendix describes measurements and analysis for an off-body communication
system employing fourth-order receiver diversity and forms an extension to the previ-
ous sections in this chapter.

3.5.1 Introduction

Wearable textile systems are developed to enhance safety and security of rescue work-
ers. These systems collect data concerning the wearer’s life signs and his nearby en-
vironment, which are then wirelessly communicated to a basestation or to another
rescue worker. This off-body communication is valuable forfirefighters operating in
a building. However, an indoor environment gives rise to a fading channel where
multipath and shadowing effects cause the signal levels to fluctuate severely as the
firefighter is moving around while working.

The communication link ought to be reliable as vital information is involved.
The quality of the link can be significantly improved by usingdiversity techniques
to combine signals transmitted and/or received by multipleantennas. The use of dual-
polarized antennas offers the practical advantage of handling two signals on a simple
compact antenna patch. However, the diversity gain resulting from polarization diver-
sity can be different in comparison to the diversity gain resulting from spatial diversity
by using two antennas physically separated by some distance. Nevertheless, an im-
portant advantage of the dual-polarized system is that the number of antenna patches
needed is reduced to half the diversity order, which is very convenient in a practical
application.

Measurements and/or analyses for off-body diversity systems were discussed in
literature before in [10, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] and specifically for polarization
diversity in [28, 29]. However, a different type of antennaswas used and no actual
data transmission was documented. Often the measurement time involved per sample
is too long, hence the measurements inadvertently include the effect of time diversity,
resulting in an overestimation of the performance.
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Figure 3.16: Front (1), back (2) and upper arm (3,4) patch antennas integrated inthe fire-
fighter’s garment. Antennas (1,2) are oriented perpendicular to antennas (3,4)

In our opinion it is of paramount importance to verify the performance of a pro-
posed diversity scheme by means of a real data transmission,including all imperfec-
tions of a real transmitter and a real receiver, such as e.g. imperfect synchronization,
carrier and channel estimations. In our practical experiment a wireless link, transmit-
ting quadrature phase-shift keyed (QPSK) data at 2 Mbits/s is realized.

In the following measurements the performance of two dual-polarized antennas [1]
is compared to the performance of four spatially separated circularly polarized patch
antennas [14] on a firefighter’s body. Two measurement seriesare performed under
similar conditions, where a firefighter’s outer jacket is equipped with the following
flexible foam-based antennas:

1. Four circularly polarized antennas, one at the front, oneat the back and one on
each upper arm as illustrated in Fig. 3.16.

2. Two dual-polarized antennas, one at the front and one at the back, as in Fig.
3.16, but now only antenna locations 1 and 2 are used.

Both antenna types are designed to operate in the 2.45 GHz ISMband, which cor-
responds to a wavelength of about 12 cm, leading to antenna patches of a convenient
size. The antenna patch and the ground plane are manufactured out of e-textiles so
that the system can be integrated into the firefighter’s jacket in a non-obstructive way.
The fireman receives signals that are transmitted by a fixed base station equipped with
a vertically polarized dipole antenna. The transmit configuration is identical for both
measurement sessions.
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The performance of the wireless link significantly improvesby using diversity
techniques that combine the four signals received by the patch antennas (using, e.g.,
maximal ratio combining). In a real-life measurement, dataare transmitted and re-
ceived for which we determine the signal strength and the number of bit errors. The
performance is then compared for the two on-body antenna configurations. The mea-
surement sessions lead to the interesting conclusion that the minor decrease in per-
formance when using the dual-polarized configuration is small enough to justify the
use of this more compact system for reasons of practical convenience and ease of
implementation.

3.5.2 Measurement results

Measurements are performed along a path with non line-of-sight (NLoS) propaga-
tion. This path is situated at a distance of approximately 17m from the transmitter
(Ptr = 100mW ) and oriented perpendicularly to the direction of the transmitter. The
path is obstructed by brick walls and office equipment, both causing fading and shad-
owing. Earlier measurements by our team [2, 3] confirmed the multipath propaga-
tion present in this area and indicated a nearly Rayleigh distributed fading pattern. In
these measurement campaigns, measurements were also performed along line-of-sight
(LoS) paths. However, in comparison to a LoS situation, the NLoS path proved to be
much more demanding for the receiving system.

The instantaneous channel response for each transmitted burst is estimated based
on pilot symbols. Bit error rate graphs are calculated for the different antenna configu-
rations and compared to each other, as well as to the theoretical graphs for a Rayleigh
fading environment. The theoretical graphs are calculatedfor independently and iden-
tically distributed signals. In a practical situation the performance is suboptimal,
mainly due to correlation of the channel gains but also because of small differences in
the statistical distribution of the gain for different channels.

For off-body communication, unequal gain is partially caused by the antenna con-
figuration. For a walking person, antennas mounted at a different height on the body
consistently experience different shadowing by the environment.

Statistical distribution of the signal levels

Both measurements with the two different antenna configurations were performed
consequently and in the same environment. Fig. 3.17 displays the cumulative dis-
tribution function (CDF) for both measurement sets and alsothe theoretical CDF for a
Rayleigh distributed signal. The three curves are very similar. Differences below the
1% level are related to the limited number of recorded signals, as is apparent from the
steps visible in this area of the plot.
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Figure 3.17: Cumulative distribution function for the input SNR for the four circularly polar-
ized antenna system (4-CP antenna system) and the dual dual-polarizedantenna system (2-DP
antenna system) measurement campaigns, compared to the theoreticalCDF for a Rayleigh dis-
tribution

Signal-to-noise ratios and bit error rates

Fig. 3.18 and 3.19 display the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) andbit error rates (BERs)
for each received data burst for both diversity antenna system configurations. The
SNRs fluctuate partially independently during the course ofthe measurement. The
BER values for the input signals are shown in the bar graphs below. The bottom bar
graphs display the BER after maximal ratio combining (MRC),note that the scale is
different here.

For these graphs Gaussian noise was added to the received samples to artificially
lower the average SNR to12 dB per input port, causing a sufficiently large number
of bit errors to visualize the real-time performance of the diversity systems for each
individual data burst. Without the addition of noise the BERfor the input signals is
too good to demonstrate the real-time diversity gain. The addition of noise produces
SNRs similar to those that would be received when transmitting at a lower power. The
advantage of this approach is that all plots are based on the same set of data.

The graphs display the real-time performance increase obtained by using diversity,
as the bit error performance is shown for each received burst. The bit error rate result-
ing from the two configurations with MRC is equal, this MRC BERcorresponds to 7
errors in the 237600 transmitted bits.
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Figure 3.18: SNRs and BERs for the reception with four circularly polarized patch antennas
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Figure 3.19: SNRs and BERs for the reception with two dual-polarized patch antennas
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Note that the noise has been added to the signal before processing. This means the
BER values shown in the graph result from a complete receiving process including
timing, frequency and phase estimation errors on the noisy signals. Because of these
effects, the MRC BER is not as low as predicted by the theory. The impact of channel
estimation errors increases with noisier signals and reduces the performance of MRC.
However, the performance of MRC is still very good in this practical situation as more
than 98% of the transmitted bursts are received error free for both configurations at an
average SNR of12 dB per receiver input port, corresponding to a transmitted power
of 0.1 mW.

Signal envelope correlation

The signals that are received by the different antennas inevitably have a degree of
correlation. The signal envelope correlations calculatedfor the measurements are
listed in Tables 3.7-3.8.

Table 3.7: Signal envelope correlation for 4 circularly polarized antennas

1.Front 2.Back 3.Left 4.Right
1.Front 1.0000 0.0121 0.1869 −0.1185
2.Back 0.0121 1.0000 0.0381 −0.0507
3.Left 0.1869 0.0381 1.0000 −0.0561
4.Right −0.1185 −0.0507 −0.0561 1.0000

Table 3.8: Signal envelope correlation for 2 dual-polarized antennas

1.1.Front 1.2.Front 2.1.Back 2.2.Back
1.1.Front 1.0000 0.4036 0.1771 0.0453
1.2.Front 0.4036 1.0000 0.2589 0.1413
2.1.Back 0.1771 0.2589 1.0000 0.3453
2.2.Back 0.0453 0.1413 0.3453 1.0000

A higher signal correlation means the signals are less complementary and results
in a performance decrease for the diversity system. However, a correlation coefficient
lower than0.7 is often considered as an indication that a significant diversity gain
is possible by combining the signals. All values are significantly lower than stated
by this rule of thumb. Nevertheless, the highest correlation coefficients result from
signals produced by both feeds of the same dual-polarized antenna. This explains why
the dual-polarized system is slightly less performant. A degree of coupling is present
between both signals of the same antenna. This coupling varies when the antenna is
bent due to movements of the body.
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Figure 3.20: BER characteristics, from top to bottom as ordered in the legend; for the different
antenna configurations and for the theoretical characteristics for Rayleigh fading

Small differences in correlation for the other signal combinations should not be
directly linked to a difference in performance, as the overall correlation is not the only
factor having influence. The performance increase is obtained by array gain as well as
diversity gain and both factors depend on the correlation ina different way.

3.5.3 Bit error characteristics

Based on the distribution of the recorded signal levels, biterror characteristics are cal-
culated for the different diversity situations. Detailed information about those calcu-
lations was presented in [2, 3]. The characteristics in Fig.3.20 allow a comparison of
the average performance of the antenna configurations. The curves from top to bottom
correspond to an increase in performance (a lower BER for thesame averageEb/N0),
the items in the legend are in the same order. The characteristics are displayed as a
function of the average signal at the input ports and show array gain as well as di-
versity gain. These graphs indicate the performance to be expected for the measured
distribution of signal levels, including correlation and unequal average channel gain.
However, as the BER is calculated based on the SNR (unlike thereal demodulation
and detection in section 3.5.2), perfect channel estimation is now assumed.
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Fourth-order diversity

The three lower curves in the graph correspond to fourth-order diversity.

• The performance of the configuration with four patch antennas approximates
the theoretical characteristic for Rayleigh fading channels with fourth-order di-
versity.

• The BER curve for the dual-polarized system is shifted to theright by only1 dB,
although only two antenna patches are used instead of four. The slightly com-
promised performance results from the higher correlation between the signals
from both feeds of each dual-polarized antenna.

Second-order diversity

The set of curves situated in the middle represents the results for second-order diver-
sity.

• The characteristic for 2nd-order diversity using the frontand back circularly
polarized antennas fits the theoretical curve for Rayleigh fading with second-
order diversity.

• The curve for 2nd-order diversity using the left and right upper arm antennas
indicates a slightly worse performance, in comparison withthe previous system.

• The characteristic for polarization diversity is calculated based on the concate-
nation of the measurements for the front and back patch antennas. However,
when combining the signals only polarization diversity forsignals originating
from the same patch is used. The curve corresponds to the average behavior for
one dual-polarized antenna providing two signals to be combined. An additional
decrease in performance is visible, compared to the previous configuration.

The above comparison is intended to highlight the differences between the configura-
tions. Despite these minor differences, it is clear that allthree configurations perform
well in realizing 2nd-order diversity

No diversity

The upper curve is a reference curve, corresponding to the average signal on the input
ports. This curve approximates the theoretical curve for Rayleigh fading. This also
corresponds to the results for the CDF in Fig. 3.17.
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3.5.4 Conclusions

The measurements clearly demonstrate the excellent performance of a fourth-order
diversity receiving system at 2.45 GHz using two dual-polarized textile patch anten-
nas on the front and back of the body. The characteristic for the system using four
separate antennas is only shifted to the left by 1 dB comparedto the dual-polarized
system, where the latter one conveniently only needs two antenna patches. The bit
error rate characteristics for both fourth-order diversity systems approach the theoreti-
cal characteristic for Rayleigh fading with fourth-order diversity, including array gain.
The practical data transmission test confirmed the marginaldifference in real-time
performance for both configurations.

For a second-order diversity system, similar conclusions are drawn, second-order
diversity can clearly be achieved while using only one dual-polarized antenna patch.
Using different patches offers some increase in performance, depending on the posi-
tion of the antennas used.

The measurement illustrates that the front and back torso are the best positions
when using only two patches. The left and right arm antennas perform slightly worse
in comparison. For the front and back antennas the body provides extra isolation, for
the left and right arm antennas the body’s shadowing effect is smaller.
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In the2.45 GHz band, indoor wireless off-body data communication by a mov-
ing person can be problematic due to time-variant signal fading and the con-
sequent variation in channel parameters. Off-body communication specifically
suffers from the combined effects of fading, shadowing and path loss due to
time-variant multipath propagation in combination with shadowing by the hu-
man body. Measurements are performed to analyze the autocorrelation, coher-
ence time, and power spectral density for a person equipped with a wearable
receive system moving at different speeds for different configurations and an-
tenna positions. Diversity reception with multiple textile antennas integrated
in the clothing provides a means of improving the reliability of the link. For the
dynamic channel estimation a scheme using hard decision feedback after MRC
with adaptive low pass filtering is demonstrated to be successful in providing
robust data detection for long data bursts, in the presence of dramatic channel
variation.

4.1 Introduction

The safety of rescue workers can be improved by smart textiles that allow a data
communication system to be integrated into their garment. Textile antenna systems
provide a convenient means for unobtrusive integration that does not disturb the move-
ments of the rescue worker. The structure of the patch antennas used, with a ground
plane near the body, limits the radiation exposure of the body and the influence of
the body on the radiation pattern of the antenna. Operationsare often performed in-
doors, where dramatic signal fading occurs due to multipathpropagation. Given the
rapid movements by rescue workers in combination with the multipath fading of the
indoor environment and the shadowing by the human body, the channel seen by the
multi-antenna system varies rapidly in time. Often short bursts are used to counter this
problem. However, this introduces a significant overhead caused by the retransmission
of the necessary preambles for each burst.

The measurements presented in this chapter are performed inthe same environ-
ment where earlier measurements for off-body communication, documented in [1, 2],
indicated Rayleigh distributed small-scale fading. The rapid fluctuations over larger
distance scales are caused by both small-scale fading and shadowing. The cumula-
tive distribution function and level crossing rate in thesecases fitted to the Nakagami
distribution. Measurements were performed deploying two textile antenna patches
integrated in a garment on the human body, using short data bursts and treating the
channel as time-invariant. In this chapter a continuous transmission, consisting of a
data stream that lasts for much longer than the channel’s coherence time will be per-
formed. Measurements are presented deploying four wearable antenna patches at the
rescue worker and capturing longer time frames, subject to very significant variations
of the channel behavior in time.
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In [1, 2] no such drastic channel variation occurred during the same received burst.
Important parameters of the time-varying off-body communication channel, such as
autocorrelation, coherence time and power spectral density, are determined. The val-
ues are shown to be influenced by walking speed as well as antenna location on the
body. Measurements are performed for Line-of-Sight (LoS) and Non Line-of-Sight
(NLoS) situations.

Diversity techniques, using multiple antennas, are widelyknown to combat the
effects of fading. At the receiving side, maximal ratio combining (MRC) is used
to combine signals from different antennas. To use MRC effectively, an accurate
channel estimation is necessary at all times. Channel estimation can be performed
using a series of pilot symbols. In previous publications [2, 1], the transmitted bursts
are kept short, allowing the channel to be treated as invariant for the duration of the
burst. However, as each separate burst needs to contain a number of pilot symbols, a
significant overhead is introduced, limiting the effectivedata throughput.

For the measurements presented, long data bursts containing one million data sym-
bols and lasting over one second, are transmitted. During this transmission time the
channel is definitely not invariant when communicating witha walking person, there-
fore a robust system of dynamic channel tracking is needed. As we prefer a minimal
overhead, decision oriented feedback is used to perform real-time channel tracking.
Using this method no extra pilot symbols are needed. The channel parameters vary
stochastically during the data burst and moreover the signals contain a level of additive
white Gaussian noise. The channel tracking is robust thanksto the receive diversity
and the applied adaptive filtering.

In literature, the performance of body-to-body communication systems at GHz
frequencies in indoor environments is characterized basedon channel sounding in [3].
Studies of BER performance with channel estimation errors and diversity combining
in fading channels are published in [4]. Characterizationsof the indoor propagation
channel have been treated before in many other publications. However, the focus of
these publications is different. Many papers on off-body communication characterize
the channel, based on signal levels without performing any actual data transmission
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Some of the references document the behavior of fixed
wireless interfaces with the channel variation occuring due to moving scatterers [15].
Others are based on simulations [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 4, 21] or calculations [22, 23,
24] and not on measurements. Channel conditions for TETRA mobile radio use in
forests were documented in [25]; however, this environmenthas different propagation
properties. Recent work on robust estimation of time-varying channels using various
methods to adapt equalizers or filters was presented in [16, 21, 17, 20, 19, 18, 22].
These theoretical contributions are very valuable, but their aim is different from the
goal of this chapter: to investigate the performance of a robust tracking algorithm in an
actual measurement scenario, involving a time-variant channel observed over a time
period much longer than the channel coherence time.
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An actual transmission of data also accounts for deformation or bending of the
wearable antennas due to movements of the wearer. This is notcaptured by the theo-
retical contributions. We believe that in none of the cases listed the channel exhibits
equally drastic variations during the continuous communication of data on the phys-
ical level, with a moving person and without overhead by frequent repetition of pilot
signals as is the case in the experiments described in this chapter. The techniques used
for a successful transmission of data relate to channel estimation, detection, decision,
robust tracking, filtering and feature extraction of non-stationary signals. The chapter
also documents a performance analysis for the application of these techniques.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, the textile antenna system
is outlined and more details about the transmission scheme are provided. Section
4.3 describes the measurement environment and section 4.4 the results, including the
signal-to-noise ratios, phase behavior according to path length, autocorrelation, coher-
ence time and power spectral density. Section 4.5 describesthe diversity reception of
the signals. For demodulation and detection of the signal, decision oriented feedback
followed by an adaptive low-pass filter is used to gradually adapt the estimated chan-
nel parameters during the reception of the data bursts, allowing error free detection of
the transmitted data. The advantages of using decision oriented feedback after MRC
are illustrated.

4.2 Textile antenna system

4.2.1 Description of the antennas

At the transmitting base station, a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna with linear
polarization is used. The transmitting antenna is orientedvertically for all measure-
ments and situated2 m above the floor level. At the receiving side, which consistsof
a moving test person equipped with the wearable textile system, four circularly po-
larized textile patch antennas are employed. Antennas similar to the ones used in the
measurement campaign were presented in Chapter 3.

The practical use of textile antennas is most convenient when they are integrated
into clothing. As this can be accomplished conveniently andunobtrusively, the inte-
gration of such an antenna system into a rescue worker’s garment is non hindering for
the operations to be performed. Moreover, as the antennas are mounted underneath the
outer combined thermal and moisture barrier layer, they areprotected from the envi-
ronment. In these conditions, the antennas do not become really wet but still the effect
of the relative humidity in the firefighter suit on textile antennas is studied in [26]. The
main conclusion is that the performance in conditions of high humidity is stable and
satisfactory when a substrate material with a small moisture regain is chosen, as is the
case for the antennas used in the following measurements.
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The advantages of using circularly polarized patch antennas in an indoor environ-
ment are described in [27]. For the linearly polarized transmission, the polarization
angle of the received signal is undetermined due to the multiple reflections in the envi-
ronment. A circularly polarized receiving antenna can capture the impinging signals
regardless of their angle of polarization.

A picture of the firefighter and the position of the antennas isshown in Fig. 4.1.
The antennas are mounted underneath the two outer layers of the jacket, being a ther-
mal and moisture barrier and an outer protective layer.

Figure 4.1: Position of the2.45 GHz circularly polarized textile patch antennas integrated into
the fireman’s garment

The wearable antenna consists of a rectangular-ring microstrip-patch antenna on
a low profile substrate, completely made out of breathable textile materials. A patch
antenna such as the one considered represents the most suitable antenna type for wear-
able applications, since its low profile allows integrationinto a garment and the ground
plane prevents absorption of the antenna radiation by the wearer’s body.

Moreover, the rectangular-ring topology permits to cover abandwidth that is larger
than required for communication in the ISM band, allowing toaccount for resonance
frequency shifts due to geometry inaccuracies.

The larger bandwidth also provides extra margin for the influence of the tex-
tile layers of the garment and bending of the antenna. The patch and the ground
plane are made out of FlecTron, which is a high-conductivityelectro-textile material
with a sheet resistivity smaller than 0.1Ω/sq. The substrate consists of a flexible,
fire-retardant, shock-absorbing and moisture-repellent foam, which is commonly em-
ployed in rescue workers’ protective garments. The design was optimized by means
of the ADS-Momentum EM field simulator.
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The geometry of the antenna, together with the optimized parameters’ values, is
shown in Fig. 4.2. The radiation patterns of the antennas, mounted inside the garment
and worn by the firefighter, are displayed in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Topology and dimensions of the2.45 GHz circularly polarized wearable patch
antenna.

In the broadside direction, the individual antennas exhibit a gain of up to8 dBi.
The structure of the antenna, with the ground plane orientedtowards the body, causes
most energy to be radiated away from the body. Therefore these textile antennas
provide a larger gain and a lower radiation exposure to the body when for example
compared to monopole antennas. As stated earlier the use of textile antennas is most
convenient when integration into clothing is possible.

The radiation patterns for the front and back antennas are very complementary as
they cover totally different areas around the body. The patterns for both front antennas
are partially overlapping but slightly offset due to the shape of the front torso; therefore
the set of two front antennas covers a wider angle than each antenna on its own.

For the back antennas the radiation patterns cover the same area. Due to the flatter
shape of the back torso, the antennas are oriented in the samedirection. While they
cover the same angular sector around the body, they will still be complementary and
contribute to the diversity because of their physical separation by approximately two
wavelengths.

The combined pattern after applying MRC is plotted by addingthe received pow-
ers for each of the four antennas and for each azimuth angle. The complete antenna
system shows a positive gain in dBi over255◦ of azimuth range.
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Figure 4.3: Radiation patterns of four circularly polarized antennas mounted into the garment
and worn by the firefighter. The antenna locations are listed in the legend: Back Right (BR),
Back Left (BL), Front Right (FR) and Front Left (FL). The curvelabeled MRC displays the
combined power over the four antennas (the gain of the smart antenna system after applying
MRC); a positive gain in dBi is realized over255◦ of azimuth range.

4.2.2 Transmitted signals

The communication link is established by means of a Signalion HaLo430 wireless
testbed, consisting of a transmitter and receiver able to interface with Matlab. Base-
band in-phase and quadrature samples, generated in Matlab,are applied to the Halo430
transmitter, which performs D/A conversion and upconversion to the2.45 GHz ISM
band. The Halo430 receiver performs downconversion to baseband and A/D con-
version. The resulting received baseband samples are processed in Matlab, where
matched filtering, synchronization, channel estimation and tracking, MRC and data
detection are carried out.

For all measurements the data are transmitted in quadraturephase shift keyed
(QPSK) bursts at a rate of 1 MSymbols per second and a bit rate of 2 Mbit/s. The
transmitted power is100 mW for the NLoS measurements and1 mW for the LoS
measurements. Each transmitted burst consists of300 pilot symbols followed by106

data symbols making the total burst last a little over one second. Bursts are sent con-
tinuously, separated by a12 ms break.
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4.3 Measurement description

4.3.1 Measurement scenario for a walking fireman

The measurements are performed in an indoor environment, inthe same location as
earlier measurements documented in [1, 2]. A floor plan of thearea in an office at
Ghent University is shown in Fig. 4.4. The building consistsof reinforced concrete
floors and very solid brick walls. The interior includes metal cupboards, contributing
to the degree of multipath propagation. The measurements were performed during
normal working hours, with many people moving around and contributing to the time-
variant character of the channel.

When the firefighter walks around in such a building, the received signals expe-
rience time-variant small-scale fading, shadowing and path loss. The paths followed
by the firefighter during the measurements are marked on the floor plan, as well as the
position of the transmitter.

4.3.2 NLoS measurements

• For path1 the rescue worker is walking sideways at about0.5 m/s, along a path
perpendicular to the direction of the transmitter, at up to45 m distance from the
transmitter. As can be seen in the floor plan (Fig. 4.4, path1) this is the hardest
receiving path.

• Path2 is also oriented perpendicularly, at a distance of32 m. Signal to noise
ratios are slightly higher there. Measurements along this path have been per-
formed at walking speeds of:

2a) ≈ 0.5 m/s (slowly walking)

2b) ≈ 1 m/s (walking with a good pace)

• Path3 is located in the hall and the firefighter is running away from the trans-
mitter now, at a speed of:

3a) ≈ 0.5 m/s (slowly walking)

3b) ≈ 1 m/s (walking with a good pace)

3c) ≈ 2 m/s (running)

The speeds are estimated, they correspond to slowly walking, walking with a good
pace and running. Care has been taken to approximate the desired speeds as good as
possible by counting seconds and step sizes.
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Figure 4.4: Floor plan of the multipath environment. Position of the transmitter (TX) and paths
walked by the receiving firefighter.

4.3.3 LoS measurements

Two LoS measurements are performed to assess the differencebetween signals arriv-
ing in direct LoS and multipath scattered signals. The transmitted power is lowered to
1 mW here, to avoid overdriving the input amplifiers of the receiver.

Along path1, the transmitter is placed in position B. The firefighter is starting in
position A and walking towards the transmitter at an approximate speed of:

1c)≈ 0.5 m/s

1d)≈ 1 m/s
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4.4 Measurement results

4.4.1 Signal-to-noise ratios
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Figure 4.5: SNR of signals received by the walking firefighter at45 m distance from the trans-
mitter (path1, NLoS,0.5 m/s)

Fig. 4.5 displays the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for thefour received signals as
a function of time along a NLoS path, Fig. 4.4, path1. The plot covers1.66 seconds
of receiving time, including the one second data burst that is demodulated. The graph
clearly illustrates the serious signal fading experienced. Variations in the range of10

dB occur frequently during the one second burst. Multiple bursts were received, all
displaying similar behavior. From the graphs, it is also apparent that the signals from
the four antennas are complementary, as they fluctuate partially independently over
time. Fading minima will generally not occur at the same timefor all antennas.

4.4.2 Phase and path length

Fig. 4.6 displays the unwrapped phaseφnr
of the signals in radians, relative to the

initial phase at the start of the one second burst. Note that the absolute value of the
phase change is undetermined as the frequency offset between the transmit and receive
local oscillators is estimated by means of pilot symbols (the burst consists of300 pilot
symbols, followed by106 data symbols) which were subjected to an unknown Doppler
shift.
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Figure 4.6: Unwrapped phaseφnr of signals received at45 m distance (path1, NLoS, 0.5
m/s). Due to the frequency offset between transmitter and receiver anunknown constant phase
variation is added, for the synchronous hardware used this added constant is equal for all chan-
nels.

The frequency offset, estimated by means of the pilot symbols, is the result of the
combination of the Doppler shift and the slowly changing frequency offset of the local
oscillators in the transceivers. However, as the receiver’s channels are all synchronous,
the unknown constant added todφnr

/dt is equal for each receiver channelnr.

The phase variation after one second is also an indication ofthe difference in prop-
agation path length for the different antennas over this time interval because of move-
ment. In case the propagation clusters involved stay similar and assuming one of these
clusters is dominant, a phase change of2π radians corresponds to one wavelength dif-
ference in the length of the propagation path. Therefore, path length difference is
calculated as∆s = λ ·∆φ/2π, with ∆φ the phase change during the one second burst
andλ = 12.24 cm atf = 2.45 GHz. The variations in path length for the different
measurements are listed in Table 4.1. The signal with minimum path length difference
after1 second is taken as a reference (0). The larger values in Table 4.1 correspond to
the antennas associated with a higher increase in signal path length. The values tend to
be more in the same range for antennas on the same side of the body; antennas (1, 4)
versus (2, 3). The relative phase change is substantially different forantennas on the
front and back of the body, indicating that signals arrive via a significantly different
propagation path.
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Path Speed [m/s] ∆s [cm] for antenna nr.
1 (F) 2 (B) 3 (B) 4 (F)

NLoS

1 0.5 19.53 74.92 69.67 0
2a 0.5 13.37 29.94 29.23 0
2b 1 0 91.95 82.53 30.47
3a 0.5 0 93.33 88.09 1.50
3b 1 0 125.43 162.30 23.66
3c 2 12.47 227.49 199.47 0

LoS
1c 0.5 0 119.89 66.47 82.00
1d 1 12.95 135.78 151.42 0

Table 4.1: Relative changes in path length for the different receiving antennas during the1
second burst. Larger values correspond to a higher increase in signal path length.

For the NLoS situations, comparing path1 versus path2a, for which the firefighter
travels at the same approximate walking speed, the range of∆s values is larger at the
more distant path (which has richer multipath propagation). Values for2a versus
2b show a larger∆s range for the same path when walking at a higher speed. All
these measurements pertain to paths perpendicular to the line between transmitter and
receiver.

For the measurements in the hall, path3, when the firefighter is running away from
the transmitter, a higher running speed clearly results in an increase of∆s values for
the back antennas (2 and3). The back antennas are oriented towards the transmitter
and, despite the walls in the signal path, the dominant signal components apparently
arrive from the direction of the transmitter. The lower values for the front antennas
suggest reflected signals from the adjacent offices, which isvery probable, taking into
account the directional radiation pattern of the antennas and the shadowing of the
body. Note that the∆s values are relative, with the smallest value for any of the four
antennas set to zero as a reference.

In a LoS situation, despite the anomaly for antennas3 and4 in path1c (presumably
caused by the presence of more than one dominant propagationpath during the time
of the burst), the results for path1c and1d show a similar behavior. However, as
the fireman is now walking towards the transmitter, the larger values result again for
the back antennas2 and3. These antennas are oriented away from the transmitter,
with the direct path blocked by the body and hence they receive their signals via an
increasingly longer reflected path. The most probable reflector in this case is the right
wall in the floor plan.
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4.4.3 Autocorrelation and coherence time

The autocorrelation function is used to calculate the coherence time of the channel and
the power spectral density of the signal. Since there is a significant DC component in
the signal enveloper(t), we calculate the auto-covariance instead, as suggested in[28]

ρr(τ) = 〈r(t + τ) · r(t)〉 − 〈r(t)〉 〈r(t + τ)〉 (4.1)

The result for path1 is displayed in Fig. 4.7, after normalization with respect to
the maximum value ofρr(τ).
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Figure 4.7: Normalized amplitude auto-covariance of signals received at45 m distance (path
1, NLoS,0.5 m/s). Colors and antenna numbers are as in the previous figure.

According to [29, 30], the autocovariance function for the signal envelope can be-
come negative in case of Ricean fading, so for complex Gaussian fading with non-zero
mean. The autocovariance in our case is determined for a non line-of-sight environ-
ment, but for a time-limited signal sample (1.66 seconds, limited by the memory-size
of the receiver). The average of the complex Gaussian signalis not zero for the limited
time-frame, resulting in similar effects as documented in [29, 30].

The coherence timeTC of the channel is calculated as the time shift for which
magnitude of the auto-covariance of the measured complex channel envelope reduces
to 0.7 [32, pp 15]. For the auto-covariance of the magnitude of the signal envelope,
the threshold level should be0.5 asρenv ≈ |ρcomplex|2 [31].
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The results for the measurements are listed in Table 4.2.

Path nr. Speed [m/s] TC [ms] for Channel
1 2 3 4

NLoS

1 0.5 82 69 34 99
2a 0.5 57 95 50 91
2b 1 34 38 51 44
3a 0.5 73 42 43 39
3b 1 23 11 37 15
3c 2 21 26 38 19

LoS
1c 0.5 46 69 34 82
1d 1 31 21 24 36

Table 4.2: Coherence time for measured channels

Assuming the time-variance of the channel is due to the movement of the fire-
fighter only, the coherence time can also be calculated basedon the maximum Doppler
shift fm [33].

fm =
v · f

c
=

v · 2.45 · 109Hz

3 · 108m/s
(4.2)

Tc =

√

9

16πf2
m

=
0.423

fm
(4.3)

The origin of equation (4.3) is only partially explained in [33, pp 165-166]. Assuming
in case of the Clarke propagation model, the auto-covariance of the magnitude of the
signal envelope is proportional toJ2

0 (k0vτ) [28, pp. 122] and the coherence timeTc

is determined as the value for which the auto-covariance approaches0.5 [33], the
coherence time is given by

J2
0 (k0vTc) = J2

0 (2πfmTc) ≈ 0.5 ⇒ Tc ≈ 9

16πfm
≈ 0.18

fm
(4.4)

. According to [33], equation (4.4) is often too restrictivewhereas simply stating
Tc ≈ 1/fm suggests a time duration during which a signal may fluctuate wildly.
Therefore the common rule of thumb (4.3) is given by the geometric mean of both
approximations.

The calculated values for the approximate walking speeds are listed in Table 4.3.

The duration of the data burst is in the order of20 times the calculated coherence
time of the channel for a normal walking speed of1 m/s. However, comparing the
values in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, the coherence time for the measurements is often less
than half the calculated value for a given speed. This is an indication of rich time-
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Speed [m/s] fm [Hz] Tc [ms]
0.5 4.09 103.6
1 8.17 51.8
2 16.34 25.9

Table 4.3: Calculated maximum Doppler frequency and coherence time for the approximate
walking speeds

variant multipath propagation, with many reflectors and scatterers spread across the
environment, and with the contribution of each of these individual elements changing
along the length of the path. The relation between speed and coherence time is not
always apparent for each individual antenna and measurement situation. The measure-
ment environment, including shadowing and scattering by people moving around in
the building, is too complex to always obtain a clear relation between the two factors.

Fig. 4.8 displays the evolution of the channel gains in the complex plane. The
continuous phase variation is different for each channel. These differences are caused
by Doppler shift and time-variance of the channels, as the receiving system is fully
synchronous for all inputs. A diversity receiving system used in these circumstances
needs to track these changes in amplitude and phase accurately to achieve a successful
diversity combination of the signals and subsequent data detection.
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of the complex channel gain during one second, for signals received at
45 m distance (path1, NLoS,0.5 m/s)
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4.4.4 Power Spectral Density for a LoS path

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) is calculated as the Fourier transform of the enve-
lope’s auto-covariance (4.1) function [28, pp. 119-123].

Se(f) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ρr(τ)e−j2πfτ dτ (4.5)

In Fig. 4.9 the PSD is displayed for a measurement in a LoS situation, to determine the
behavior as a function of the degree of multipath propagation. The plot is limited to
−20 · · · + 20 Hz because the components outside that frequency range are attenuated
by at least20 dB. The PSD is normalized with respect to the maximum. The DC
component is not shown.

Along path1 the firefighter (position A in Fig. 4.4) is walking towards thetrans-
mitter which is placed at position B specifically for this measurement. The fireman
walks in a straight line at≈ 1 m/s and all antennas are moving at the same speed but
experience different channel behavior.

The figure clearly reveals a larger frequency spread for the signals from the back
antennas, compared to the front antennas. While the front antennas have a direct LoS
to the transmitter, the back antennas receive their signalsmainly through scattered
reflections resulting in a higher Doppler spread. The vertical lines in the graphs display
the maximum Doppler shiftfm calculated for the movement speeds indicated, without
reflection. The differences for the different antenna locations indicate the important
influence of the multipath propagation on the Doppler spread.
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Figure 4.9: Power Spectral Density for the firefighter with four antennas in a LoS situation
(path1, LoS,1 m/s; TX in B, RX in A). Spectrum symmetric by definition of real-valued auto
covariance (4.1).
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4.4.5 Power Spectral Density for a NLoS path

The PSD is also studied in the NLoS situations. We refer to thefloor plan, Fig. 4.4, to
describe the paths walked by the firefighter.

• Path2 at≈ 0.5 and1 m/s

• Path3 at≈ 0.5, 1 and2 m/s

For practical reasons, the measurement at2 m/s can only be performed in the hall
because of the larger space needed for a running firefighter. The resulting PSD for
path2 is displayed in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Power Spectral Density for the firefighter at varying speeds along path2 (Side-
ways, NLoS). The power densities of the four antennas are summed in the frequency domain.
Spectrum symmetric by definition of real-valued auto covariance (4.1).

Signals are again recorded for the four patch antennas, but for clarity the signals
for the same measurement are displayed as one characteristic (the power densities
for the four antennas are added in the frequency domain and normalized with respect
to the maximum, resulting in multiple peaks corresponding to different antennas and
angles of arrival). The PSD for the measurements along path3 is shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Power Spectral Density for the firefighter at varying speeds along path3 (The
hall, NLoS). The power densities of the four antennas are summed in the frequency domain.
Spectrum symmetric by definition of real-valued auto covariance (4.1).

The PSD is wider for each increase in speed. However, the effect is not as large as
for the measurement along path2. Given the environmental condition in the hall area,
the propagation is likely to be determined by one dominant cluster, resulting in less
Doppler spread for a given walking speed.

4.5 Diversity reception

Despite the difficult channel conditions described in the previous sections, demod-
ulation and detection of the signals is possible using a straightforward system for
dynamic channel tracking. As no complex processing is needed, this system can be
implemented at real time in a compact low-cost low-power battery operated system.
The channel tracking is performed by means of hard decision oriented feedback, as
outlined in Fig. 4.12. Working symbol per symbol and by usingthe instantaneous
channel information, a decision is made about which symbol was transmitted. Ideally,
with a correct decision and without the presence of noise, the complex channel gain
can now be calculated. However, there is always the possibility of a decision error,
because of noise or interference. Moreover, even with a correct decision, the presence
of noise will downgrade the accuracy of the instantaneous channel information.
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Figure 4.12: Flowchart of the decision oriented feedback with MRC

Using decision oriented feedback after MRC drastically increases the probability
of a correct decision, as the MRC signal is much less corrupted by fading. A small
residual channel estimation error is inevitable, but the performance degradation due to
small estimation errors is often limited.

The MRC received signal is calculated symbol per symbol as

r
(n)
MRC =

h
(n)∗ · r(n)

h(n) · h(n)H
(4.6)

with r
(n)
MRC a complex scalar for the received data,h

(n) a row vector containing the
instantaneous complex channel gains corresponding to the four receiving ports and
r
(n) a column vector containing the sampled symbols on the four channels.

The superscripts•(n), •∗, •T and•H denote the time index, the complex conju-
gate, the matrix transpose and the conjugate matrix transpose, respectively.

The complex plane quadrant ofr
(n)
MRC will determines′(n), the QPSK symbol upon

which is decided. The instantaneous channel gains are now calculated as

hnew
(n) =

r
(n)T

s′(n)
(4.7)
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Because of the presence of noise and potential decision errors fors′(n), the channel
information should only be gradually upgraded. An adaptiveIIR low pass filter can
reduce both influences. The channel information vectorh

(n) is then updated each
microsecond as

h
(n+1) = (1 − w

(n)) ◦ h
(n) + w

(n) ◦ hnew
(n) (4.8)

with n the time index and◦ the entry wise product. The vectorw
(n) contains weight

factors for the filter, which are adapted according to the rate of change in amplitude
observed during the last millisecond for each channel. Thisobservation time is an
order of magnitude smaller than the coherence time for the channel.

With X
(n)
nr a vector containing the103 most recent amplitudes for receiver channel

nr, corresponding to1 ms time, the elementsw(n)
nr of the weight vectorw(n) are also

updated each microsecond for each channelnr as

w(n)
nr

= µ · maxX
(n)
nr − minX

(n)
nr

X
(n)
nr

(4.9)

to anticipate for faster variations.X(n)
nr is the average amplitude for channelnr during

the last millisecond,µ is a constant scalar factor to scale the weights.

The 10 − 90% rise time of the filter is calculated as a function of the weight
w

(n)
nr by means of the Z-transform for the filter equation, with a unit step function as

input. Forw(n)
nr < 0.1 the rise time, expressed inµs, is approximated accurately as

tr = 2.1383/w
(n)
nr .

For the NLoS measurement along path1, the filter coefficients vary in the range
2.4 · 10−3 · · · 6.2 · 10−2. The scale factor was set toµ = 0.01, corresponding to rise
times in the range35 · · · 891µs (or symbols, at1 Msymbols/s). The rise time of the
filter has to be an order of magnitude shorter than the coherence time of the channel
to track the variations accurately enough to obtain a reliable data detection.

The accuracy of the phase, in particular, is critical in an MRC diversity receiving
system as it determines the orientation of the different received constellations to be
constructively combined. An accurate orientation of the constellations is of paramount
importance, especially when combining noisy signals. Large phase errors lead to
decision errors in the data detection process, even withoutthe presence of noise. Small
phase errors will increase the susceptibility of the decision process to noise.

The resulting scatter plot in Fig. 4.13 corresponds to one million symbols received
error free along path1, after MRC. Path1 is the path at45 m from the transmitter,
with the lowest signal-to-noise ratio. The adaptive low pass filtering performs very
well in tracking the variation of the channel parameters. Without tracking, a correct
demodulation is only possible during a time in the order of magnitude of the channel’s
coherence time, which corresponds to1/20 of the burst’s duration.
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Figure 4.13: Scatter plot for106 symbols of the MRC signal (path1, NLoS,0.5 m/s) demon-
strates error free reception of the complete data burst.

To illustrate the importance of receiver diversity with MRC, scatter plots for the
signals on each of the four input ports separately are also presented for the same mea-
surement, in Fig. 4.14. These plots clearly illustrate the importance of receiver diver-
sity, as the scatter plots for each single channel are much worse than the MRC scatter
plot. Note that these scatter plots are for varying channelsand should be interpreted
differently from scatter plots for AWGN channels. In cases where no well defined
areas around the constellation points are visible, a good detection can still be possible
during a significant part of the total time span displayed (1 second in this case). This
means that the one second burst of106 symbols could for example be split up in103

parts and yield103 subsequent scatter plots, each corresponding to a1 millisecond
part of the transmission.

In these103 scatter plots the variance of the channel can be neglected, and there-
fore interpretation is then similar to a scatter plot for an AWGN channel. However,
in this set of scatter plots obtained, the SNR visible in the constellation would change
from plot to plot according to the channel variation. The scatter plot in Fig. 4.14 is for
all time instants, for some of them the SNR is good and for others not.

Table 4.4 lists the results of the demodulation and detection for the recorded sig-
nals along the different paths in Fig. 4.4. BERs are shown forthe individual signals
and for the (MRC) combined signal. It is important to note that the channel tracking
is always based on the MRC signal for this table. After MRC, a correct data detection
is achieved in all recorded cases. For comparison, the BERs are also determined for
the individual signals with channel tracking only based on that particular signal (as
opposed to the tracking after MRC that was always used in Table 4.4).
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Figure 4.14: Scatter plots for106 symbols of the four input signals after channel tracking
(recorded along path1, NLoS,0.5 m/s) show the substantial channel variation during the trans-
mission of the data burst.

The larger BERs in Table 4.5 highlight the importance of realizing the channel
tracking based on the MRC signal. Without diversity reception, the reliability of chan-
nel tracking is also compromised as the fading for the individual channels is often too
strong to maintain an accurate synchronization for the complete duration of the burst.
For comparison, Table 4.5 provides an indication of the performance without diversity
tracking.

These values are for uncoded data transmissions. The reasonfor the higher BERs
in Table 4.5 is that after a period of low SNR, the system sometimes re-synchronizes
erroneously. An event of bad re-synchronization occurs when the system synchronizes
on a rotated version of the QPSK constellation. For an uncoded data transmission this
error is undetectable.

Note that the BER for the MRC signal in Table 4.5 is sometimes worse than for
some of the individual channels used in the signal combining. A continuously accurate
channel estimate is of paramount importance for successfulMRC. Specifically a case
of bad re-synchronization after a drop in SNR, followed by a substantial rise in signal
level, is detrimental to the MRC, as the erroneously synchronized information will at
that moment have a dramatic impact on the resulting combinedsignal.
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Channel BER for Path nr.
1 2a 2b 3a

1 4.9 · 10−4 4.3 · 10−5 5.9 · 10−3 0
2 1.7 · 10−2 2.1 · 10−5 0 4.2 · 10−5

3 1.2 · 10−2 1.0 · 10−2 5.0 · 10−7 6.5 · 10−6

4 1.7 · 10−5 5.7 · 10−2 2.5 · 10−3 5.0 · 10−3

MRC 0 0 0 0

Table 4.4: BERs for a number of NLoS situations; for each individual antenna andfor the
(MRC) combined signal. Channel tracking always on the MRC signal.

Channel BER for Path nr.
1 2a 2b 3a

1 5.1 · 10−4 4.9 · 10−5 6.4 · 10−3 0
2 2.0 · 10−1 2.6 · 10−5 0 4.9 · 10−1

3 2.0 · 10−1 7.1 · 10−1 5.0 · 10−7 1.2 · 10−5

4 1.6 · 10−5 2.8 · 10−1 2.2 · 10−1 8.8 · 10−1

MRC 5.0 · 10−6 1.6 · 10−4 0 3.2 · 10−1

Table 4.5: BERs for a number of NLoS situations without diversity. Channel tracking on the
input signals.

For the system with channel tracking after MRC, the probability of such an event
is very low as this requires simultaneous deep fades of the signal on all four receiving
channels.

In case of a coded transmission, the code structure can be exploited to improve
the channel tracking, as not all bit sequences can occur. This applies to improving
re-synchronization for systems with diversity as well as without diversity.

4.6 Conclusions

For a wireless data link in the2.45 GHz ISM band, with diversity reception by means
of textile antennas on a moving person in a multipath environment, the channel param-
eters vary dramatically. The measurements reveal important channel parameters such
as coherence time, maximum Doppler frequency and power spectral density. These
parameters are demonstrated to depend on the walking speed,the environment and the
position of the antennas on the body.

Specifically for LoS situations, the antennas oriented awayfrom the transmitter
are associated with a higher Doppler spread, indicating that the signals are mainly
received by reflection in the environment.
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For non LoS situations, the measurements indicate a higher Doppler spread for a
given speed when richer multipath propagation is present.

Based on the relative phase change for the different antennas during the movement,
interesting conclusions are drawn concerning the nature ofthe propagation paths in-
volved, without the need to perform extensive channel sounding measurements.

The use of decision oriented feedback allows channel tracking without sacrificing
throughput for pilot symbols. In the diversity receiving system, the decision oriented
feedback is performed based on the decisions after MRC. The filter strategies used
perform well in the conditions of the experiment, resultingin an error free data detec-
tion.
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Off-body data communication for firefighters and other rescue workers is an
important area of development. The communication with a moving person in
an indoor environment can be very unreliable due to channel fading. In addi-
tion, when considering off-body communication by means of textile antennas,
propagation is affected by shadowing caused by the human body. By trans-
mitting and receiving signals using multiple-input, multiple-output antennas
(MIMO communication) a large improvement in reliability ofthe wireless link
is obtained. In this contribution, the performance of wireless data commu-
nication using quadrature phase shift keyed (QPSK) modulated data in the
2.45 GHz ISM-band is evaluated in the case of firefighters walking indoor and
communicating by means of a compact dual-pattern dual-polarization diver-
sity textile patch antenna system integrated into their clothing. Simultaneous
transmit diversity (at the firefighter) and receive diversity (at the base station)
up to fourth order are achieved by means of orthogonal space-time codes, pro-
viding a maximum total diversity order of 16. The measurements confirm that
MIMO techniques drastically improve the reliability of thewireless link. Mea-
surements are compared for three test persons of significantly different sizes.
For equal transmitted power levels, the bit error rates for the2 × 2 and 4 × 4

links are much lower than for a system without diversity, with the4× 4 system
clearly providing the best performance.

5.1 Introduction

The performance of a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless off-body data
communication link is studied for the case of a firefighter working in a building and
communicating by means of multiple textile patch antennas integrated in his/her cloth-
ing. Earlier measurement campaigns, involving a single transmit antenna at the base
station and multiple receive antennas in the garment of the moving firefighter, were
performed by our team in the same environment. These scenarios achieved second-
order receiver diversity (Chapter 3) and fourth-order receiver diversity at the firefighter
using two dual-polarized antennas [2]. However, this chapter discusses our first mea-
surement campaign using true MIMO communication, combining transmit diversity
at the firefighter (using space-time codes sent over textile antennas) and receive diver-
sity at the base station. Bit error rates documenting the real-time behavior of an actual
data transmission are presented.

Recent measurement campaigns related to body-centric wireless communication
with multiple antennas have been documented in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17] but to our knowledge, no measurements transmitting real blocks of data
off-body, via a textile antenna system, over a4× 4 MIMO communications link have
been published before.
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The 2.45 GHz ISM frequency band was chosen for the transmissions, providing
a sufficiently large bandwidth and allowing to design antennas of a convenient size,
given the wavelength of 12cm. The integration of textile antennas in the garment is not
straightforward, as the equipment carried by the firefighterseverely limits the number
of suitable locations for an antenna.

The indoor environment consists of a fading channel where multipath effects and
shadowing make the signal levels fluctuate significantly as afunction of position.
Channel measurements in the same environment revealed Rayleigh type small-scale
fading. Using multiple antennas and combining the receivedsignals by means of di-
versity techniques significantly improves the performanceof the wireless link. The
use of multiple antennas is also very effective against degradation of the communica-
tion due to the shadowing effect of the human body. Using two dual polarized textile
antennas, on the front and back of the firefighter, fourth order diversity is realized us-
ing only two patch antennas. The base station uses the same type of antennas, placed
one meter apart, and also achieves fourth-order diversity.The resulting4 × 4 MIMO
channel provides a maximum total diversity order of 16. The measurements in this
chapter pertain to the situation where the firefighter is transmitting data to the base
station.

Sections 5.2-5.3 document the measurement setup and results. At the transmitter,
a sequence of uncoded QPSK symbols enters a space-time encoder, whose outputs
are applied toNt antenna ports. The received signals, captured byNr antenna ports,
are properly combined according to the particular space-time code, making use of the
estimated channel gains. In our experimental setup we considerNt = Nr = N (being
the most realistic situation for a bidirectional wireless link), with N = 1, 2, 4. The
resulting signal to noise ratios (SNRs) at the detector and the associated bit error rates
(BERs) clearly demonstrate the advantages of MIMO communication.

In a real-life scenario, the effective diversity for the practical range of signal-to-
noise ratios is degraded by the correlation between the signals and by unequal channel
gain. The impact of antenna coupling on MIMO communication has been studied
in [3] and specifically for dual-polarized antennas in [4]. Channel measurements with
dual polarized transmissions are presented in [5]; in our measurements the polariza-
tion of the off-body antennas varies, due to changes in body posture of the rescue
worker in action. The correlation of signals received by dual polarized antennas in an
indoor environment was studied in [17]. In [14] measurements of a body-worn an-
tenna system are performed in open space and the effects of a multipath environment
are indirectly assessed.

By means of the cumulative distribution function for the instantaneous SNR at
the detector input we compare the 10% outage probability levels for the1 × 1, 2 × 2

and4×4 systems. The corresponding bit error characteristics resulting from the mea-
surement are compared to the theoretical BER characteristics for independent identi-
cally distributed Rayleigh fading channels.
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The measured correlation between the signal levels for different antennas and po-
larizations indicates to which degree the channels vary independently.

In Section 5.4, the channel is modeled using the Kronecker and eigenbeam channel
models. Based on these models, the BER characteristics are accurately regenerated
using a matrix of i.i.d. pseudo random values having the samestatistical distribution
as the measured signals. The differences in distribution have a significant impact on
BER characteristics, as shown theoretically in [18] for Nakagami distributed signals.

Additional measurements with three test persons of significantly different sizes
are presented in Section 5.5, resulting in similar performance gains by using MIMO
communication. Due to the nature of the measurements, with areal test person per-
forming a random walk in an active office environment during working hours; each
measurement session will always be different. Despite thisvariation, the use of diver-
sity techniques always results in a significant performancegain.

5.2 Measurement details

5.2.1 Measurement setup

We consider the uplink scenario, where the mobile firefightertransmits and the base
station receives. The measurement setup is composed of two fixed dual-polarized
patch antennas connected to the base station, resulting in atotal of four received sig-
nals. The wearable antenna system under test consists of twosimilar dual-polarized
textile antennas, resulting in four simultaneously transmitted signals. The proposed
wearable antenna system is realized by integrating two textile antennas, as docu-
mented in Section 5.2.2, into the front and back side of a firefighter jacket, worn
by a test person, as shown in Fig. 5.1. All antennas are then connected to a Signalion-
HaLo 430 measurement testbed, operated by our Matlab software. The transmitted
space-time encoded data blocks consist of QPSK symbols, modulated on an RF carrier
frequency of 2.45 GHz at a baud rate of1 Msymbols/s. The corresponding complex
baseband signals are generated in Matlab and then up converted to RF by the testbed
transmitter. The testbed receiver down converts to baseband the signals received by
the textile antenna system and samples the resulting baseband signals. These samples
are post-processed in Matlab, in order to perform carrier frequency offset estimation
and correction, timing estimation and correction, channelestimation, space-time de-
coding, demapping and calculation of BERs and SNRs.

5.2.2 Wearable textile antennas

In this measurement, dual-polarized textile patch antennas are used [19], enabling the
implementation of4th-order diversity in a compact dual-pattern dual-polarizedsystem.
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Figure 5.1: Positions of front (ports 1,2) and back (ports 3,4) transmitting antennas integrated
into the firefighter jacket (on the inside, the antennas are actually not visible).

The dual-polarized wearable antenna, shown in Fig. 5.2, is apatch antenna con-
sisting entirely of textile materials, suitable for integration into protective clothing
such as firefighter suits. The substrate material is a protective, water-repellent, fire-
retardant foam, commonly used in firefighter garments, whereas the ground plane
and patch are made out of FlecTronr and ShieldItr respectively, two breathable and
highly conductive textile materials.

The layout of the dual-polarized patch antenna consists of arectangular patch with
a slot. The antenna possesses two feed points, each one corresponding to an antenna
terminal or port, located on the patch diagonals. The topology and feeding struc-
ture ensure the excitation of two signals with different polarizations. The wearable
antenna, at center frequencyf = 2.45 GHz, was designed to transmit/receive two
quasi-linearly polarized waves, which are almost orthogonal in space, with the two
polarizations oriented at tilt angles of aboutα = ±45◦. The radiation pattern of the
antenna has been verified by measurement in the anechoic chamber [2]. The antenna
radiates most of its power away from the body and approximately covers a half-space.
The transmitting patch antenna is located in the firefighter’s jacket and aligned for po-
larizations of +45◦ and -45◦ when the user is in the vertical position. Applying two
such dual-polarized antennas, one at the front and one at theback of the test person,
adds front-to-back diversity, allowing a total of four signals to be transmitted. Front-
to-back diversity is very important in body-centric communications since the human
body shadows the RF signals significantly, causing the frontand back antennas to
virtually cover two complementary half-spaces [1, 2].
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Figure 5.2: Layout of the textile antenna with two feed points, to excite signals with orthogonal
quasi-linear polarizations.

5.2.3 The indoor environment

A floor plan of the indoor environment where the measurementswere performed is
displayed in Fig. 5.3. The path followed by the test person during the measurements
is marked, as well as the position of the receiver.

The considered cases are listed here as a function of the labels shown on Fig. 5.4
in Section 5.3.1.

1. PathA1 → B1: the test person walking towards the receiver from a distance of
15 m and ending at 3 m from the receiver.

2. PathB1 → A2: walking away from the receiver, in the opposite direction of the
first path.

3. PathA2 → C1 → A3: walking sideways, along a path perpendicular to the
receiver, at up to 18 m of distance.
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Figure 5.3: Floor plan of the multipath environment. The sideways path is Non Line-of-Sight.

In the first two cases, a line-of-sight path is present to a varying degree. In case 3,
the receiving conditions are most unfavorable, since the transmitted signals experience
many obstacles and the transmitter-receiver distance is large. The measurements in
this article focus mainly on the sideways path in case 3, as previous measurements
[1, 2] have clearly confirmed the weak signals in this area andthe Rayleigh-like fading
due to multipath propagation.
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5.2.4 Operation of transmitter and receiver

In the MIMO link considered, the firefighter simultaneously transmits four signals in
the same frequency range. The receiver synchronously captures these signals on its
four antenna ports.

In a space-time coded MIMO system withNr receive andNt transmit antenna
ports, the received signal corresponding to a code wordC can be represented as

R = HC + W (5.1)

whereR, H, C, andW are matrices of dimensionsNr × K, Nr × Nt, Nt × K

andNr ×K, respectively; withK equal to the number of time slots in the code word.
The quantityhm,n = (H)m,n is the complex channel gain between them-th receive
andn-th transmit antenna port;C is a space-time matrix with orthogonal rows, whose
elements are linear functions ofL information symbols and their complex conjugates.
The information symbols are QPSK symbols, with varianceσ2

s . The elements of
the noise matrixW are i.i.d. complex-valued Gaussian random variables; their real
and imaginary parts are independent and have varianceN0/2. The quantityrm,k =

(R)m,k denotes the signal captured by them-th receive antenna port during thek-th
time slot of durationT .

In our measurement setup, we restrict our attention toNr = Nt = N , with N =

1, 2, 4.

• N = 1 : All quantities in (5.1) are scalars, withC reducing to a single QPSK
information symbol.

• N = 2 : We use the Alamouti code [20], defined as

C2 =

[

s1 −s∗2
s2 s∗1

]

which depends on two QPSK information symbolss1 ands2.

• N = 4 : we use a rate3/4 complex orthogonal space-time code [21, pp 194
(5.143)], defined as

C4 =









s1 s2 s3 0

−s∗2 s∗1 0 s3

s∗3 0 −s∗1 s2

0 s∗3 −s∗2 −s1









which depends on three QPSK information symbolss1, s2 ands3.
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The corresponding total (sum over all transmit antennas) transmit powerPtr, total
transmitted energyEb,tr per information bit and information bitrateRb are given in
Table 5.1. Note that, for the consideredN × N configurations, we obtainEb,tr =

σ2
sN/2.

Table 5.1: Transmitted power, bitrate and energy per bit.

N Ptr Rb Eb,tr = Ptr/Rb

1 σ2
s/T 2/T σ2

s/2

2 2σ2
s/T 2/T σ2

s

4 3σ2
s/T 3/(2T ) 2σ2

s

For a QPSK constellation, the total instantaneous receivedenergy per informa-
tion bit equalsEb,tr ‖H‖2

/N with ‖H‖ denoting the Frobenius norm ofH. Sim-
ilarly, the per antenna port received energy per information bit is Eb,tr ‖H‖2

/N2.
The corresponding average energies per information bit areEb,trE[‖H‖2

]/N (total)
andEb,trE[‖H‖2

]/N2 (per receive antenna port).
By linearly combining the quantitiesrm,k, the receiver constructs decision vari-

ables on which symbol-by-symbol decision is performed to obtain the detected infor-
mation symbols. The decision variablezi related to the information symbolsi can
be decomposed aszi = si + ni where the noiseni is a complex-valued Gaussian
random variable with i.i.d. real and imaginary parts. For the above casesN = 1, 2, 4

the corresponding instantaneous SNR at the detector is given by

SNRD(H) =
E
[

|si|2
]

E
[

|ni|2
] =

σ2
s

N0
‖H‖2

=
2Eb,tr

N0

‖H‖2

N
. (5.2)

The resulting instantaneous BER for QPSK information symbols [22] is given by

BER(H) = Q(
√

SNRD(H)). (5.3)

with

Q(x) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

x

exp

(

−u2

2

)

du =
1

2
erfc

(

x√
2

)

(5.4)

the tail probability of the standard normal distribution.
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For a fair comparison, the values ofσ2
s for the1×1, 2×2 and4×4 configurations

are adjusted such that the total transmitted powerPtr is the same for all configurations.
To compare the performance of different MIMO schemes in similar conditions, bursts
are transmitted that contain a sequence of data blocks usingthe following structure:

• A transmission without diversity, using only one of the polarizations on the front
antenna (1 TX signal)

• The Alamouti space-time code for pattern diversity using one of the polariza-
tions on both front and back antenna (2 TX signals, F/B: front-to-back diversity)

• The Alamouti space-time code for polarization diversity onthe front antenna (2
TX signals)

• The rate3/4 space-time code (4 TX signals).

The signals, transmitted simultaneously on multiple antennas, are received on up
to four antenna ports. An estimation of the complex-valued channel gainshm,n is per-
formed for all 16 combinations of(m,n). These channel gains are needed to compute
the decision variables by properly combining the demodulated signals. The received
bit stream is obtained by symbol-by-symbol detection on thedecision variables, fol-
lowed by demapping.

In order to perform the initial estimation of the 16 channels, pilot symbols are
transmitted by the four antennas, without overlap in time. These pilots are also used to
determine the different carrier frequency offsets for the signals received from different
transmit antennas.

Table 5.2: Structure of the transmitted signals, indicating timing of (P)ilot and (D)ata transmis-
sion.

1 × 1 2 × 2 pol. 2 × 2 F/B 4 × 4

TX1 P D D D D
TX2 P D D
TX3 P D D
TX4 P D

Table 5.2 illustrates the structure of the transmitted signals. The signals consist
of 300 BPSK pilot symbols and 396 QPSK information symbols per transmit antenna
for each data block. In our experiment a large overhead is created by transmitting the
pilot symbols, because for measurement purposes an accurate channel estimation is
preferred. Further tracking of the time-varying channel (during the course of the data
burst) is performed using decision oriented feedback.
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5.3 Measurement results

The signal levels and bit error rates in Section 5.3.1 resultfrom a total transmit
powerPtr = 0.1mW . The power was chosen very low, in order to generate an il-
lustrative amount of bit errors during the measurement.

The results from Sections 5.3.2, 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 are derivedfrom accurate channel
measurements. To minimize the influence of the background noise, the total transmit-
ted power was raised to100mW , during an additional set of measurements along the
sideways path (case 3).

5.3.1 Signal levels and bit error rates

The recorded instantaneous SNRs for each of the 16 channels of the4×4 transmission
are displayed in Fig. 5.4. The SNR related to the channel fromthen-th transmitting
port to them-th receiving port is defined asSNR = σ2

p |hm,n|2 /N0, whereσ2
p de-

notes the variance of the pilot symbols.
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Figure 5.4: Signal-to-noise ratios for the 16 channels present in the4×4 MIMO link. Bit error
rates for1×1, 2×2 front-to-back diversity,2×2 polarization diversity and4×4 transmissions
(log scale). The transmitted power is chosen very low to create a sufficient number of bit errors
for illustration (see text).

Along the line-of-sight path of cases 1 and 2, the differencein signal levels for
transmissions from the front and back antennas is clearly visible. When the firefighter
is walking towards the receiver, the signals from the front antenna are significantly
stronger than those from the back antenna.
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The opposite is true when the firefighter is walking away from the receiver. This
illustrates the complementarity of the antennas, with their radiation patterns pointing
in opposite directions and their isolation by the shadowingof the body.

In the same graph the BER per burst is displayed for each type of diversity listed
in the previous section (the BER plots are listed in the same order). This graph is
included as an illustration of the actual wireless MIMO linkin operation. The total
transmitted power is constant for all diversity types;100µW for the1× 1 link, 50µW

per antenna for the2 × 2 links and25µW per antenna for the4 × 4 link.
The following considerations are important for a correct interpretation of the graph:

• The signal levels plotted for each burst are calculated based on the average re-
ceived power during the transmission of the pilot symbols. This is only an
estimate of the received SNR, as the channels are not invariant during the trans-
mission of the burst.

• The signal levels vary drastically during the measurement,due to the path walked
by the firefighter. Although this is useful to demonstrate theshadowing effect
of the body in the to/from cases, there is also a downside. As the bit errors
result from a single implementation based on a limited number of bursts, the bit
error rates in this particular graph only indicate the orderof magnitude of the
statistical BER to be expected with the type of diversity used.

• The performance of the detection at very low signal levels iscompromised by
inaccurate channel estimation, due to the small transmit power and the limited
number of pilot symbols per burst.

• For all of the above reasons the graph fails to point out the better performance
of 2nd order (at the transmitter) front-to-back over polarization diversity, as the
BER values for both cases are in the same order of magnitude. Amore accurate
comparison with calculated BER characteristics is deferred to section 5.3.5.

For the1×1 configuration (no diversity), errors occur even along the line-of-sight
path (cases 1 and 2), in spite of strong average signal levels. Along this path no errors
occur when using2 × 2 or 4 × 4 MIMO systems transmitting the same power.

Further, even in this short measurement series, the superiority of the4× 4 MIMO
link over both2× 2 systems is illustrated by the lower BER values recorded along the
sideways path (non line-of-sight; case 3).

5.3.2 Cumulative distribution functions

Based on the pilot symbols received along the sideways path by each receiving an-
tenna, all 16 channels are estimated using a total transmit power of 100 mW. The
different channel gain magnitudes are approximately Rayleigh distributed but with
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very different average powers (average taken over the sideways path). The normal-
ized average power levels for the 16 combinations of TX and RXantennas are pre-
sented in Table 5.3. Normalization has been performed such that the largest chan-
nel gain corresponds to a level of0 dB. The cumulative distribution of the instanta-

Table 5.3: Average power levels [dB] received along the sideways path using the4× 4 system.
The values are normalized with respect to the strongest signal.

TX Antenna RX Antenna
1 2 3 4

1 -4.3735 -3.7644 -1.6813 -1.9287
2 -1.5459 -3.3517 -1.3549 0
3 -7.8781 -6.8867 -6.2397 -6.3283
4 -6.0189 -6.0171 -4.2969 -4.6648

neousEb/N0 = SNRD(H)/2 at the input of the detector is displayed in Fig. 5.5,
for N = 1, 2, 4.

The individual CDFs for the 16 possible1×1 cases are displayed, with the median
case shown in bold. Similarly, for2 × 2 diversity, 36 combinations of 2 transmitting
antenna ports with 2 receiving antenna ports are possible; all of them are displayed in
the graph, with the median CDF as a bold line. The median case is selected based on
the median 10% outage probability levels for each individual case.

The rightmost thick line displays the CDF for4 × 4 diversity. We observe that in
our measurement the4 × 4 diversity performs significantly better than any possible
combination using2 × 2 diversity and certainly better than the median realization
for 2 × 2 diversity.

Based on Fig. 5.5, the performance gain w.r.t. the1 × 1 system is quantified by
comparing the 10% outage probability power levels, [8]. These power levels define
the 10th percentile in the CDF; the power will be higher than these values 90% of the
time. Comparing these values, the4×4 and median2×2 systems perform better than
the median1 × 1 system by15.0 dB and9.9 dB, respectively. Note that the results
apply to transmissions using the same total transmit power level.

Table 5.4 lists the 10% outage probability levels expressedasEb/N0 in dB for the
best (MAX), worst (MIN) and median diversity cases. The4×4 system still performs
1.5 dB better than the best2× 2 case and6.2 dB better than the best1× 1 case. Note
that the “best” scenario refers to the specific path walked bythe firefighter, for the
specific orientations of receive and transmit antennas. In practice, it is impossible to
rely on the best scenario, as the movements of the mobile userare not known a priori.
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative distribution functions for signals measured along the sidewayspath,
from left to right for1×1, 2×2 and4×4 links. The CDFs for all possibleN×N combinations
are displayed, with the bold lines representing the medianN ×N cases, based on 10% outage
probability levels.

Table 5.4: Minimum, median and maximumEb/N0 for 10% outage probability in the1 ×
1,2 × 2 and4 × 4 cases measured along the sideways path.

SISO/MIMO 1 × 1 2 × 2 4 × 4
N (# cases) 16 36 1
MIN [dB] 4.6 12.1 23.2
MED [dB] 8.2 18.1 23.2
MAX [dB] 17.0 21.7 23.2

5.3.3 Estimated Nakagami parameters for the CDF

The CDF’s for all 16 SISO channels were fitted to the Nakagami distribution and the
parameters producing the best fit are listed in Table 5.5.

The shape factorm varies between0.7 and1.8, with an average of1.06. The
actual distribution of a set of measured signals at a specificantenna is the result of a
large number of factors, including fading, shadowing (by the body as well as by the
environment) and changes in orientation of the antennas. This is consistent with the
results obtained in [6], where it was found that a differencein antenna height above the
floor level results in different shadowing conditions. Inaccuracies can also result from
the limited set of measurements. With on averagem ≈ 1, the signals are considered
to be approximately Rayleigh distributed.
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Table 5.5: Estimated Nakagami parameters for the 16 SISO channels.

SISO TX-RX Ω m
1-1 0.9 0.9
2-1 1.0 0.8
3-1 1.2 1.0
4-1 1.3 0.9
1-2 0.8 1.5
2-2 0.9 1.4
3-2 1.1 1.8
4-2 1.1 1.6
1-3 0.9 0.8
2-3 1.2 0.7
3-3 1.3 0.9
4-3 1.2 1.0
1-4 1.0 0.8
2-4 0.9 0.9
3-4 1.2 1.2
4-4 1.3 0.8

Note that the highestm-values occur for the signals related to receiving antenna
2 and/or transmit antenna3. However, as seen in Table 5.3, the average power levels
associated with these antennas are also lower. Therefore the impact of the higher
m-values on the bit error characteristics presented in Section 5.3.5 will be limited.

Them values are comparable to those listed in [23] for NLoS off-body communi-
cation in office environments at868 MHz.

5.3.4 Spatial correlation

Correlation exists between the signals received from different channels. This cor-
relation is partially caused by the propagation environment and partially by mutual
coupling between both feeds of the dual polarized antennas.However, the correlation
coefficient is low enough to still achieve a substantial diversity gain by combining the
multiple signals [2].

The correlation between the four transmit channel gains(hi,1, ..., hi,4) is deter-
mined for each of the different receiving antenna ports(i = 1, ..., 4). For a given
port i the correlation for transmit antenna ports(m,n) is defined as

ρm,n =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

E
[

hi,mh∗
i,n

]

√

E
[

|hi,m|2
]

E
[

|hi,n|2
]

∣

∣

∣

∣
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∣
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(5.5)
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Table 5.6 displays the channel gain correlation matrices, as seen by each of the four
receiver ports. The correlation is higher between signals originating from the same
patch antenna and differing only in polarization (values marked in bold). The corre-
lation between front and back signals is lower because the shadowing of the human
body isolates the antennas from each other and moreover, their radiation patterns are
oriented in opposite directions. For this reason, front to back diversity results in more
diversity gain than does polarization diversity.

Table 5.6: Correlation coefficients for the TX channel gains, as received by each individual RX
antenna. Correlation for signals differing only in polarization is marked in bold.

RX1 TX
1 2 3 4

T
X

1 1.00 0.43 0.07 0.08
2 0.43 1.00 0.07 0.07
3 0.07 0.07 1.00 0.16
4 0.08 0.07 0.16 1.00

RX2 TX
1 2 3 4

T
X

1 1.00 0.47 0.05 0.08
2 0.47 1.00 0.04 0.04
3 0.05 0.04 1.00 0.16
4 0.08 0.04 0.16 1.00

RX3 TX
1 2 3 4

T
X

1 1.00 0.32 0.03 0.11
2 0.32 1.00 0.09 0.10
3 0.03 0.09 1.00 0.25
4 0.11 0.10 0.25 1.00

RX4 TX
1 2 3 4

T
X

1 1.00 0.38 0.08 0.09
2 0.38 1.00 0.12 0.06
3 0.08 0.12 1.00 0.39
4 0.09 0.06 0.39 1.00
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The correlation between the four receiving channel gains(h1,i, ..., h4,i) is deter-
mined for each of the different transmitting antenna ports(i = 1, ..., 4). For a given
port i the correlation for receiving antenna ports(m,n) is defined as

ρm,n =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

E
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∗
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]
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∣
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∣
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(5.6)

Table 5.7 displays the correlation matrices of the channel gains(h1,n, ..., h4,n) for
each of the four transmitting antenna ports(n = 1, ..., 4). As the receiving patch
antennas are mounted next to each other at one meter distance, isolation by the body
(as for the transmit antennas) is not present here. Moreoverthe antennas are now ori-
ented in the same direction, providing spatial diversity but no pattern diversity (both
antennas now receive signals with similar angles of arrival). Therefore, the correla-
tion between signals from different patch antennas at the receiving side is significantly
higher than at the transmitting side. These correlations correspond to the matrix ele-
ments(1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3) and(2, 4).

Due to the unequal power of the different received signals and the correlation
between them, the obtained performance gain will be lower than the theoretical opti-
mum, which is achieved for independent identically distributed fading channels.

However it is clear that the channel gains fluctuate in a partially independent way
while the firefighter is walking in the indoor environment. Combining the different
received signals will result in a significant improvement ofthe reliability of the com-
munication, as compared to a1 × 1 configuration.

5.3.5 Bit error rate characteristics

The BER characteristics can be calculated based on the set ofreceived Signal-to-
Noise Ratiosσ2

s |hm,n|2 /N0. For these calculations only measurement data recorded
along the sideways track were used. In this measurement series the path loss is nearly
constant. Inevitably some shadowing will be present, making the signal worse than
Rayleigh distributed.

Since the measurements were performed withNr = Nt = 4, for the1×1 and2×2

links multiple combinations of transmit and receive antenna ports are possible. For a
fair comparison, instead of just selecting one possible combination of ports, all possi-
ble combinations that yield a given type of diversity are used in the calculation of the
BER characteristics.

Assuming the channel amplitude to be approximately invariant during the time of
one received burst, the instantaneous bit error rateBER

(

H
(i,j)
)

, for the i-th burst
andj-th combination of antenna ports, is calculated from (5.2) and (5.3) withH =

H
(i,j) whereN = Nt = Nr = 1, 2, 4 for the diversity cases considered.
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Table 5.7: Correlation coefficients for the RX channel gains, for signals transmittedby each
individual TX antenna. Correlation for signals differing only in polarization is marked in bold.

TX1 RX
1 2 3 4

R
X

1 1.00 0.67 0.48 0.55
2 0.67 1.00 0.53 0.56
3 0.48 0.53 1.00 0.68
4 0.55 0.56 0.68 1.00

TX2 RX
1 2 3 4

R
X

1 1.00 0.43 0.21 0.50
2 0.43 1.00 0.36 0.44
3 0.21 0.36 1.00 0.28
4 0.50 0.44 0.28 1.00

TX3 RX
1 2 3 4

R
X

1 1.00 0.12 0.09 0.07
2 0.12 1.00 0.03 0.19
3 0.09 0.03 1.00 0.05
4 0.07 0.19 0.05 1.00

TX4 RX
1 2 3 4

R
X

1 1.00 0.06 0.06 0.27
2 0.06 1.00 0.13 0.22
3 0.06 0.13 1.00 0.26
4 0.27 0.22 0.26 1.00
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H
(i,j) is the channel matrix corresponding to thei-th burst and the particular

antenna port selection indexed byj. For example, the four possible antenna port
combinations that provide2 × 2 polarization diversity areTX(1, 2) × RX(1, 2),
TX(1, 2) × RX(3, 4), TX(3, 4) × RX(1, 2) and TX(3, 4) × RX(3, 4). The four
corresponding2×2 complex channel matrices include only the complex channel gains
which are relevant to the considered combination.

The average BER, averaged over all bursts and all antenna port combinations that
yield a given diversity order is calculated as

BER =
1

I · J

I
∑

i=1

J
∑

j=1

Q

(

√

SNRD

(

H(i,j)
)

)

(5.7)

with I the number of bursts andJ the number of signal combinations considered for
that particular diversity case.

This BER is expressed as a function of the averageEb,rec/N0 per receive antenna
port, given by

Eb,rec

N0
=

Eb,tr

N0

E
[

‖H‖2
]

N2
(5.8)

with

E
[

‖H‖2
]

=
1

I · J

I
∑

i=1

J
∑

j=1

∥

∥

∥
H

(i,j)
∥

∥

∥

2

. (5.9)

The BER characteristics, as a function ofEb,rec/N0, are obtained by computing
(5.7) to (5.9) for a range ofEb,tr values.

Fig. 5.6 shows the resulting BER curves and displays diversity gain as well as
array gain.

The curve “no diversity” refers to the average BER for a1 × 1 configuration.
This characteristic is calculated for the average channel,involving all 16 possible
transmit/receive port combinations. The curve for the average channel approximates
the theoretical curve for1 × 1 communication with a Rayleigh distributed signal.

The theoretical characteristics with diversity are calculated [22, p. 825], by taking
into account that there is array gain at the receiver but not at the transmitter, assuming
independent identically distributed Rayleigh fading channels, as

Pb =

[

1

2
(1 − µ)

]L

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

L − 1 + k

k

)[

1

2
(1 + µ)

]k

(5.10)
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Figure 5.6: Bit error graphs showing diversity and array gain. The theoretical characteristics
are calculated including receive array gain but no transmit array gain (the total transmitted
power is constant).

with Pb the bit error probability,L the diversity order and

µ =

√

Eb/N0

L + Eb/N0
(5.11)

The use of the Alamouti code to transmit and receive two signals, results in two
characteristics for2×2 MIMO communication. A total of

(

4
2

)

·
(

4
2

)

= 36 combinations
of 2× 2 out of4× 4 channels is possible, of which 4 cases correspond to polarization
diversity and 16 cases to pattern diversity (the remaining cases correspond to pattern
diversity on one side and polarization diversity on the other side). The BER charac-
teristics are substantially better with2 × 2 diversity, but not as good as the theoretical
curve for Rayleigh fading with fourth order diversity. Pattern diversity (front-to-back
diversity at the transmitter and receiving two signals fromdifferent patch antennas)
performs better than polarization diversity (transmitting two signals from one patch
antenna and receiving two signals in the same way).

Using the orthogonal space-time code for4 × 4 MIMO communication results in
the largest performance gain. The improvement is, comparedto the2×2 system, very
significant. However, the performance is not as good as for the theoretical curve based
on Rayleigh fading with 16th-order diversity.

An important conclusion is that the measured characteristics are clearly better for
each increase in the order of diversity, illustrating the practical benefits of using trans-
mit as well as receive diversity. In the2 × 2 diversity system, front-to-back diversity
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performs better than polarization diversity, because of the lower correlation between
the transmitted signals.

Table 5.8 displays theEb,rec/N0 ratios in dB needed to obtain a given bit error
rate for the recorded signals with varying degrees of diversity. Values marked (≥) are
based on the theoretical characteristics for Rayleigh fading, the requiredEb/N0 for
the recorded signals will not be smaller.

Due to the absence of a sufficiently large number of channel measurements an
accurate calculation for the recorded signals is not possible in these cases. The table
clearly illustrates that, using MIMO techniques, a given bit error rate can be achieved
using a significantly lower total transmitted power.

Table 5.8: Eb,rec/N0 required for a given BER for varying degrees of diversity using the
recorded signals. 2 × 2 diversity values for polarization diversity (Pol.) and front-to-back
diversity (F/B)

Eb/N0 [dB]
BER 1 × 1 2 × 2 Pol. 2 × 2 F/B 4 × 4
10−2 13.6 6.5 5.8 1.3
10−3 ( ≥23.9) 10.9 9.7 4.4
10−4 ( ≥33.9) 14.8 12.7 6.6

5.4 MIMO channel model

The bit error characteristics in the previous section illustrated that using MIMO tech-
niques, the performance of the system improves significantly compared to a SISO sys-
tem. However the performance is not as good as predicted by the theory for Rayleigh
fading channels with diversity.

The performance of the MIMO system is limited due to the correlation between
the channels and the unequal gain of the receiver’s four input amplifiers.

Several MIMO channel models that include this correlation are available. In this
section two models will be applied to the measurement data recorded along the side-
ways path.

5.4.1 The Kronecker model

The Kronecker model [24], uses separate transmit and receive correlation matrices.
The model assumes that the full channel correlation matrix is given by the Kronecker
product of the transmitter correlation matrix

RTX = E
{

(

H
H · H

)T
}

(5.12)
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and the receiver correlation matrix

RRX = E
{(

H · HH
)}

(5.13)

as

RH =
1

tr {RRX}RTX ⊗ RRX (5.14)

A MIMO channel realization is generated by the model as

H̃ =
1

√

tr {RRX}
R

1/2
RXG

(

R
1/2
TX

)T

(5.15)

with tr {·} the trace of a matrix,(·)T the transpose and⊗ the Kronecker product.

Theoretically the matrixG contains i.i.d. random zero-mean complex-normal
distributed values. As the distribution of our measured signals is nearly but not exactly
Rayleigh distributed this produces a deviation in the characteristics (measured versus
modeled channel) of up to2 dB.

Therefore a G matrix containing i.i.d. pseudo-random values having the same
distribution as the measured signals is generated. The overall distribution of all5200

signal levels, measured for16 channels and325 bursts, is used as a reference for the
generation of the matrix.

5.4.2 The eigenbeam model

The eigenbeam model [25], treats the influence of the antennas and environment by
means of eigenbases and a coupling matrix.

With UA and UB the eigenbases of the unparameterized one-sided correlation
matrices of sides A and B of the link (correlation as perceived from the other side of
the link), a MIMO channel realization is generated as

H̃ = UA

(

Ω̃ ⊙ G

)

U
T
B (5.16)

with ⊙ the Hadamard (entry-wise) product ofG, which is a matrix of i.i.d.
random zero-mean complex-normal distributed values, and acoupling matrix Ω̃.

The coefficients ofΩ̃ specify the mean amount of energy that is coupled from the
mth eigenvector of side A to thenth eigenvector of side B.
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5.4.3 BER characteristics of the measured and modeled chan-
nels

Bit error characteristics are generated for the measured and the modeled channels in a
similar way as the one described in Section 5.3.5, however, the BER is now displayed
as a function of totalEb/N0 to show only the diversity gain and not the array gain.

For the measured channels 325 recorded MIMO channel realizations are used. For
the channels reconstructed by the models105 realizations are generated, to minimize
differences due to the random values in theG matrix and in this way producing a
curve for the average model-based channel realization.

The bit error characteristics are compared to a curve for uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading to verify the effective diversity order given by [26]

Ndiv =

[

Tr (RH)

‖RH‖F

]2

(5.17)

for which a value of8.9 results.
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Figure 5.7: Diversity gain for the measured and modeled channels, using measurement-like
distributed pseudo random values for instantiating the modeled channels.

The associated bit error graphs, displaying the diversity gain, are displayed in
Fig. 5.7 The characteristics display a good match of the models to the measurements,
indicating that the correlation properties of the actual MIMO channel were indeed
correctly reproduced by both models.

The eigenbeam model, having more parameters, matches the measurements slightly
better than the Kronecker model.
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5.5 Performance for different body sizes

To assess the influence of a person’s body size, an extra measurement series was per-
formed with three persons of substantially different stature and weight. The results
illustrate that the gains obtained by using MIMO techniquesare similar for all three
persons and also for both measurement campaigns, despite some differences in prop-
agation conditions.

The signal distribution is different from the previous campaign as the office en-
vironment has changed considerably in the mean time (more equipment and peo-
ple present). All measurements for this section were performed along the sideways
(NLoS) path, in similar operating conditions as the previous measurements.

Fitting the signal values to the Nakagami distribution resulted in the averagem-
values listed in Table 5.9, accompanied by the minimum, median and maximum10%

outage probability values.

Table 5.9: Length and weight of the test persons. Best fitting Nakagami-m values for the
signal distribution. Minimum, median and maximumEb/N0 for 10% outage probability in the
1 × 1,2 × 2 and4 × 4 cases measured along the sideways path.

Size Length Weight Naka- SISO/MIMO [dB]
[m] [kg] gami m 1 × 1 2 × 2 4 × 4

S 1.67 52 0.75
MIN 11.1 21.7 45.2
MED 26.3 37.7 45.2
MAX 38.8 45.0 45.2

M 1.75 73 0.83
MIN 12.3 21.2 44.1
MED 24.8 36.7 44.1
MAX 37.5 43.8 44.1

L 1.85 104 0.77
MIN 12.8 23.2 46.2
MED 28.0 38.8 46.2
MAX 40.0 46.1 46.2

While the distribution of the signal levels is now significantly ‘worse than Rayleigh’
(m ≈ 0.8) for all three persons, MIMO communication offers again a substantial per-
formance gain for each increase in the degree of diversity.

Based on the median values and for all three persons, the2 × 2 system offers
10.8 − 11.9 dB of diversity gain, compared to the1 × 1 system. Similarly, the4 × 4

system offers15.3 − 18.9 dB diversity gain, compared to the1 × 1 system. These
results are similar to those of the previous measurement campaign, with9.9 dB and
15.0 dB gain for the2 × 2 and4 × 4 systems, respectively (Section 5.3.2, Table 5.4).
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The BER characteristics in Fig. 5.8 also display a significant improvement in
performance for each increase in the link’s diversity order. These results are consistent
for all three test persons. A spread of up to3 dB is present when comparing the BER
characteristics for the same diversity order between different test persons. The order
of the curves with respect to each other is consistent with the average Nakagami-m

values. Some difference is unavoidable as the persons can never walk exactly the same
trajectory.

For the performance of an off-body communication system in real life, variation in
performance is to be expected due to many factors, includingthe environment, body
posture and the specific path followed. When the antennas are worn at a different
height above the floor (due to body size) they consistently experience a slightly differ-
ent fading pattern, even for a random walk. Body mass is also not expected to have a
significant impact as the torso of even a small adult is still much wider than the size
of the antenna patch.
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Figure 5.8: Bit error graphs for firemen of different sizes, showing diversity and array gain.

The main conclusion is that for all three persons of different size, MIMO tech-
niques significantly enhance the performance of the wireless link. While the persons
experience a different fading distribution, the gains obtained when comparing the1×1,
2 × 2 and4 × 4 systems are similar. This is the case for both the outage probability
levels and the BER characteristics.
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5.6 Conclusions

The measurements confirm that in a multipath environment, anoff-body wireless data
link is more reliable when implementing MIMO receive and transmit diversity. The
most practical evidence is provided by the bit error rates obtained by demodulation
and detection of the data transmitted and received with various orders of diversity.
1 × 1, 2 × 2 and4 × 4 transmissions were tested, resulting in fewer bit errors for
each increase of diversity order, while keeping the transmitted power equal. These
BER results include the combination of fading, shadowing, path loss, Doppler spread
and channel estimation errors. Cumulative distribution functions allow a comparison
of the 10% outage probability levels, providing a quantitative indication of the gain
realized by the MIMO system. Measured median gains (relative to a1 × 1 system)
are9.9 dB and15.0 dB for the2 × 2 and4 × 4 systems, respectively.

Signals with a higher cross correlation provide less diversity gain when combined.
However, the correlation coefficients are low enough to achieve a significant perfor-
mance gain in practice. Bit error characteristics are derived for the different orders of
diversity and are compared to theoretical characteristicsfor Rayleigh fading channels
with diversity. In a practical system the diversity gain is compromised due to signal
correlation and unequal receiver channel gain.

The off-body MIMO channel was represented by the Kronecker and eigenbeam
models and the bit error graphs were accurately reconstructed from these models.

Additional measurements with persons of different sizes illustrate the MIMO sys-
tems consistently increase the performance of the off-bodycommunication link, even
for persons of significantly varying sizes.
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Indoor off-body wireless MIMO links between a mobile user equipped with
wearable textile patch antennas and a fixed base station exhibit specific chan-
nel behavior due to the near presence and movements of the human body.
Therefore, they require a dedicated channel model that captures the effects of
correlated small-scale Rayleigh fading and correlated lognormal shadowing.
A methodology is presented to construct such a model, allowing to predict the
bit error characteristics and channel capacity curves based on the shadowing
and fading correlation matrices that are extracted from channel measurements.
It is shown that by separating shadowing, including effectscaused by move-
ment and reorientation of the human body, from small-scale fading, the main
mechanisms of the off-body communication link are accurately captured by the
model. A clear dependence of the shadowing correlation values on the physi-
cal layout of the antenna system is found. In our measurements, shadowing is
not significantly decorrelated by polarization diversity or front-to-back diver-
sity whereas the small-scale fading is clearly decorrelated. From the model,
MIMO channel realizations with identical bit error rate andchannel capac-
ity characteristics as the measured channel can be quickly generated for link
emulation purposes.

6.1 Introduction

Wireless off-body communication by means of textile antennas deployed in their gar-
ment is a convenient way to improve the safety and security ofrescue workers. Im-
portant environmental and body parameters, measured by a system of sensors, are
communicated in real-time to a command post. Reliable communication is of vital
importance but when operating in an indoor environment, thereliability of the wire-
less link is compromised by small-scale fading and shadowing phenomena, among
others.

When operating in an indoor environment characterized by NonLine-of-Sight
(NLoS) radio propagation with Rayleigh distributed small-scale fading and lognormal
shadowing, the use of multiple receive and/or transmit antennas drastically improves
the reliability of the wireless link. Wearable textile antennas integrated into clothing
allow a convenient implementation of multi-antenna systems onto the human body.
The body area provides a large platform to deploy multiple antennas with sufficient
separation to provide spatial diversity. In addition, the use of dual-polarized antennas
doubles the number of exploitable signal paths for an equal number of antenna patches
on the body; an additional doubling of the number of signal paths occurs when also
the fixed access point is equipped with dual-polarized antennas.
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6.1.1 Motivation

Characterization of the off-body MIMO channel is importantfor the development of
suitable modulation and coding. In contrast to existing channel models available in
literature, this chapter proposes a dedicated channel model for:

1. Multiple flexible textile antennas exhibiting a directive radiation pattern, radiat-
ing away from the human body thanks to a ground plane.

2. Dual-polarized antennas directly deployed on the human body of a mobile user.
Therefore the moving body will have a direct impact on the channel model.
For example, wearable antennas positioned at the front and back sides of the
body will exhibit significantly different correlation characteristics than omnidi-
rectional antennas positioned in free space.

The proposed model is based on the separation of shadowing from small-scale fading,
and is parameterized by a pair of independent correlation matrices for small-scale
fading and shadowing, that are extracted from the channel measurements. This model
allows the accurate generation of random MIMO channel realizations for simulation
purposes.

6.1.2 Previous work

Multi-polarized MIMO channels have been studied thoroughly in [1], where an an-
alytical model is presented, separating polarization effects from spatial effects. The
additional effects of antenna rotation are documented in [2]. The use of a polariza-
tion metrics dependent adaptive codebook is outlined in [3]. Polarization metrics are
also used in [4], where the authors show that dual-polarizedantennas can improve the
performance of spatial multiplexing. Outdoor measurements and modelings for dual-
polarized channels are documented in [5], however, with fixed antennas at both link
ends.

Polarization metrics such as XPD (cross-polar discrimination) and CPR (co-polar
ratio) are useful for links realized by means of fixed antennas [6], preferably in absence
of moving scatterers. In the case of off-body communicationwith textile antennas [7],
the antennas constantly change position and orientation. Additional fluctuations are
introduced by body movements and bending of the antenna. XPDvalues are highly
dependent on antenna orientation [2], limiting the relevance of average XPD values
for this type of link.

Recent measurement campaigns related to body-centric wireless communication
with multiple antennas have been described in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. These papers
document the channel behavior, including signal correlation for multiple channels. A
fading model is linked to the measurements in [14].
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Signal correlation has an important impact on the performance of MIMO links.
For indoor communication, signal correlation is caused by mutual coupling between
antennas [15] and by the propagation environment [1]. Specific measurements for
signal correlation in case of dual-polarized patch antennas are documented in [16].

Shadowing caused by obstacles in the environment also has animpact on the com-
munication. Shadowing on different channels is also correlated and models for its
behavior are documented in [17, 18, 19, 20]. Measurements todetermine the shadow-
ing correlation are presented in [21].

6.1.3 Own contributions

In this chapter, a new theoretical model is proposed for off-body communication links
that communicate by means of textile antennas. Specificallyit is shown that:

1. The channel behavior results from the combination of correlated fading and cor-
related shadowing effects, which are considered mutually independent. Unlike
in [1] where polarization and spatial effects are separated, here the shadowing is
separated from the small-scale fading. The channel model isaccurately charac-
terized by the shadowing and fading correlation matrices, with unequal average
channel gain and unequal shadowing variances included.

2. Measured BER and capacity figures of merit are accurately reconstructed by the
correlation model.

3. Channel realizations that exhibit identical propertiesas the measured chan-
nel can be emulated by means of the new model. An unlimited number of
measurement-like MIMO channel realizations can be generated for the perfor-
mance evaluation of modulation and coding under test.

6.1.4 Organization of the chapter

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes the setup for the channel
measurement campaign. In section 6.3, the observation model and the considered
space-time codes are presented. Further, a MIMO channel model including lognormal
shadowing and small-scale Rayleigh fading is introduced. The theoretical BER re-
sulting from the considered MIMO channel is derived in termsof the shadowing and
fading correlation matrices.

In Section 6.4, a method for estimating the elements of thesecorrelation matri-
ces based on channel measurements is proposed. Section 6.5 discusses the physical
relevance of the extracted correlation values. Section 6.6indicates that the BER per-
formance corresponding to the transmission of the considered space-time codes over
the measured MIMO channel is closely approximated by the theoretical BER perfor-
mance corresponding to the estimated correlation matrices.
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An additional validation of the channel model is obtained bycomparing measured
and modeled ergodic capacity curves in section 6.7.

6.2 Channel measurement setup

An experimental indoor off-body2.45 GHz wireless MIMO link is investigated for
NLoS channels. The path loss is assumed to be constant, as therescue worker under
test is operating at a large and fairly constant distance (17 m) from the transmitter,
being the path depicted in red on Fig. 6.1. The direct signal path is blocked by brick
walls, while, among others, metal closets and PC cases contribute to the shadowing.

Channel measurements are performed for a4 × 4 MIMO configuration with the
rescue worker wearing two dual-polarized textile antennas[22], on the front and back
of the body, and walking at a speed of about1 m/s. A similar set of antennas, which
was readily available, is used at the fixed access point located at the other end of the
link. The textile antennas with ground plane are efficient directional radiators, both
when deployed on the body of a moving user and when used as fixedaccess point
antennas. The dual-polarized patch antennas of the transmitter are mounted in the
same plane at a given center-to-center distance. The TX antenna centers are separated
by 10λ (122 cm) and1.5λ (18 cm) in two subsequent measurement series.

The two measurement series are performed to illustrate the influence of the access
point antenna separation on the shadowing correlation and the resulting bit error rate
(BER) characteristic. The TX and RX antenna patches used aremounted such that
they exhibit slanted cross-polarization (+45◦/ − 45◦). However, when placed on the
body a rotation as well as a deformation of the polarization ellipses as a function of
body posture is possible. The detailed behavior of the dual-polarized antennas in open
space as well as on the human body is documented in [22].

The MIMO transmitter and receiver used are HaLo430 systems by Signalion, each
equipped with four antenna ports. The receiver converts four RF signals to baseband.
The baseband in-phase and quadrature signals are synchronously sampled, at a rate of
10 MHz. The samples are stored in local memory and are then transferred for further
processing (using Matlab) to a PC by means of a USB-interface. The transmitter
operates in exactly the reverse way, although the samples stored in local memory are
now transmitted repetitively without reloading the data. However, the communication
of data between the HaLo430 system’s internal memory and thePC is fairly slow and
causes consecutive frames to be separated by a time intervalof about4 seconds.

Although this causes the measurement to last a long time, theadvantage is that
the signals for the different captured frames are not temporally correlated. By letting
the firefighter walk back and forth along the NLoS path for several hours, we collect a
set of2500 measured MIMO channel realizations, recorded at random positions along
the path.
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Figure 6.1: Floor plan of the measurement environment, indicating the position of the trans-
mitter and its antennas as well as the path walked by the firefighter.
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The channel measurements are obtained by sending bursts of300 BPSK pilot sym-
bols (of1 µs duration each) from each transmit antenna in nonoverlapping time-slots.
These pilot symbols are used at the receiver for time synchronization, frequency offset
estimation and estimating the phase and amplitude of each SISO channel gain, which
is assumed to be constant within a burst. In case of4 × 4 MIMO communication,
16 SISO channels have to be estimated. We refer to Chapter 5 for amore extensive
description of the transmission format and the channel estimation procedure.

6.3 Space-time coding on MIMO channels

6.3.1 Space-time codes

In MIMO transmissions, link quality can be improved by meansof transmit and re-
ceive diversity using orthogonal space-time codes. In a space-time coded MIMO sys-
tem withNR receive andNT transmit antenna ports, the received signal corresponding
to a code wordC can be represented by

R = HC + W, (6.1)

whereR, H, C, andW are matrices of dimensionsNR × K, NR × NT , NT × K

andNR × K, respectively; withK equal to the number of time slots occupied by the
codeword. The quantityhm,n = (H)m,n is the complex channel gain between them-
th receive andn-th transmit antenna port;C is a space-time matrix with orthogonal
rows (in case of orthogonal codes), whose elements are linear functions ofL informa-
tion symbols and their complex conjugates. The informationsymbols are assumed to
be QPSK symbols, with varianceσ2

s . The elements of the noise matrixW are assumed
to be i.i.d. complex-valued Gaussian random variables; their real and imaginary parts
are independent and have equal variancesN0/2. The quantityrm,k = (R)m,k de-
notes the signal captured by them-th receive antenna port during thek-th time slot
of durationT . In this chapter, the performance of the Alamouti code [24] and the
3/4 rate space-time code from [25, pp 194 (5.143)], will be investigated, when used
on2 × 2 and4 × 4 links, respectively.

6.3.2 MIMO channel model

The effect of shadowing is very important in our transmission scenario. Position-
dependent shadowing is caused by obstacles in the environment and orientation de-
pendent shadowing is caused by movements of the rescue worker, reorienting the on-
body antennas’ main beams. Unlike in [1], where polarization effects are separated
from spatial effects, we propose a model isolating the shadowing from the small-scale
fading. Shadowing and small-scale fading are assumed to be mutually independent.
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When both shadowing and small-scale fading are present, the channel matrixH
can be viewed as the element-wise product of a shadowing matrix Ash (having posi-
tive elements) and a fading matrixHss (having complex elements), both of dimension
NR ×NT . We defineh, αsh andhss as vectors of dimensionNRNT × 1 obtained by
stacking the columns of the matricesH, Ash andHss, respectively. Hence,h can be
expressed ash = Dshhss, whereDsh is anNRNT × NRNT diagonal matrix with
(Dsh)i,i = αsh,i. Assuming small-scale Rayleigh fading,hss is complex Gaussian
distributed with zero average and correlation matrixRss = E[hssh

H
ss].

For lognormal shadowing, the real quantitiesαdB,i = 20log(αsh,i) are Gaussian
distributed with zero average and correlation matrixRdB = E[αdBα

T
dB]. When

the fading and the shadowing are mutually independent, the correlation matricesRss

andRdB completely characterize the MIMO channel statistics. Assuming that fading
and shadowing are statistically independent, the resulting channel correlation matrix
Rh = E[hh

H ] is determined by

(Rh)i,j = (Rsh)i,j(Rss)i,j , (6.2)

where the correlation matrixRsh = E[αshα
T
sh] can be computed fromRdB as fol-

lows:

(Rsh)i,j = E[αsh,iαsh,j ] =

exp

(

1

2
· ln(10)

10

2

· (RdB)i,i + (RdB)j,j + 2(RdB)i,j

4

)

. (6.3)

6.3.3 BER performance

We now calculate the BER obtained when using a space-time code over the MIMO
channel described in Section 6.3.2 and fully characterizedby RdB andRss.

According to the observation model, the conditionalBER for QPSK modulation
with a givenh is expressed as [26]

BER(h) = Q





√

σ2
s

N0
|h|2



 . (6.4)

The average BER is obtained by averaging over the small-scale fadinghss and
shadowingαsh. First the averaging is performed overhss for a givenDsh. For a
givenDsh, h represents Rayleigh fading with correlation matrixDshRssDsh.
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The result of averagingBER(h) over the fading for a given shadowing realization
is a function ofσ2

s/N0 andDshRssDsh:

Ehss
[BER(Dshhss)] = g(σ2

s/N0;DshRssDsh). (6.5)

An analytical expression forg(.; .) exists [27, 28, 29]. Subsequently, averaging is
performed over the shadowing:

BERavg,th = EDsh
[g(σ2

s/N0;DshRssDsh)]. (6.6)

BERavg,th is the average BER corresponding to the theoretical channelmodel, char-
acterized byRdB andRss. The averaging operator in (6.6) is calculated by means of
Monte-Carlo integration:

BERavg,th =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

g(σ2
s/N0;Dsh(n)RssDsh(n)). (6.7)

In this equation,Dsh(n) is a diagonal matrix defined as(Dsh(n))i,i = 10αdB,i(n)/20,
with αdB(n) = Au(n). The lower triangular matrixA results from the Cholesky
decomposition ofRdB = AA

T . The set{u(n), n = 1, ..., N} consists ofN sta-
tistically independent realizations of a real Gaussian vector, with zero average and
uncorrelated components with unit variance.

The performance indicatorBERavg,th will be calculated as a function ofEb/N0,
with Eb the average energy per bit per receive antenna. For QPSK modulation and the
considered space-time codes,

Eb =
σ2

s · E[|h|2]
2NR

=
σ2

s · Tr(Rh)

2NR
, (6.8)

with Rh calculated based onRdB andRss.
The theoretical error performanceBERavg,th from (6.7) will be compared to error

performanceBERavg,meas. that corresponds to the channel measurements. The latter
is computed as

BERavg,meas. =
1

M

M
∑

m=1

BER(h(m)), (6.9)

with BER(.) the conditional BER (6.4) and{h(m) , m = 1, ...,M} a set ofM
channel measurements. The average received bit energy per receive antenna that cor-
responds to the measurements is given by

Eb =
σ2

s

2NR

1

M

M
∑

m=1

|h(m)|2. (6.10)
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6.4 Parameter extraction

6.4.1 Influence of shadowing on BER of SISO channel

We consider QPSK transmission on a SISO channel determined by a particular trans-
mit and receive antenna. WhenNT transmit antennas andNR receive antennas are
available, a total ofNT NR SISO channels can be considered. For each of these SISO
channels, we compute the corresponding average BER (6.9) that results from the chan-
nel measurements. When computing (6.9), the vectorh(m) reduces to a scalarhi(m),
with i referring to the considered SISO channel.

Fig. 6.2 displays the BER characteristics for all16 SISO channels corresponding
to the measurement of an experimental4 × 4 MIMO link in the case of indoor NLoS
off-body communication (Section 6.2, Fig. 6.1) with a pair of dual-polarized textile
antennas and a base station equipped with similar antennas.The BER characteristics
corresponding to Rayleigh fading curves have shifted to theright, depending on the
amount of shadowing.

Although the shift of the characteristics appears minor forthe SISO channels, the
shadowing effects accumulate when these SISO channels are combined to create a
MIMO channel.
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Figure 6.2: BER characteristics for the measured SISO channels, displaying a shiftto the right
compared to the Rayleigh fading curve. This shift is caused by lognormal shadowing.Eb is the
average energy per bit per receive antenna for the SISO channel.
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In the case of Rayleigh fading without shadowing, the average BER on the SISO
channel is proportional to(Eb/N0)

−1 for large Eb/N0 [26]. When shadowing is
present, the BER averaged over the fading but conditioned ona shadowing realization
αsh is proportional toα−2

sh (Eb/N0)
−1. Further averaging of the BER over the shad-

owing yields an expression that is still proportional to(Eb/N0)
−1 for largeEb/N0,

becauseE[α−2
sh ] is finite whenαsh has a lognormal distribution. Consequently, for the

SISO channels, lognormal shadowing does not influence the slope of the BER curve
for high Eb/N0 values but only causes a shift of the BER characteristic to higher
Eb/N0 values. This is confirmed by the behavior of the BER curves displayed in
Fig. 6.2.

6.4.2 Estimation of the shadowing and fading variances

Now, we describe a procedure to estimate the shadowing standard deviationσdB,i for
thei-th SISO channel from channel measurements{hi(m),m = 1, ...,M}.

Let us consider a trial valueσ(i)
dB of the shadowing standard deviation for thei-th

SISO channel. The corresponding small-scale fading variance(Rss)i,i = (σ
(i)
ss )2 that

is consistent with the measurements{hi(m),m = 1, ...,M} is determined from

(Rsh)i,i(Rss)i,i =
1

M

M
∑

m=1

|hi(m)|2, (6.11)

where(Rsh)i,i = E[α2
sh,i] can be computed fromσ(i)

dB (6.3).

We define the modeling errorE1(σ
(i)
dB) related to the trial valueσ(i)

dB as the squared

error betweenln(BER
(i)
avg,meas) and ln(BER

(i)
avg,th), averaged over some interval

of Eb/N0; here we consider51 values ofEb/N0 ranging from0 dB to 5 dB, with
an increment of0.1 dB. In the above,BER

(i)
avg,meas is the average BER (6.9) of the

i-th SISO channel that corresponds to the measurements{hi(m),m = 1, ...,M}, and
BER

(i)
avg,th is the theoretical average BER (6.7) of a SISO channel described by a

shadowing standard deviation and fading variance(Rss)i,i (which is related toσ(i)
dB

by (6.11)). The shadowing variance estimate equals the trial valueσ
(i)
dB that minimizes

E1(σ
(i)
dB).

ForEb/N0 values lower than0 dB the influence of the estimated parameter on the
characteristic is limited. Characteristics can be calculated starting from arbitrarily low
Eb/N0 values. Including the lowerEb/N0 range for the parameter extraction does
not significantly change the results. To limit the calculation time for the parameter
extraction, the low end was chosen at0 dB. Eb/N0 values higher than5 dB are not
used inE1(σ

(i)
dB) as the finite set of channel measurements (in our experiment,the

numberM of measurements per SISO channel equals2500) limits the accuracy of
BER

(i)
avg,meas for these values ofEb/N0.
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The shadowing standard deviation estimates found for the SISO channels com-
posing the measured4× 4 MIMO links with 10λ and1.5λ TX antenna separation are
shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Shadowing factorsσ(i)
dB for the 16 SISO channels composing the4 × 4 MIMO

links with 10λ and1.5λ TX antenna separation. Unequal average channel gain illustrated by
10log(E[|hi|

2]) values, normalized to0 dB for the strongest channel.

10λ 1.5λ

TX RX 10log(E[|hi|2]) σ
(i)
dB 10log(E[|hi|2]) σ

(i)
dB

ant. ant.
1 1 -1.6059 2.1584 -2.4898 1.4385
1 2 -1.9405 1.7713 -1.4675 3.3456
1 3 -4.6638 2.0962 -7.1399 3.8046
1 4 -2.8610 1.5815 -2.9732 1.2774
2 1 -0.4957 2.3589 0 3.6634
2 2 -0.8068 0.5304 -0.9383 2.2557
2 3 -4.5796 1.5501 -7.2706 2.5974
2 4 -0.5549 1.7198 -0.9591 3.9298
3 1 -0.1340 2.0013 -0.3374 1.2791
3 2 0 1.155 -1.4767 1.0524
3 3 -3.4440 1.7413 -7.8415 1.1525
3 4 -0.2739 1.6356 -2.5750 0.7179
4 1 -1.4143 0.2036 -3.4653 0.7280
4 2 -1.6455 0.6695 -1.5893 1.5102
4 3 -5.0189 1.3132 -8.4081 0.9396
4 4 -2.4016 0.0998 -4.1365 1.1217

The parameters for the shadowing of the SISO channels are important for the
calculation of the BER for the MIMO channels composed by these SISO channels. In
addition, as the shadowing for different antennas is not independent, the correlation
between the shadowing of the SISO channels should also be considered.

6.4.3 Estimation of the shadowing and fading cross-correlations

Once the shadowing standard deviations (or variances) of the SISO channels have been
estimated, the shadowing correlation between different SISO channels is estimated.
Fig. 6.3 displays a flowchart of the procedure for the shadowing correlation estimation.

Consider a pair(hi, hj) of SISO channels(i 6= j). For i andj ranging from1

to 16, the number of pairs to be considered is16 × 15/2 = 120. The shadowing
correlationρ(i,j)

dB and the fading correlationρ(i,j)
ss between the considered channels are

defined through the relations(RdB)i,j = σ
(i)
dBσ

(j)
dBρ

(i,j)
dB and(Rss)i,j = σ

(i)
ss σ

(j)
ss ρ

(i,j)
ss .
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4x4 MIMOMeasurement (16 SISO channels)

Estimate shadowing variance

for each SISO channel

Select next pair of SISO channels and

its corresponding pair of variances

Estimate shadowing correlation

coefficient for the channel paircoefficient for the channel pair

Fill out the values in the 4x4 MIMO

shadowing correlation matrixshadowing correlation matrix

Channel YesChannel

pair nr. <

120?

Yes

Stop

No

Figure 6.3: Flowchart of the shadowing estimation procedure, determining the correlation co-
efficients for all120 possible combinations of2 out of16 measured SISO channels.

We assume that estimates of the shadowing variance and the corresponding fading
variance have been obtained according to the method outlined in section 6.4.2, for
both SISO channelsi andj.

Let us denote byρ(i,j)
dB ∈ (−1, 1) a trial value of the shadowing correlation.

The corresponding fading correlationρ(i,j)
ss that is consistent with the measurements

{hi(m), hj(m),m = 1, ...,M} is determined from

(Rsh)i,j(Rss)i,j =
1

M

M
∑

m=1

hi(m)h∗
j (m), (6.12)

where(Rsh)i,j = E[αsh,iαsh,j ] can be computed fromσ(i)
dB, σ

(j)
dB andρ

(i,j)
dB [26].

Defining the modeling errorE2(ρ
(i,j)
dB ) associated with the trial valueρ(i,j)

dB as the

average squared error betweenln(BER
(i)
avg,meas) and ln(BER

(i)
avg,th), for Eb/N0

ranging from0 dB to 5 dB, the shadowing correlation estimate equals the trial value
ρ
(i,j)
dB that minimizesE2(ρ

(i,j)
dB ). HereBER

(i,j)
avg,meas is the average BER (6.9) for a

1×2 SIMO transmission involving the channelshi andhj , based on the measurements

{hi(m), hj(m),m = 1, ...,M}; BER
(i)
avg,th is the theoretical average BER (6.7) of

a 1 × 2 SIMO channel described byσ(i)
dB, σ

(j)
dB, ρ

(i,j)
dB , σ

(i)
ss , σ

(j)
ss andρ

(i,j)
ss (which are

related by (6.12)).
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Figure 6.4 displays (6.9) for the 16 SISO channels, and for all 120 combinations
of two SISO channels. Note that also ”artificial” combinations of two SISO channels
that do not share any common antenna are included for the solepurpose of estimating
the corresponding shadowing and fading correlation coefficientsρ

(i,j)
dB andρ

(i,j)
ss .

Observe from Fig. 6.4 that the BER degradation due to shadowing is often larger
for the channel combinations than for the SISO channels. Exploiting the MIMO chan-
nel increases the impact of shadowing on the BER curves.
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Figure 6.4: BER characteristics for the 16 SISO channels and the 120 combinations of2
SISO channels, compared to i.i.d. Rayleigh fading characteristics of 1st and 2nd order diversity
(dashed lines).

After determining the values ofσ(i)
dB andσ

(i)
ss for all 16 SISO channels andρ(i,j)

dB

andρ
(i,j)
ss for all 120 combinations of2 SISO channels, we construct the shadowing

correlation matrix (of dimension16× 16) that corresponds to the MIMO setup with4

transmit and4 receive antennas, and the shadowing correlation matrices (of dimension
4 × 4) that correspond to the36 possible2 × 2 MIMO setups.

The fading correlation matricesRss can be obtained from the shadowing correla-
tion matricesRdB according to (6.2). Often a valid shadowing correlation matrix RdB

is not directly obtained, due to estimation errors. Based onthe estimated correlation
matrix, which is symmetric but not always positive definite,the nearest valid correla-
tion matrix is obtained using the algorithm of N.J. Higham, documented in [30]. This
algorithm is an improvement of the Boyle and Dykstra algorithm described in [31]
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that was used for shadowing cross-correlation models before in [17, 18]. The result-
ing corrected matrix is positive definite, as required for the Cholesky decomposition
applied in Section 6.3.3. Note thatRss is recalculated via (6.2) using the adjusted
shadowing correlation matrix.

For 2 × 2 MIMO links, the estimated shadowing correlation matrix is sometimes
positive definite without any adjustment. From our measurements, there is no apparent
correspondence between the need for adjusting the correlation matrix and the size of
the difference betweenBERavg,meas andBERavg,th. This difference is not smaller
for the cases without matrix adjustment.

6.5 Physical interpretation of the shadowing correla-
tion coefficients

For a number of SISO channel pairs, the averages of the correlation coefficients, es-
timated according to the previous section, are listed in Table 6.2 for the shadowing
correlation as well as for the small-scale fading correlation. For the latter, the mag-
nitudes of the complex correlation coefficients are shown. Note that the firefighter is
always the receiver and the base station the transmitter.

Table 6.2: Average correlation coefficients for the cases 1-6.

10λ 1.5λ
Case < ρdB > < |ρss| > < ρdB > < |ρss| >

1 0.8391 0.0192 1.0000 0.0173
2 0.9141 0.2063 1.0000 0.1008
3 0.0926 0.1120 0.9017 0.1226
4 1.0000 0.1324 1.0000 0.0727
5 0.5022 0.0182 0.9760 0.0189
6 0.5645 0.0852 0.9661 0.0704

The following cases are listed:

1. Combination of two SISO channels, received on separate RXantenna patches,
transmitted by the same TX antenna patch.

2. Combination of two SISO channels, received on orthogonalpolarizations of the
same RX antenna patch, transmitted by the same TX antenna patch.

3. Combination of two SISO channels, transmitted on different TX antenna patches,
received on the same RX antenna patch.

4. Combination of two SISO channels, transmitted on orthogonal polarizations of
the same TX antenna patch, received by the same RX antenna patch.
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5. Combination of two SISO channels, not sharing any common antenna patch

6. All 120 possible combinations of two SISO channels.

An interpretation of the correlation values from Table 6.2 leads to the following
conclusions:

• The shadowing is not significantly decorrelated by polarization diversity (cases
2,4).

• Front-to-back diversity (case1) also does not significantly decorrelate the shad-
owing for our measurements. The RX antennas are separated byonly a few
wavelengths and while the firefighter is walking in the same direction, they are
too close to provide substantial decorrelation of the shadowing caused by the en-
vironment. For off-body communication, shadowing by the human body [32] is
also present and changes according to the orientation of thefirefighter. However,
in a NLoS situation, with the antennas receiving scattered signals, presumably
arriving from many directions, the impact of the orientation on the shadowing
correlation factor is limited.

• Using a TX antenna spacing of10λ provides significant shadowing decorrela-
tion, whereas this is not the case when the spacing is only1.5λ (case3).

• The average magnitude of the complex small-scale fading correlation is always
low and sometimes slightly higher for cases2 and4 (polarization diversity).
The maximum value ever occuring for these cases is|ρss| = 0.4052.

6.6 Measured versus calculated MIMO BER charac-
teristics

The bit error calculations are now applied to the experimental datasets, each contain-
ing 2500 measured frames of the4 × 4 MIMO link (i.e., 16 SISO channels have been
simultaneously measured). The measured set of complex channel gains is also useful
for bit error calculations of various2 × 2 MIMO systems, obtained by selecting only
2 transmit and2 receive antennas. The numberN of shadowing realizations used in
the BER calculation (6.7) is:

• N = 104 for the estimation ofσ(i)
dB values per SISO channel, following the

procedure in Section 6.4.2.

• N = 104 for the estimation ofρ(i,j) per pair of SISO channels, following the
procedure in Section 6.4.3.

• N = 105 for the generation of the calculated MIMO BER characteristics (6.7).
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These numbers were chosen experimentally for a good accuracy within a limited cal-
culation time. With the values listed, further multiplyingthe number of realizations
by a factor10 does not produce a visible difference in the resulting BER curve.

Fig. 6.5 displays the BER characteristicsBERavg,th from (6.7) andBERavg,meas

from (6.9) for the4 × 4 MIMO link, with 2 dual-polarized antenna patches on both
sides of the link (TX1-4, RX1-4). TX antenna spacings of1.5λ and10λ are consid-
ered.
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Figure 6.5: BER characteristics for the two4× 4 measurements, with the TX antennas spaced
1.5λ and10λ apart, versus theoretical BER curves based on the fading and shadowing cor-
relation matrices. The dotted curves represent the theoretical BER for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
channels.

The BER curves related to measurement and model agree very well, with a max-
imum deviation inEb/N0 of only 0.3 dB atBER = 10−3. The BER performance
of the link improves by1 dB atBER = 10−3 when going from1.5λ to 10λ trans-
mit antenna spacing. This performance increase is mainly attributed to shadowing
decorrelation.

It is interesting to assess the effect of the shadowing correlation on the BER perfor-
mance. Recalculating the theoretical BER with the shadowing correlation (but not the
fading correlation) set to zero produces a deviation (as compared to the BER resulting
from the measurements) inEb/N0 of about1.4 dB and0.6 dB at aBER = 10−3,
for a transmit antenna spacing of1.5λ and10λ, respectively, whereas the deviation is
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only 0.3 dB when accounting for correlated shadowing. This indicates that it is essen-
tial to include shadowing correlation into the model to obtain accurate BER results,
especially for small antenna spacings.

The 2 × 2 MIMO links are evaluated by selecting the measurement data corre-
sponding to a combination of two transmit and two receive antenna ports. Fig. 6.6
illustrates the performance of2 × 2 systems, with the TX antennas spaced by10λ,
exploiting either polarization diversity (TX1 , 2 and RX1 , 2) or spatial diversity
(TX 1 , 3 and RX1 , 3). The antenna combination that yields the worst-case perfor-
mance is also included. The worst case corresponds to transmitting with polarization
diversity on one antenna patch and receiving front and back with equal polarizations
(TX 3 , 4 and RX2 , 4). While polarization diversity conveniently only requiresone
antenna patch at both link ends, the BER performance of spatial diversity is approxi-
mately1 dB better for the higherEb/N0 ratios.
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Figure 6.6: BER characteristics for measured versus modeled2 × 2 MIMO channels for10λ
TX antenna spacing, illustrating the performance of polarization versus spatial diversity. As an
indication of the reliability of2×2 links, the curves for the worst-case antenna combination are
included. The dotted curves represent the theoretical BER for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels.

The curves corresponding toBERavg,th andBERavg,meas agree well, with max-
imum deviations of about0.35 dB atBER = 10−3. Figure 6.6 displays only3 of the
36 possible signal combinations that compose a2 × 2 MIMO link. The accuracy of
the model has been assessed for all2 × 2 MIMO links with 10λ TX antenna spacing.
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Considering the difference inEb/N0 betweenBERavg,th andBERavg,meas, at
BER = 10−3, for the36 possible2×2 MIMO systems, the average and the standard
deviation of the modeling errors amounts to0.0028 dB and0.21 dB, respectively,
which indicates accurate modeling in all cases.

6.7 Measured versus calculated MIMO Capacity

To verify the accuracy of the correlated shadowing and correlated small-scale fading
channel model, and to illustrate the suitability of the model for capacity calculations,
ergodic channel capacity curves based on both the measurement and the model are
compared. Ergodic capacity (in bit/s/Hz) is defined as [35]:

C = E

[

log2

(

det

[

INR
+

ρ

NT
HH

H

])]

, (6.13)

whereρ is the ratio of total transmit power to noise power,det(.) refers to the determi-
nant, and the expectationE[.] is over the channel statistics. Closed-form expressions
for channel capacity in case of correlated Rayleigh fading are documented in [33, 34],
although only in case of correlation on one side of the link (either receive or transmit
correlation). As we are confronted with both Rayleigh fading and shadowing, and
with correlations at both the TX and RX sides, (6.13) is computed from a simulation
of 107 realizations of correlated Rayleigh fading with correlated shadowing, accord-
ing to the parameters from Section 6.4. Fig. 6.7 displays a good match of the capacity
characteristics (for107 simulated channel realizations) for measurement and model,
with a maximum deviation less than0.6 dB.

6.8 Conclusions and remarks

Based on channel measurements, a model for the indoor off-body MIMO channel
behavior has been derived. This model involves correlated Rayleigh fading and cor-
related lognormal shadowing with unequal variances. The bit error characteristics
and channel capacity curves resulting from the channel measurements are accurately
reproduced from the model. The observed deviation inEb/N0 at BER = 10−3, be-
tween the theoretical BER and the BER corresponding to the measurements, is always
less than0.5 dB. The channel capacity curves also match with an accuracy better than
0.6 dB.

The extracted shadowing correlation parameters provide interesting information
about the physical behavior. In our non line-of-sight environment, for body-worn an-
tennas, shadowing is not significantly decorrelated by polarization diversity or front-
to-back diversity. Fixed antennas spaced at10λ provide significant shadowing decor-
relation at the base-station, whereas this is not the case for a spacing of1.5λ.
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orders, transmit antenna spacings and diversity types. Upper set ofcurves for4 × 4 MIMO at
10λ or 1.5λ. Lower set for2×2 MIMO at 10λ with spatial (sp.) diversity or polarization (pol.)
diversity.

Based on the model, the channel behavior extracted from measurements can be
reproduced, creating an arbitrary number of measurement-like MIMO channel real-
izations for simulation purposes. Hence the performance ofmodulation and channel
coding for this indoor off-body MIMO environment can be assessed without perform-
ing additional measurements.

The main focus is on the BER as performance indicator, because the relevance of
polarization metrics is rather limited in the considered NLoS environment. In order
to justify this statement, we have evaluated the XPD and CPR performance indicators
for both Line-of-Sight (LoS) and NLoS conditions.

In LoS conditions, with the transmitting and receiving antennas oriented towards
each other, high average XPD values up to9 dB are found, together with low CPR
values of around1 dB. Hence, for this environment, only a small amount of mixing
between polarizations occurs.

In the NLoS case, however, the XPD as well as the CPR have average values
close to0 dB with a standard deviation of about7 dB, indicating the mixing of both
polarizations to a variable degree. This is caused by the time-varying channel (motion
of people), multipath and scattering in the environment.
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Additionally, bending of the flexible antennas due to body movements results in a
variable distortion of the polarization ellipses. An important factor is also the continu-
ous reorientation of the antennas’ main beams due to movements of the rescue worker,
causing large variations in momentary XPD as documented in [2].

Appendix on Parameter Extraction

According to Section 6.4.2, the value ofσ
(i)
dB is determined using a least-squares ap-

proach, for an optimal match between the bit error characteristics for measurement
and channel model, using the matching criterion

argmin
σ

(i)
dB

N
∑

n=1

(

ln
(

BER
(i)
avg,meas.

)

n
− ln

(

BER
(i)
avg,th

)

n

)2

(6.14)

with N the length of the vectors containing the BER values for the range used (N = 51

for the0 . . . 5 dB range in0.1 dB steps).
The separation of the shadowing correlation from the small-scale fading correla-

tion is performed together with the estimation of the shadowing parameters (Section
6.4.3) according to the following procedure.

1. For the channel pairi andj, the value(Rh)i,j is extracted directly from the
measurements (6.2).

2. An initial estimate of the shadowing correlationρ
(i,j)
dB ∈ (−1, 1) is chosen.

3. The correlation matrix for the lognormal shadowing of thechannel pairi andj

is determined by

(RdB)i,j =

[

(σ
(i)
dB)2 σ

(i)
dB · σ(j)

dB · ρ(i,j)
dB

σ
(i)
dB · σ(j)

dB · ρ(i,j)
dB (σ

(j)
dB)2

]

(6.15)

and is used to calculate (6.7).

4. The corresponding small-scale fading correlation matrix elements of(Rss)i,j

are recalculated using (6.2).

5. (Rss)i,j is then used in (6.7) to generate a BER curve for a set ofM = 104

shadowing realizations, according to the given estimated shadowing correlation
matrix (Rsh)i,j .

6. Depending on the mismatch between the characteristics for measurement and
model, a new estimate for the shadowing correlation coefficient is determined
using the matching criterion (6.16) explained below.
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The procedure is now repeated from step3 onwards, for an optimal match between
the bit error characteristics obtained by measurements andby the channel model, using
the matching criterion

argmin
ρ
(i,j)
dB

N
∑

n=1

(

ln
(

BER
(i,j)
avg,meas.

)

n
− ln

(

BER
(i,j)
avg,th

)

n

)2

(6.16)

to findρ
(i,j)
dB , with N the length of the vectors containing the BER values for the range

used (N = 51 for the0 . . . 5 dB range in0.1 dB steps).
After determining the value ofρ(i,j)

dB for all 120 combinations of2 SISO chan-
nels, we rearrange them to obtain the120 shadowing correlation coefficients for the
4 × 4 MIMO link. For the subsequent MIMO bit error calculations, the correlation
values are placed in the16 × 16 shadowing correlation matrixRdB by the following
assignments

(RdB)i,j = (RdB)j,i = σ
(i)
dB · σ(j)

dB · ρ(i,j)
dB

(RdB)i,i = (σ
(i)
dB)2

(RdB)j,j = (σ
(j)
dB)2
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The performance of beamforming versus space-time coding using a body-worn
textile antenna array is experimentally evaluated for an indoor environment,
where a walking rescue worker transmits data in the2.45 GHz ISM band, re-
lying on a vertical textile four-antenna array integrated into his garment. The
two transmission scenarios considered are static beamforming at low elevation
angles and space-time code based transmit diversity. Signals are received by
a base station equipped with a horizontal array of four dipole antennas pro-
viding spatial receive diversity through maximum-ratio combining. Signal-to-
noise ratios, bit error rate characteristics and signal correlation properties are
assessed for both off-body transmission scenarios. Without receiver diversity
the performance of space-time coding is generally better. In case of4-th order
receiver diversity, beamforming is superior in Line-of-Sight conditions. For
Non Line-of-Sight propagation the space-time codes perform better as soon as
bit error rates are low enough for a reliable data link.
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7.1 Introduction

Reliable wireless data communication is of paramount importance for rescue work-
ers operating in indoor environments. Smart garments for professionals active during
emergency situations contain integrated sensors and a transmitting system for send-
ing the collected data to the command center in real-time [1]. The indoor environ-
ment where interventions are performed exhibits Line-of-Sight (LoS) as well as Non
Line-of-Sight (NLoS) radio propagation conditions. The received signals experience
Ricean or Rayleigh fading, often with additional lognormalshadowing, easily produc-
ing variations in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) exceeding35 dB [2, 3].

7.1.1 Motivation

Experimental data comparing the performance of beamforming and space-time coding
(STC) transmissions are scarce in literature. In case of off-body communication links,
a literature search revealed no experimental results. Theoretically, for LoS conditions
the received signals can be significantly enhanced by using beamforming techniques.
However, for off-body communication in an indoor environment, beamforming is not
straightforward, especially when relying on flexible textile antennas directly deployed
on the human body. In addition to significant multipath effects and shadowing by
the human body, many factors influence array performance, such as the proximity
of the human body to the wearable antenna elements and movements of the body as
well as deformation of the flexible textile array affecting the orientation of the beam.
Shadowing by the body can cause blocking of the direct path inthe LoS environment,
but a large beam width in the azimuth plane will significantlyincrease the portion of
signals received via dominant specular reflections at wallsand office equipment.

By performing beamforming using a vertical array, the transmitted power is con-
centrated in the elevation direction along the direct path between the transmitter and
the receiver, resulting in an increased average received signal level and reducing the
number of paths contributing to fading. However, the interference between direct and
reflected signals can still cause significant fading, which is detrimental to the bit error
rate (BER) performance. Additional receiver diversity using maximum-ratio combin-
ing (MRC) can mitigate these fading effects. Previous measurements in our indoor
environment, documented in [4], confirmed substantial diversity gain for fourth-order
receive diversity with two dual-polarized antennas. Beamforming is preferred in the
elevation direction only, to accommodate for movements of the rescue worker. For a
walking person, the rotation of the array in the elevation plane is minimal, allowing
static low elevation angle beamforming. Beamforming in theazimuth plane is not
advised as the actual orientation of the rescue worker in theazimuth plane is assumed
to be unpredictable. For NLoS propagation, the rich scattering of the signals in the
environment includes waves propagating at higher elevation angles. Therefore it is
interesting to transmit with a wide elevation coverage.
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Thanks to their high beamwidth and higher diversity order, transmit diversity tech-
niques such as space-time codes are expected to outperform static beamforming sys-
tems [5] for NLoS propagation conditions.

Adaptive beamforming could in principle further enhance the communication as
compared to static beamforming but requires continuous feedback of channel infor-
mation from the receiver to the transmitter [6]. For a rescueworker operating in an
indoor environment, the channel response often varies significantly within a fraction
of a second (Chapter 3), therefore high-rate channel information feedback would be
necessary, introducing a large overhead in the communication and requiring more
complex hardware.

In terms of implementation complexity and energy consumption, static beamform-
ing is preferred over STC. Static beamforming can be realized by simply using phase
shifters, whereas STC requires complex and more power-consuming hardware with
dedicated transmit chains for each channel. Additional diversity reception is an im-
portant option to further improve the error performance, increasing complexity at the
base station but not at the transmitter.

7.1.2 Previous work

A very limited set of measurements comparing beamforming toSTC is available in
literature and the available material covers no body-centric applications, hence they
are not dealing with direct shadowing by the human body. An experimental compari-
son of MIMO and beamforming schemes is presented in [7, 8]. These papers focus on
channel capacity and the measurements are for an outdoor-to-indoor scenario, with a
fixed transmitter and the receiver in a number of fixed positions. Horizontal antenna
arrays are used at both the transmitter and receiver. The related propagation conditions
are different from those for a walking person with a body-worn vertical antenna array.

The literature study revealed many simulations and analytical results. Space-time
codes were studied in combination with beamforming at the receiver for interference
rejection in [9]. Alternatively, depending on propagationconditions, a number of
transmit beams can be formed, in combination with an appropriately sized space-
time code [10, 11, 12]. Often the proposed schemes use environment-oriented adap-
tive beamforming, forming a directive beam pattern toward the impinging waves’
directions-of-arrival. This is more appropriate for situations where the angles-of-
arrival of the signals are fairly constant [10, 13, 14]. Others propose optimal power
allocation for beamforming based on statistical channel information [15, 16, 17] or
imperfect instantaneous channel state information [18, 19].

A numerical comparison between beamforming and space-timecoding is docu-
mented in [20, 21], confirming the better performance of space-time codes in NLoS
conditions with large feedback delay, because of the higherdiversity gain.
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In [18] the performance of both techniques is compared as a function of the quality
of the channel feedback information. In [22] an interestingscheme is proposed with
a performance converging to conventional space-time coding with low-rate and erro-
neous channel estimation feedback and to directional beamforming with high-rate and
error-free channel estimation feedback. However, for wearable applications, systems
with low weight, low cost and low power consumption are desired. Especially the
need for a feedback channel often makes the proposed scheme not compatible with
these requirements. Note that an off-body system is likely to require a high rate feed-
back channel due to the quickly changing channel response for a walking person in an
indoor fading environment.

7.1.3 Own contributions

In contrast to scenarios in existing literature, the transmit array is flexible and directly
deployed on the body of a moving user. Only static beamforming is considered be-
cause of the rapidly changing channel conditions experienced by a walking person.
The aim of this chapter is to experimentally investigate theperformance gain realized
by confining a transmit beam along zero elevation (for communication with a receiver
located on the same floor of the building) by means of a vertically oriented textile
antenna array integrated into a firefighter suit, and to compare this beamforming gain
with diversity gain realized by means of space-time codes relying on the same array.
By creating a relatively broad beam in the azimuth plane, thewearable vertical array
also provides some beamforming gain in case of dominant specular reflection, even
when the direct path is blocked by the wearer’s body.

In the following measurement campaign static beamforming SISO and1×4 SIMO
systems are compared to space-time coded4 × 1 MISO and4 × 4 MIMO links, re-
spectively. All measurements are performed in the2.45 GHz ISM (Industrial, Scien-
tific and Medical) band. The measurements confirm the better performance of space-
time coding in NLoS conditions, similar to the numerical comparison documented
in [20, 21].

Our measurements indicate that a degree of diversity is always desirable. With-
out receiver diversity, the space-time code performs better than beamforming for all
acceptable bit error rates, due to the absence of diversity for the latter. With receiver
diversity, beamforming is always better in LoS conditions,whereas for NLoS space-
time coding performs better for bit error rates lower than3.3 · 10−3.

7.1.4 Organization of the chapter

Section 7.2 documents the textile antenna array used for beamforming / transmit di-
versity. Section 7.3 discusses the transmit antenna setup,signal format and receiver
operation. Measurement results are presented in Section 7.4. General conclusions
follow in Section 7.5.
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7.2 Wearable textile antenna array

At the transmit side of the off-body link, we deploy a wearable textile antenna ar-
ray invisibly integrated into a firefighter suit. A Uniform Linear Array (ULA) topol-
ogy, composed of four tip-truncated Equilateral Triangular Microstrip Patch Anten-
nas (ETMPAs), was adopted. For easy low-cost beamforming, the four ETMPAs are
equally spaced and fed through a 50Ω coaxial SMA connector, manually soldered.
By cutting off a triangle from one of the tips of the patch [23,24], the size of the
ETMPA can be further reduced.

The triangular patch, used as antenna element, provides radiation characteristics
similar to a rectangular microstrip antenna while occupying a smaller area and guar-
anteeing low mutual coupling between adjacent elements. Itis frequently used as a
microstrip element, microstrip radiator or for array design on rigid substrates [25], but
never before on a textile substrate. Both the patch and ground plane of the array are
made ofFlectron, a breathable and highly conductive electrotextile material, being a
copper-plated nylon fabric with a surface resistivity of less than 0.10Ω/sq.

The array is implemented on a non-conductive textile substrate, being a protective
polyurethane foam called “Azzurri”, manufactured by Brunet Lion [26]. Geometrical
parameters of the patches and dielectric characteristics of the substrates are listed in
Table 7.1 and indicated in Fig. 7.1. The textile array is specifically designed for inte-
gration inside a firefighter jacket, and it is vertically positioned on the human torso, as
shown in Fig. 7.2.

The distance between patches is chosen to be3
4λ, whereλ is the free-space wave-

length, being approximately122 mm, to minimize mutual coupling between two ad-
jacent elements. The choice of92 mm between two consecutive feeding points leads
to a low cost array implementation, as it consists of only four patches. Moreover, it is
a convenient choice as the complete array, to be positioned vertically, has a large aper-
ture, fully exploiting the size of the human torso. In fact, the design of this vertical
array offers limited steering capabilities of the beam maximum in a narrow angular
sector of about10◦, centered around the broadside direction, allowing to confine the
energy within a narrow beam, centered around the azimuth plane. Within this steering
range it does not exhibit grating lobes. The total size of thearray and the distance
between two feeding points are indicated in Fig. 7.2 and Table 7.1.

For the array positioned vertically, Table 7.2 displays thesimulated and measured
−3 dB beam width of a single patch antenna and of the array at2.45 GHz, in the
elevation plane (xz-plane) and in the azimuth plane (yz-plane). It is clear that the
array is quite directive in the elevation plane, compared tothe single patch element.

The beam width in the azimuth plane is always wide enough to allow for move-
ments of the rescue worker. The beam width in the elevation plane is small, providing
a higher gain along the beam maximum at zero elevation. Note that for the space-time
code the elevation beam width for a single patch is valid.
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Table 7.1: Tip-truncated ETMPA on the Azzurri substrate: dielectric properties andpatch
dimensions.

Patch [mm] Substrate
a 60.1 L [mm] 480
b 69 W [mm] 180
c 8.6 h [mm] 3.55
d 52.8
Xfeed 27.5 ǫr 1.19
Yfeed 10 tan δ 0.003

Figure 7.1: Side view of the textile antenna array and its geometrical dimensions.
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Figure 7.2: Top view of the textile antenna array and its position on the human body. TX1
to TX4 from top to bottom. W and L are the dimensions of the ground plane, asindicated in
Table 7.1. The antenna array is placed on the back of the body, inside thefirefighter jacket.

Table 7.2: Simulated and measured−3 dB beam width of a single patch antenna and of the
array, in the elevation plane (xz-plane) and in the azimuth plane (yz-plane).

Elevation plane, xz-plane Azimuth plane, yz-plane
Single patch Array Single patch Array

Simulation 77◦ 16◦ 64◦ 66◦

Measurement 76◦ 18◦ 57◦ 65◦

7.3 Measurement setup

7.3.1 Mobile rescue worker: Transmitted signals

The rescue worker transmits with the vertically mounted textile antenna array worn
on the back, inside the jacket (Fig. 7.2). The same array is used for the beamforming
and space-time coding scenarios.

The transmission is performed in frames, transmitting at a rate of1 Msymbols
per second. Each transmitted frame is simultaneously used for both beamforming and
space-time coding, and consists of the following symbols:
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• BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keyed) pilot symbols for each transmit antenna, sent
in separate time slots to avoid interference of pilot symbols from different trans-
mit antennas at the receiver. These pilot symbols are exploited at the receiver for
estimating symbol timing, carrier frequency offset and complex channel gains.

• QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed) data symbols encoded according to the
3/4 rate orthogonal space-time code documented in [27, pp 194 (5.143)].

• Uncoded QPSK symbols, equal on all transmit channels but with phase incre-
ments at the antenna terminals in multiples of15◦ to generate beams in the
−10◦ . . . + 10◦ elevation range.

A guard interval is inserted between consecutive frames. From the signals received
during the guard intervals the noise variance is estimated.

Transmitted beams can be steered with main beams oriented along small elevation
angles around broadside, without the generation of gratinglobes in the radiation pat-
tern. The elevation angleθ is zero when all array elements are driven in phase. Beams
at other elevation angles are produced by driving the subsequent antenna patches of
the array with a phase increment∆ϕ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 = ϕ3 − ϕ2 = ϕ4 − ϕ3, with ϕn

denoting the phase rotation applied to then-th transmit antenna (n = 1, 2, 3, 4). The
relation between the phase angle increment∆ϕ and elevation angleθ is given by

∆ϕ =
2πd

λ
sin(θ) ≈ 2πd

λ
θ. (7.1)

The approximation is valid for small elevation angles and, with d = 92 mm andλ =

122 mm @2.45 GHz, results in∆ϕ ≈ 4.74·θ. A phase increment of∆ϕ = 15◦ at the
antenna terminals, equal to the phase step size applied in the transmission, corresponds
to an increment ofθ ≈ 3.2◦ in the main beam’s elevation angle. The performance for
a beam with a given elevation angle is assessed by selecting the received symbols that
have been transmitted with the corresponding phase increment on subsequent antenna
patches.

The transmit power configured for each antenna is+0 dBm for the LoS and
+20 dBm for the NLoS measurements in order to compensate for the average path
loss experienced in the specific propagation conditions. The signals received in this
way are always well above the receiver noise floor but always below the level that
causes saturation of the receivers’ analog-to-digital converters.

Denoting bys(i)
n (k) thek-th signal sample transmitted by then-th antenna during

thei-th frame, in case of beamforming we haves
(i)
n (k) = a(i)(k)ejϕn , wherea(i)(k)

is a QPSK symbol with

E

[

∣

∣

∣
a(i)(k)

∣

∣

∣

2
]

= σ2
a. (7.2)
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The transmitted energy per information bit is denoted asEb,tr, the total (sum over
all antennas) transmitted energy per symbol interval (for QPSK) is4σ2

a = 2Eb,tr, so
thatEb,tr = 2σ2

a. In case of space-time coding, we consider an orthogonal block code
with the following codeword structure [27, pp 194 (5.143)]:

C =









a1 −a∗
2 −a∗

3 0

a2 a∗
1 0 −a∗

3

a3 0 a∗
1 a∗

2

0 a3 −a2 a1









The row and column index refer to the transmit antenna and thetime slot, respec-
tively. The nonzero entries ofC are QPSK symbols with varianceσ2

a. Denoting by
C

(i)(l) the l-th codeword transmitted during thei-th frame, we haves(i)
n (4l + p) =

(C(i)(l))n,p for p = 0, 1, 2, 3. The total (sum over all antennas) transmitted energy
per symbol interval is3σ2

a = (1/4) · 6Eb,tr, yieldingEb,tr = 2σ2
a.

For the space-time code only three out of four antennas are transmitting in each
time slot, reducing the total transmitted power by a factor3/4 as compared to beam-
forming. However, since only three information symbols aretransmitted in four time
slots, the useful symbol rate is also reduced by a factor3/4. Therefore the total trans-
mitted energy per information bitEb,tr is the same for the space-time code and for the
beam former.

7.3.2 Base station: Receiving system

The receiving antenna array is displayed in Fig. 7.3 and consists of four vertically
polarized dipole antennas equally spaced at32 cm (2.6λ) apart and with its phase
center1.25 m above the floor level. The antenna array is directly connected to a
Signalion HaLo430 MIMO transceiver unit, synchronously sampling the received
signals after conversion to baseband. The obtained I and Q samples are stored on a
hard disk for later processing. Based on the stored I and Q samples, carrier frequency
offset and timing correction are applied, and matched filteroutput samples (at the
symbol rate) are computed. The sample corresponding to them-th receive antenna
duringk-th symbol interval ini-th frame can be represented by

r(i)
m (k) =

4
∑

n=1

h(i)
m,ns(i)

n (k) + w(i)
m (k) (7.3)

whereh
(i)
m,n denotes the channel gain from then-th transmit antenna to them-th re-

ceive antenna, andw(i)
m (k) is a Gaussian noise contribution with

E

[

∣

∣

∣
w(i)

m (k)
∣

∣

∣

2
]

= N0,m. (7.4)
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Figure 7.3: The fixed receiving antenna array with four vertical dipoles.

In the case of beamforming, the detection of the symbola(i)(k) is based on
maximum-ratio combining (MRC) of the samplesr

(i)
m (k),m = 1, . . . , 4. The result-

ing SNR at the input of the detector corresponding to thei-th frame is given by

SNR(i)
Beam =

4
∑

m=1

SNR(i)
Beam,m (7.5)

where

SNR(i)
Beam,m =

σ2
a

N0,m
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4
∑

n=1

h(i)
m,nejϕn

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(7.6)

is the ratio of signal power to noise power inr
(i)
m (k).

In the case of space-time coding, the detection of an information symbol contained
in the codewordC(i)(l) is based on the MRC of the samples
r
(i)
m (4l + p),m = 1, . . . , 4, p = 0, . . . , 3. The resulting SNR at the input of the detec-

tor corresponding to thei-th frame is given by

SNR(i)
STC =

4
∑

m=1

SNR(i)
STC,m (7.7)

where

SNR(i)
STC,m =

σ2
a

N0,m
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h(i)

m,n
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2

(7.8)
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is the ratio of signal power to noise power after the proper combining of
r
(i)
m (4l + p), p = 0, . . . , 3.

In the following, we will consider the instantaneousEb/N0 ratio at the detector
input, which in the case of QPSK is defined as SNR/2, where SNR equals SNR(i)Beam

or SNR(i)
STC , depending on the transmit scenario. The averageEb/N0 ratio is obtained

by averaging the instantaneousEb/N0 over the frame indexi. When no receiver
diversity is exploited, only the signal from one receive antenna is processed; in this
case the summations in (7.5) and (7.7) contain only one term.

7.3.3 Measurement scenario

The propagation environment for the measurements is an office environment at Ghent
University, in a building from the1930s with very solid brick walls.

Office equipment such as metal closets as well as the presenceof people also
have an important influence on the indoor radio propagation.A floor plan of the
environment is displayed in Fig. 7.4.

The path between the markers A and B is a LoS path, whereas the sideways path
labeled A to C is NLoS. In the latter case, the direct signal path is blocked by two solid
brick walls. Measurements described in Chapter 3 confirm theRayleigh distributed
small-scale fading experienced along this sideways path.

7.4 Measurement results and analysis

The beamforming results documented in this section are calculated based on the sym-
bols transmitted with a phase increment corresponding to a zero-elevation beam when
the array is worn by the firefighter. The values SNR(i)

Beam,m are obtained by measur-

ing the SNR of the corresponding samplesr
(i)
m (k). According to (7.6), SNR(i)Beam,m

could in principle be obtained from the measured channel gainsh
(i)
m,n and the phases

ϕn applied to transmit antenna signals; however, this method gave rise to less ac-
curate results, due to channel estimation errors and variations of the channel gains
over a frame. For space-time coding, the samplesr

(i)
m (4l + p), p = 0, . . . , 3 are prop-

erly combined using the channel gains derived from the pilotsymbols, and the values
SNR(i)

STC,m are obtained by measuring the SNR of the samples that result from this
combining. The signals on all four receive antennas are recorded synchronously. To
assess the performance without receiver diversity, the signal of only one antenna was
used (RX3 in Fig. 7.3). When relying on receiver diversity, MRC is applied to the
signals from all four antennas. The wearable antenna array,deployed on the rescue
worker as documented in Section 7.2, is used for both the beamforming scenario and
the space-time coding scenario, to allow a fair performancecomparison.
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Figure 7.4: Floor plan of the indoor environment where the measurement campaignwas per-
formed.

7.4.1 Beamforming calibration measurement

The actual phase relationship of the signals at the transmitantenna array is influenced
by the lengths of the transmission lines feeding the antennapatches. Hence, first a cali-
bration measurement is performed using an RF combiner to join the signals at the ends
of the transmission lines (to be connected to the antenna ports later). The combined
signal is then connected to the receiver via a60 dB attenuator. The phase relation-
ships between the different transmit chains are then adjusted in order to achieve the
maximum amplitude for a zero phase increment.
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Additionally, when the array is positioned on the human bodya tilt of a few de-
grees in the elevation plane is expected, for which compensation is desirable. There-
fore a second calibration measurement is performed with thefirefighter standing straight
and the array oriented towards the receiver, at10 m distance.
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Figure 7.5: Average SNR as a function of the beam elevation angle, in the LoS environment,
with the main beam directed towards and away from the receiver, as well as in the NLoS envi-
ronment. The SNR is normalized to0 dB for the0◦ elevation beam.

For various beam elevation angles, Fig. 7.5 shows the average of SNR(i)
Beam over

all frames after calibration, normalized to0 dB for the0◦ elevation beam. The beam
elevation range is limited to−10◦ . . . + 10◦ to avoid grating lobes in the radiation
pattern. The three curves correspond to the following propagation conditions.

Non Line-of-Sight

In NLoS conditions, the signals are propagated by means of multiple scattered reflec-
tions in the environment. Here beamforming is clearly not advantageous anymore.
In our measurement the higher elevation angles provided somewhat stronger signals,
possibly because of propagation over the top of metal closets in the office.
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LoS, beam towards the receiver

The measured SNR demonstrates the correct implementation of the beamforming.
The zero-elevation beam clearly provides the highest SNR. Note that the values in
Table 7.2 are for anechoic conditions whereas the LoS curve in Fig. 7.5 is measured
in the actual indoor environment. The measured beamwidth islarger, probably due to
ground and ceiling reflections.

A single dominant specular reflection

With the beam oriented away from the receiver, the propagation is assumed to pre-
dominantly occur via a single reflection in the indoor environment. The difference in
SNR for different beam angles is smaller but the zero-elevation beam still provides the
strongest signal.

7.4.2 Line-of-Sight path

For the measurements along the LoS path, the rescue worker walks between the points
marked A and B in the floor plan, Fig. 7.4. The plots in Figs. 7.6and 7.7, displaying
theEb/N0 per frame for the LoS scenario, correspond to the walk sequence ABABA.
Clearly, shadowing effects by the human body cause an additional attenuation of the
signal when the antenna array is oriented away from the receiver. Note that, as the
antenna array is worn on the back, the beam is oriented away from the receiver when
the test person approaches the base station (from A to B). A steep change inEb/N0,
by more than15 dB, is noticed each time the rescue worker turns around, reorienting
the beam.

Reception without receiver diversity

Without receiver diversity theEb/N0 recorded for the beamforming results from a
constructive addition of the received electromagnetic fields generated by each transmit
antennan (see (7.6)). For the space-time code, theEb/N0 results from the addition of
the powers received from each transmit antennan (see (7.8)). The results for reception
in LoS conditions without receiver diversity are displayedin Fig. 7.6.

• Line-of-Sight (beam towards RX)

– The beamforming achievesEb/N0 values that are a few dB larger com-
pared to using the space-time code. If the receive antennas were located
at zero elevation angle and assuming identical additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channels between the transmit and receive antennas, the
difference inEb/N0 between beamforming and space-time coding would
amount to6 dB, which corresponds to the difference between the construc-
tive addition of the received electromagnetic fields at the receive antenna
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Figure 7.6: Eb/N0 along the Line-of-Sight path, without receiver diversity (no MRC) for
−10◦, 0◦ and+10◦ beams and for the space-time code. Labels on top indicate locations on the
floor plan.

elements along the main beam direction of the array (beamforming) and
the addition of the powers in case of transmit diversity (by means of space-
time coding).

– The zero-elevation beam concentrates the transmitted power towards the
receiver. The azimuth angle is much wider (Table 7.2), allowing consid-
erable rotation of the body in the azimuth plane while maintaining a good
communication link.

• A single dominant specular reflection (beam away from RX)

– The beam and the space-time code approximately exhibit equal perfor-
mance, when considering averageEb/N0 over all received frames. The
measured behavior, with the zero-elevation beam providingthe strongest
signal compared to beams with other elevations, indicates the presence of
low-elevation reflections of the transmitted beam on vertical surfaces such
as walls and metal closets.

– The variance of the signal level is larger for the beamforming case, known
to cause a worse BER for the same averageEb/N0. No transmit diversity
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Figure 7.7: Eb/N0 along the Line-of-Sight path, with receiver diversity (MRC) for−10◦, 0◦

and+10◦ beams and for the space-time code. Labels on top indicate locations on the floor plan.

is present in the beamforming case whereas4-th order transmit diversity
is achieved by the space-time code. In Fig. 7.6, less signal fading occurs
for the space-time coded transmission, especially with thebeam oriented
away from the receiver.

Reception with 4-th order receiver diversity

The results for reception in LoS conditions with fourth-order receiver diversity are
displayed in Fig. 7.7.

• Line-of-Sight (beam towards RX)

– TheEb/N0 values for the zero-elevation beam are now often6 dB higher
than for the space-time code.

– Thanks to the receiver diversity, the transmission relyingon beamforming
suffers less degradation due to fading. The signal dips in Fig. 7.7 are less
deep than in Fig. 7.6.
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• A single dominant specular reflection (beam away from RX)

– Even with the beam oriented away from the receiver, zero-elevation beam-
forming still performs better (in terms of averageEb/N0) than space-time
coding, since the propagation in LoS conditions predominantly occurs by
means of a small number of low elevation angle reflections at walls and
office equipment.

– The beam transmission corresponds to a1 × 4 MIMO link and the space-
time code to a4 × 4 MIMO system. Therefore, less signal fading occurs
for the space-time coded transmission, especially with thebeam oriented
away from the receiver.

7.4.3 Non Line-of-Sight

For the NLoS measurements, the rescue worker walks back and forth between the
points marked A and C in the floor plan, Fig. 7.4. The measurement results are dis-
played in Fig. 7.8 and 7.9. As the propagation link is composed of a sum over an
ensemble of non-dominant multipaths created by reflection/transmission/diffraction,
theEb/N0 varies dramatically for subsequent frames. Note that20 dB extra transmit
power is used to compensate for the associated signal attenuation.

No receiver diversity

The results for beamforming in NLoS conditions without receiver diversity are dis-
played in Fig. 7.8. Without receiver diversity the beamforming performs clearly worse
than the space-time code. Deep fades occur due to the lack of transmit diversity gain
for the static beamforming case. The space-time code realizes 4-th order transmit
diversity, decreasing the fluctuation inEb/N0.

4-th order receiver diversity

The results for beamforming in NLoS conditions with fourth-order receiver diversity
are displayed in Fig. 7.9. With receiver diversity, the variation ofEb/N0 caused by
fading is reduced, also for the beamforming case.

7.4.4 Minimum, average and maximum Eb/N0

The minimum, average and maximumEb/N0 values recorded for each measurement
are listed in Table 7.3. The beamforming always achieves higher average received
Eb/N0 values (the associated power gain is listed in the last column of Table 7.3),
indicating the important contribution of signals reflectedor scattered at low-elevation
angles in the indoor propagation environment. Simulation results in [5] also indicated
that beamforming maximizes the received SNR.
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Figure 7.8: Eb/N0 in Non Line-of-Sight conditions, without receiver diversity (no MRC).
NLoS transmissions performed at20 dB extra power compared to LoS transmissions.
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Figure 7.9: Eb/N0 in Non Line-of-Sight conditions, with receiver diversity (MRC). NLoS
transmissions performed at20 dB extra power compared to LoS transmissions.
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The minimumEb/N0 values are generally higher for the space-time code espe-
cially in absence of receive diversity gain. Lower minimumEb/N0 values indicate
more severe fading, resulting in a higher BER for a given averageEb/N0 value.
Higher maximumEb/N0 values always result for the beamforming case, caused by
concentrating the transmitted power in a range of low-elevation angles. However, the
average BER is mostly determined by the lowestEb/N0 values occurring.

The results indicate that some degree of diversity is alwaysbeneficial, even in LoS
conditions. MRC of4 signals, received on separate antennas, provides array gain and
additional diversity gain. The average measured total additional gain by receiving
on 4 antennas using MRC varies between5.9 and6.8 dB for all measured cases in
Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Eb/N0 for STC and beamforming; beamforming power gain

STC Beamforming Beamforming power gain
[dB] [dB] [dB]

NLoS, no receive diversity
min 29.7 25.9
avg 43.7 45.5 1.8
max 51.1 53.8

NLoS, 4-th order receive diversity
min 38.4 36.5
avg 50.2 52.2 2.0
max 59.8 62.5

LoS, no receive diversity
min 43.1 38.6
avg 49.9 53.3 3.4
max 57.5 60.5

LoS, 4-th order receive diversity
min 49.7 51.9
avg 56.6 60.1 3.5
max 62.0 65.5

A single dominant specular reflection, no receive diversity
min 22.3 13.1
avg 33.4 34.9 1.5
max 40.2 42.9
A single dominant specular reflection,4-th order receive diversity
min 29.5 29.7
avg 39.3 41.0 1.7
max 45.3 49.0
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7.4.5 BER characteristics

For QPSK, the BER for thei-th frame is given by

BER(i) = Q





√

(

2Eb

N0

)(i)


 (7.9)

whereQ(x) is the tail area (fromx to∞) of the zero-mean univariate Gaussian distri-
bution, and(Eb/N0)

(i) is theEb/N0 value at the input of the detector corresponding
to thei-th frame, which equals(1/2) ·SNR(i)

Beam or (1/2) ·SNR(i)
STC depending on the

transmit scenario. The displayed BER is the average ofBER(i) over the frame index
i. The detailed procedure for calculating measurement-based BER characteristics for
a range of averageEb/N0 values is outlined in Chapter 3. In case of fourth-order
receiver diversity we obtain receive array gain (which equals 6 dB in case of identi-
cal powers on each receive antenna), with an additional diversity gain. The bit error
rate represented allows a performance comparison of our experimental transmissions
for beamforming and space-time coding with or without receiver diversity. Note that
beamforming and space-time coding transmissions are performed within the same
transmission frame, hence with equal momentary propagation conditions.

To obtain a fair comparison of the BER produced by beamforming versus space-
time coding, we consider an equal total transmitted energy per information bitEb,tr

for both scenarios. Therefore, we introduce the notion of normalized averageEb/N0,
which equals either the averageEb/N0 at the detector output (in the case of STC), or
the averageEb/N0 at the detector output minus the beamforming power gain fromTa-
ble 7.3 (in the case of beamforming). This way, displaying BER curves as a function
of the normalizedEb/N0 includes the power gain associated with coherent beamform-
ing.

Non Line-of-Sight

Fig. 7.10 lists the BER characteristics for the measurements along the NLoS path.
Due to the absence of diversity, the curve in case of beamforming, as received on
RX3, approaches the theoretical curve for Rayleigh fading.Without receiver diversity,
relying only on RX3, at higherEb/N0 the BER decreases more quickly for links
relying on the space-time code than for the beamforming linkthanks to the inherent
transmit diversity of the former. For the beamforming thereis no diversity at all in
this case, hence we are comparing4-th and1-st order diversity systems. Space-time
coding performs better than beamforming when the BER< 8.6 · 10−2.

With receiver diversity, the curves for the space-time codealso decrease faster
than for the beamforming case, thanks to the higher diversity order. However, the
difference is not so large for low to moderateEb/N0 values, as we are now comparing
a4 × 4 MIMO link with a 1 × 4 SIMO system.
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Figure 7.10: BER as a function of the normalized averageEb/N0 per receive antenna, recorded
along the NLoS path, for transmissions at equal totalEb,tr.

The curves exhibit16-th and4-th order diversity, respectively, and the additional
performance gain associated to increasing the diversity order from4 to 16 is not that
large anymore. The space-time code performs better than beamforming when the
BER < 3.3 · 10−3. To achieve a BER= 10−4 the space-time code requires1.4 dB
less transmit energy per information bit. Measurements documented in [7], although
focused on channel capacity, also indicated the better performance of space-time cod-
ing at higher SNR levels. Note that beamforming is also more sensitive to movements
of the rescue worker, as bending of the body will point the beam upward or downward.

Line-of-Sight

The BER characteristics for the LoS path are calculated separately for the frames
where the beam is oriented towards the receiver and those with the beam directed away
from it. Fig. 7.11 displays the BER characteristics for the frames recorded in LoS, with
the beam oriented towards the receiver. The curve for beamforming without diversity
is now better than the theoretical curve for Rayleigh fading. The signal propagation,
composed of a strong LoS component and some reflected signals, produces a large
power gain for the transmission relying on beamforming.
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Figure 7.11: BER as a function of the normalized receivedEb/N0 per antenna, recorded along
the LoS path with the transmit antenna array oriented towards the receiver, for transmissions at
equal totalEb,tr.

BER curves for the set of frames measured with the beam oriented towards the
receiver display a considerable performance improvement in case of transmit beam-
forming with receiver diversity. Concentrating the transmitted power along the low
elevation angles creates a significantly stronger signal atthe receiver. To achieve a
BER = 10−4 the beamforming requires2.3 dB less transmit energy per bit.

A single dominant specular reflection

The BER curves in Fig.7.12 correspond to the set of frames measured along the LoS
path, with the beam oriented away from the receiver. The characteristic for beam-
forming without diversity approaches the theoretical Rayleigh fading characteristic,
indicating the blockage of the direct signal path by the human body. Additionally, the
antenna array’s main beam is now directed away from the receiver. The performance
of beamforming with receiver diversity is always slightly better than for space-time
coding. The propagation is mainly realized through one dominant specular reflection,
occuring at a low-elevation angle. To achieve a BER= 10−4 the beamforming re-
quires0.7 dB less transmit energy per information bit, with the beam oriented away
from the receiver.
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Figure 7.12: BER as a function of the normalized receivedEb/N0 per antenna, for communi-
cation via a single dominant specular reflection and transmissions at equal total Eb,tr.

7.4.6 Signal envelope correlation

The normalized correlation coefficients of the signal envelopes are given by

ρX,Y =
E [X · Y ] − E [X]E [Y ]

√

[

E [X2] − (E [X])
2
] [

E [Y 2] − (E [Y ])
2
]

(7.10)

For the transmit correlation, as seen from antenna RX3 we setX = |h3,n1
| and

Y = |h3,n2
|, with n1 andn2 the indices of the corresponding TX antennas. The

used channel gain valueshi,j are based on the received pilot symbols. For the re-
ceive correlation,X andY are the magnitudes of the zero-elevation beam symbols as
received on the corresponding RX antennas.

Correlation coefficients of the received signals

Table 7.4 lists the correlation coefficients for the received signals, for reception of
the zero-elevation beam. A significant diversity gain may berealized when the en-
velope correlation coefficient is lower than0.7 [28], which is the case for all receive
correlation values.
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Table 7.4: Signal envelope correlation of the received signals

NLoS, zero-elevation beam

RX1 RX2 RX3 RX4
RX1 1 0.49966 0.46488 0.37184
RX2 0.49966 1 0.49911 0.51818
RX3 0.46488 0.49911 1 0.58911
RX4 0.37184 0.51818 0.58911 1

LoS, zero-elevation beam

RX1 RX2 RX3 RX4
RX1 1 0.64439 0.64289 0.64433
RX2 0.64439 1 0.53591 0.54072
RX3 0.64289 0.53591 1 0.55964
RX4 0.64433 0.54072 0.55964 1

A dominant specular reflection, zero-elevation beam

RX1 RX2 RX3 RX4
RX1 1 0.55218 0.43311 0.19448
RX2 0.55218 1 0.58084 0.42663
RX3 0.43311 0.58084 1 0.58893
RX4 0.19448 0.42663 0.58893 1

MRC reception with multiple antennas will produce array anddiversity gain in all
cases. An interesting observation is the decreasing correlation for receive antennas
spaced further apart in the NLoS and specular reflection cases (Fig. 7.3 shows the RX
antenna positions). For the LoS case, as expected for a beam directed towards the
receiver along a LoS path, the correlation is higher and moreconstant as a function of
RX antenna separation.
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Correlation coefficients of the transmitted signals

Table 7.5 displays the correlation coefficients for the signals transmitted by different
patches of the off-body array. The values are rather high forall cases, due to the
proximity of the human body. Remarkably, the correlation islowest for the upper two
patches (TX1 and TX2) in the array. This value is below0.7 for all cases and allows a
significant transmit diversity gain [28] for the space-timecode. The other signals will
also provide some diversity but in a minor way. The correlation is very high for the
lower two patches (TX3 and TX4). As the array is perfectly symmetrical, we assume
that this is an effect of the proximity to the floor.

Table 7.5: Signal envelope correlation of the transmitted signals

NLoS, as received by RX3

TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4
TX1 1 0.60868 0.73301 0.76079
TX2 0.60868 1 0.84735 0.86725
TX3 0.73301 0.84735 1 0.99728
TX4 0.76079 0.86725 0.99728 1

LoS, as received by RX3

TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4
TX1 1 0.66085 0.67815 0.72005
TX2 0.66085 1 0.85092 0.87672
TX3 0.67815 0.85092 1 0.99662
TX4 0.72005 0.87672 0.99662 1

A dominant specular reflection, as received by RX3

TX1 TX2 TX3 TX4
TX1 1 0.56683 0.74630 0.76840
TX2 0.56683 1 0.83224 0.84849
TX3 0.74630 0.83224 1 0.99781
TX4 0.76840 0.84849 0.99781 1
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7.5 Conclusions

Experimentally comparing static beamforming and transmitdiversity techniques based
on space-time codes for a wearable vertical textile antennaarray consisting of four ra-
diating patches worn on the back of a firefighter walking in an indoor environment
leads to the following conclusions.

While the measured averageEb/N0 values at the input of the detector are always
higher for the beamforming system, the variation of the signal level is more severe due
to the limited diversity, resulting in worse bit error characteristics.

Without receiver diversity the bit error rate curves indicate that, for any bit error
rate of practical use (BER< 2.1 · 10−2), space-time coding performs best for line-
of-sight as well as for non line-of-sight conditions. In theindoor environment, some
degree of diversity is desired to combat the severe fading that is present on the signals.

With fourth-order receiver diversity in line-of-sight conditions, beamforming al-
ways performs better than space-time coding. The presence of both transmit beam-
forming and receive diversity results in a higher average receivedEb/N0 while the ef-
fects of fading are also reduced. In non line-of-sight conditions, however, space-time
coding is better as soon as BER< 3.3 · 10−3. The relative advantage of space-time
coding for higher SNR levels was also observed in [7].

An important aspect to take into account is that the beamforming system is more
sensitive to body movements, such as bending over, changingthe elevation angle of
the main beam. Switching to space-time coding results in a larger beam width in the
elevation plane.

Static beamforming, however, can be realized by using phaseshifters, whereas
space-time coding requires expensive and more power-consuming hardware with ded-
icated transmit chains for each channel.

Further research will involve an extension of the system presented in this contribu-
tion, deploying two textile antenna arrays, worn at the front and the back of the human
body, realizing a significant additional improvement by countering the effect of shad-
owing by the human body. Also, a hybrid system that combines static beamforming
and space-time coding will be studied experimentally.
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CHAPTER8

Conclusions and future work

8.1 Conclusions

8.1.1 MIMO system performance

MIMO techniques consistently improve the reliability of off-body wireless commu-
nication. Especially for indoor operations, the effects offading and shadowing —
which may be particularly severe due to the direct presence of the human body —
are effectively countered. Dual-polarized off-body systems implement fourth-order
diversity with only two body-worn antenna patches and perform excellent employing
only front and back antenna patches. Higher average received signal-to-noise ratios
result from the array gain obtained by using multiple wearable antennas. In addition,
the diversity gain results in a smaller variance of the received signal envelope, sig-
nificantly reducing the bit error rate. Bit error characteristics improve thanks to both
the array gain and diversity gain, and in particular, lower bit error rates are achieved
at much lower average signal to noise ratios by using multiple antennas. Considering
the performance of a4× 4 MIMO system in Non Line-of-Sight conditions, a bit error
rate of10−4 is obtained at an average signal-to-noise ratio per input antenna, which
is approximately30 dB lower than for a SISO link (obtained in a real measurement
setup, exploiting16-th order diversity and6 dB receive array gain).

These results confirm the theoretical predicted benefits forMIMO communica-
tions in a real body-centric measurement setup. However, ina realistic setup many
practical challenges had to be overcome to implement functioning off-body MIMO
systems and linking the measurements to the theory was not always obvious. Espe-
cially, accurate channel estimation is required, as both the signal amplitude and phase,
as well as the Doppler shift, are varying significantly even in time intervals in the
range of milliseconds. Implementing the communication system is often a compro-
mise between pilot symbol overhead and data throughput.
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An acceptable performance was illustrated for long transmission frames, using
channel tracking depending only on data driven decision oriented feedback. In that
way the data rate can be maximized. Frames of over a second duration were received
error free, despite the much shorter channel coherence time. In case of low rate com-
munications, short bursts in the order of2 milliseconds, including pilot symbols for
all transmit channels are suggested.

8.1.2 MIMO channel modeling

An accurate model, specifically for the non line-of-sight off-body indoor MIMO chan-
nel is presented. The model is based on independent correlated fading and correlated
shadowing. The fading and shadowing effects are separated using an original method,
based on the effect of lognormal shadowing on bit error characteristics. The separation
procedure results in a pair of independent correlation matrices for fading and shadow-
ing, allowing an accurate reproduction of bit error and channel capacity characteris-
tics. Moreover, the model can be used to generate an unlimited number of random
measurement-like channel realizations for testing modulation and coding schemes un-
der development.

The model parameters also provide insight into the behaviorof shadowing mech-
anisms for off-body communication. Polarization diversity does not decorrelate shad-
owing effects and also front-to-back diversity at the body achieves no significant shad-
owing decorrelation in our measurements. At the base station, shadowing is signifi-
cantly decorrelated for antennas at10λ separation, whereas at1.5λ this is not the
case.

8.1.3 Beamforming performance

Off-body static beamforming was implemented for low-elevation angles and its per-
formance was compared to that of a space-time coded diversity system in equal con-
ditions. For line-of-sight propagation, transmit beamforming proved to perform better
than transmit diversity, provided fourth-order receiver diversity was implemented in
both scenarios. A degree of diversity is always beneficial tocounter the large vari-
ance of the received signal envelope. For LoS conditions, the combination of transmit
beamforming and receiver diversity proves to be effective.Dynamic beamforming
should theoretically perform better in all cases. However,hardware limitations im-
posed by the Signalion transceiver system, prevented the implementation of such a
system as dynamic beamforming requires high-rate channel feedback. In future de-
velopments, additional equipment will be used to study suchsystems in the off-body
situation.
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8.2 Future developments

8.2.1 Interference rejection

MIMO techniques reduce the influence of interference by external sources as long as
the channel estimation is performed correctly. In that case, the desired signals are
always combined constructively, where this is not the case for the interfering signals.

8.2.2 Multi-hop communication channels

In a multi-hop network, active communication nodes placed at strategic locations ex-
tend the range and reliability of a mobile communication system. The nodes can be at
fixed locations, or they may be mobile.

Cooperative communication between rescue workers, supported by such nodes is
an interesting option. The performance of such a system could be fully measured,
analyzed and optimized.

8.2.3 Spatial multiplexing

Spatial multiplexing by the formation of eigenbeams is usedto increase the channel
capacity. This technique is currently used in the new IEEE802.11n standard for WiFi
networks. Although the channel capacity can be calculated based on channel measure-
ments, a practical implementation for an off-body system requires high-rate channel
feedback, which is impossible with the Signalion equipment.

8.2.4 Dynamic beamforming

In dynamic beamforming, the phase relationship of the transmitted signals at the dif-
ferent antennas is controlled in order to achieve constructive interference of the signals
at the receiving antenna. Theoretically this technique outperforms static beamforming
as well as space-time coding and its performance is calculated in a straightforward
manner based on channel measurements. However, a real practical implementation
requires high rate channel feedback.

8.2.5 Dedicated low-cost low-power wearable MIMO hardware

The measurement equipment used is very expensive and all signal processing is per-
formed in Matlab by the user. The data transfer of sampled signals between the PC
and the measurement equipment is very slow and seriously limits the practical possi-
bilities for bidirectional communication. A low-cost and low-power battery-operated
wearable system can be designed and implemented as a potential commercial off-body
MIMO system.
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Modulation, coding and in particular channel estimation should be chosen care-
fully to ensure a low computational complexity, allowing real-time signal process-
ing by a small microprocessor. Specific processing stages can be implemented in
reconfigurable hardware, in order to create a hardware/software co-designed MIMO
transceiver.
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